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A Chronological Presentation of “The History of Ideas” 
 

Athena Rare Books specializes in the history of ideas and, given our long devotion to that subject, 
we find it almost impossible to think of these eminent philosophers other than in the context in 
which they lived and the ways in which they related to one another in their own time. The 
philosophers have therefore been arranged in this catalog by the years of their birth (excepting only 
James & Nietzsche – James just seems so post-Nietzschean to me!) in the hopes that a reading of this 
catalog will afford you with the opportunity to experience at least a glimpse of the broad sweep that 
the history of ideas has had in the West over the past 2,500 years. For those who prefer a more 
traditional arrangement, we offer the alphabetical listings below: 

 
 
    ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF PHILOSOPHERS 

 
  Abercrombie 36 
  Aristotle   3 
  Cicero      4 
  Bacon    5 
  Beauvoir 59 
  Bentham 29 
  Bolzano 37 
  Brentano 44 
  Burke  27 
  Camus  59 
  Carnap  57 
  Condillac 22 
  Cudworth 10 
  Deleuze 61 
  Descartes   7 

   Dewey  54 
   Epictetus   4 
   Feuerbach 41 
   Fichte  31 
   Foucault 62 
   Fries  34 
   Hegel  33 
   Helvetius 21 
   Herbart 36 
   Herder  29 
   Hobbes   6 
   Holbach 23 
   Hume  18 
   Hutcheson 16 
   Irigaray 62 
   James  52 
   Johnson 38 
   Kames  17 
  
 
 
 

 Kant  23 
 Kierkegaard 42 
 Heidegger  55 
 Husserl  54 
 Hyppolite  58 
 Lacman  12 
 Levinas ` 58 
 Locke  13 
 Meiners  28 
 Merleau-Ponty 59 
 Mettrie  18 
 Mill (James) 33 
 Mill (John S.) 41 
 Montesquieu 14 
 Nietzsche  46 
 Peirce  44 
 Plato    1 
 Rawls  60 
 Reinhold  30 
 Ritter  40 
 Rousseau  19 
 Royce  53 
 Schelling  35 
 Schlosser  28 
 Schopenhauer 39 
 Shaftesbury 15 
 Spinoza  11 
 Stewart  30 
 Stirner  42 
 Upham  40 
 Voltaire  17 
 Wittgenstein 55 
 Wollstonecraft 31 
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Plato 
[428-347 BCE] 

 
The STEPHANUS Edition 

The Universal Reference for All of Plato’s Works 
Three Volumes Elegantly Bound in Full Vellum 

 

Platonis opera quae extant omnia. (The Complete Works of Plato) [Title also in Greek], 
Henr. Stephani, [Geneva], 1578. Volume 1: TP + [i]-[xvi] = Studioso Lectori +  [xvii]-[xxiii] = 
Platone Epigrammata + [xxiv]-[xxv] = Catalogus Dialogorum + half title (with first page of text 
– unnumbered – on the verso) + 1-402 + 401-402 (duplicate leaf) + 403-404 + 403-404 
(duplicate leaf) + 405-542 + 1 blank leaf; Volume 2: Half-title + [i]-[v] = Dedication + [vi] = 
Two Poems + blank leaf [lettered AA.1.] + 3-992 [Note: pp 703/703 are mis-numbered 672-673 
and pp. 954/955 are mis-numbered 949-950]; Volume 3: Half-title + [i]-[v] = Dedication to the 
Republic of Bern + [vi] = Poem + [vii] = Contents Page + 3-416 + 1-139; Folio (15.25" x 
9.75"). First Complete Greek/Latin Edition. 

$ 22,500 
 

The famous Stephanus edition which has served as the universal reference system for all other 
editions of Plato's writing since its publication. (In every translation of Plato there are small 
numbers in the margin which refer to the pagination in this edition affording scholars the 
opportunity to cross-reference each other's work in any language - they are called the 
"Stephanus numbers".)  

 
"A great Renaissance author and scholar as well as a member of one of Europe's most illustrious families of printers, Henri Estienne 
II himself edited his grand Plato, for which he commissioned a new Latin translation by Jean de Serres. Together with his 
monumental 1572 Thesaurus graecae linguae, the lavish Plato was responsible, according to Schreiber, for securing both Estienne's 
scholarly reputation and his financial ruin." (Garden Ltd., #40) 

 
Large, dated, woodcut device of St. Paul and the olive tree on TP of the first volume, numerous woodcut head- and tailpieces and 
ornamental initials, text in two columns, in Greek and Latin. All three volumes bound in contemporary boards with professional 
repairs to joints. Spines with four raised bands along with title pieces – gilt on red for author/title and gilt on green for volume. A 
lovely set which is more commonly seen bound as two volumes (vols. 1 & 3 and vol. 2 separate).  

 
The Publisher’s Own Specially-Bound, Large-Paper Copy  
of Spen’s Translation of Plato’s Monumental The Republic 

 

[SPENS] The Republic of Plato, in Ten Books. Printed by Robert and Andrew Foulis, Printers to the University, Glasgow, 1763. 
TP + 2 leaves [4 pp.] = Dedication + [ii]-[iv] = Speakers in the Republic + [v]-xl = Preface +[1]-430 + [431]-[432] = Publisher’s 
ads + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition this Translation.  

$ 27,000 
 

The first English translation of Plato’s Republic; done by Dr. Harry Spens and published by Foulis of Scotland. This is “a very 
faithful translation… containing not only a general epitome of the Republic of Plato, but an accurate delineation of the characters, 
manners, and philosophy of the ancient Greeks.” (Lowndes, 1878)  Although little is known of Spens, according to Richard 
Garnett’s commentary in 1906, his translation “should not be lightly esteemed [for] it is clearly the work of a scholar and a man of 
considerable literary ability.”  
 
The rare, large paper copy of the first edition of this first English translation of Plato’s Republic that was the bound expressly for 
the publisher, Foulis. According to notes on the inside of the front cover, this magnificent binding of red goatskin was done 
expressly for the publisher. (See Library, Volume VII, No. 2, June 1952 for further details)  
 
In 1776, this copy was given to a friend by Sir Richard Worsley, Baronet on Isle of Wight of which he was Governor. He had been 
comptroller of the King’s household and was sworn of the privy council in 1780. In addition to this, his previous duties were those 
of British Resident at Venice and a member of Parliament.  

 
The Republic is a Socratic dialogue by Plato, written in approximately 380 BC. It is one of the most influential works of philosophy 
and political theory, and among Plato`s best known works. In Plato`s fictional dialogues, the characters of Socrates as well as 
various Athenians and foreigners discuss the meaning of justice and examine whether the just man is happier than the unjust man 
by imagining a society ruled by philosopher-kings and the guardians. The dialogue also discusses Plato`s Theory of Forms, the 
place of poetry, and the immortality of the soul. 
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A magnificent contemporary binding in full red goatskin with elaborate decorations on both the front and back covers. The spine 
with five raised bands, gilt decorations and a black field for the title. Amazingly well preserved, a truly singular and unique binding 
of this important early English translation of Plato. Preserved in a matching red slip case.   

 
Third & Corrected Edition of Dacier’s French Translation into English 

 

The Works of Plato Abridg’d with an Account of His Life. Philosophy, Morals, and Politicks. Together with a Translation of his 
choicest Dialogues. Printed for J. Rivington, et al. London, 1772. Volume 1: TP + [i]-[ii] = A Table of the Dialogues + 1-336; 
Volume 2: TP + 3-344, 12 mo. Third Edition of the Dacier Translation.  

$ 850 
 

A lovely set containing an early English translations of many of Plato’s dialogues – following the famous French translation by 
Mme. Dacier.  
 
Recently rebacked in full leather with gilt lettering on the spine. Original boards worn and a bit scarred, but exhibiting character all 
the while. With the bookplate of “I. Drewitt” to the inside front board of each volume. Inside front board of Volume II with two 
lines of handwritten Greek and, on the facing front free endpaper, ten lines of English serving as an Index. Overall, a very pretty 
set. 

The First American Printing of Any Work by Plato 
 

Phædon: or, A Dialogue on the Immortality of the Soul. New York: W. Gowan, 1833. TP + 1 leaf = Dedication page with 
advertisement on verso + [1]-2 = publisher's advertisements + [5]-209, 12mo.  First American Edition of any work by Plato. 

 

 $ 550 
 

The first American printing of any work by Plato, noted on the TP: "Translated from the Original Greek by Madam Dacier with 
Notes and Emendations to which is prefixed the Life of the Author by Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambray, First American, from the 
Rare London Edition". 
 

André Dacier (1651-1722) and his wife Anne Lefevre (1654-1720) were learned Hellenist and Latinist scholars who took the side 
of the Ancients in the quarrel of the Ancients and Moderns which was raging at the time. They did much of their work together. 
Dacier also translated Horace, Aristotle, Sophocles, Epictetus, Hippocrates and Plutarch. He was an editor of the Delphin series of 
classics and was, for a time, in charge of the library at the Louvre.  
 
Original boards (light red muslin over blue paper) and paper label (a bit worn) to the spine – noting the original price of $1. With a 
former owner’s name on the inside cover and another (dated 1837) to the front fly leaf. The text block is split at the title page, but 
holding at the bottom. Overall, a lovely copy.   

 
The 19th Century’s Critical Edition of Plato – Beautifully Bound in Full Vellum 

 

Platonis Opera Quae Feruntur Omnia (The Complete Works of Plato. Impensis Meyeri & Zelleri, Turici [Turin], 1839. 1 blank 
leaf + half-title + TP + Dedication page + [VII]-VIII + [1]-[1075] + 1 blank leaf.  [iii]-iv = Contents + [5]-149 + 1 blank leaf. 
Quarto. Complete Critical Edition of Plato in Greek.  

$ 600 
 

A complete edition of Plato in Greek edited by three famous 19th century scholars – Johan Georg Baiter, Johan Caspar von Orelli 
and August Wilhelm Winckelmann. Orelli was the senior member of the team that produced this work – his previous reputation 
resting on his complete edition of Cicero (published 1826-1838). His student, Baiter was renown for his textual criticism, for his 
successes at finding the best manuscript authorities and for the incredible accuracy of his collations. These two collaborated with 
Winckelmann in 1839 to produce this new critical edition of Plato which marked a distinct advance in the text – most especially 
because of the consideration given to two new Plato manuscripts that had surfaced.  

 
Beautifully bound in full vellum with ornate gilt decorations to the spine along with the title in gold on a black field. Overall a very 
pretty copy of the complete works of Plato in Greek.  

 
First American Edition of Jowett's Famous Translation 

 

 [JOWETT] The Dialogues of Plato translated into English by B. Jowett, M.A. New York: Charles Scribner and Company, 1871. 
Volume 1: 1 leaf + half-title + TP + 1 leaf = Dedication + [vii]-x + 1 leaf = Contents + half-title + [3]-681 + 1 leaf = 2 pp. ads + 1 
blank leaf; Volume 2: 2 leaves + half-title + TP + 1 leaf = Contents + half-title + [3]-607 + 1 leaf = 2pp. ads + [1]-[6] = 6 pp. ads; 
Volume 3: 1 leaf + half-title + TP + 1 leaf = Contents + half-title + [3]-599 + 1 leaf; Volume 4:  1 leaf + half-title + TP + 1 leaf = 
Contents + half-title + [3]-594 + 3 leaves = 6pp. ads + 1 leaf; Octavo. First American Edition of this translation.  

 

$ 600 
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Benjamin Jowett's landmark translation which, 125 years later, is still the most popular English version. It was the first complete 
English translation of Plato by a single person. This is the first American edition, published in the same year as the British first. The 
advertisements included in volumes 1, 2 & 4 refer to this set as being "Just Published" and note it as being "One half the price of the 
English edition". Although the volumes are not very different in size, the text is much more cramped in this American version when 
compared to the original English one.  
 
Bound in original reddish-brown boards with gilt lettering on the spine. Owners signature (Lois R. Might) on first blank leaf of 
volume 1. Small booksellers label affixed to inside back cover of each volume. Very minor wear and tear to head and foot of spine 
and some slight wear to spine edges. Otherwise a bright, clean fine set.   

 
Aristotle 
[384-322 BCE] 

 
The First One-Volume Edition of Aristotle’s Opera – Incunabula [1496] 

 

Opera, Joannes & Gregorius de Gregoriis de Forlino for Benedictus Fontana, Venice, 13 July 1496. 
NOTE: all pages are numbered on the recto side only – with many misnumberings as follows: [i] = 
page with a small decorative device + [iii] = Table of Contents + [v] = Publisher’s declaration + [vi]-
[vii] = Aristotle’s Letter to Alexander + [viii]-[x] = Life of Aristotle + 1-56 + 75 + 58-86 + 86 + 88-
91 + 62 + 93-123 + 123 + 125-157 + 159-199 + 100-130 + 157 + 131-155 + 256 + 157-160 + 151 + 
162-171 + 171 + 173-187 + 18 + 189-190 + 131 + 192-214 + 214 -215 + 217-231 + 233 + 233-238 
+ 234 + 240-290 + 296 + 292-316 + 417 + 318-319 + 20 + 321-375 + 374 + 377-403 + 1 leaf = 
Printers information + 1 blank leaf;   [alternately]: aa4, a-g8, h6 (with h6 a blank), i-s8, t6, u-x8, y6, 
z8, &8, ?8, rx8, A8, B-C6, D-N8, O6, P-Z8, AA-OO8, PP-QQ6; Small folio, 7¾” x 11¾”. First 
Edition in One Volume [Incunabula].  Goff A-966. 

$ 30,000 
 

This copy is complete with 508 leaves in all. The numbering reverts back to 100 after 199, then 
continues on to 403. There is one misbound leaf:  x1 (157) has been misbound after D8 (130 but 
really 230). With woodcut diagrams in the text; numerous woodcut decorative initials; large 
woodcut printer's device on final leaf. 
 

The first one-volume edition of Aristotle's works, which, despite its claim of comprehensiveness, does not include the biological 
works. All incunable editions of Aristotle in Latin are rare, and complete Latin editions of the Opera most of all. 

 
In a lightly worn, but elegant, period style, full-calf binding. The covers – with two recent leather ties – are beautifully 
blindstamped and the spine comes with five raised bands. The text has some early marginalia and occasional underlining in ink.  
Overall, a very lovely copy of this early printing of Aristotle.  

 
1598 Edition of Aristotle’s Organon in a Beautiful Period Binding [Dated 1602] 

 

Organon, hoc est, libri omnes Logicam pertinentes, Græece, & Latine, Heredes Andrae Wecheli, Caluduim Marnium & Joan. 
Aubrium, Frankfurt, 1598. TP + [i]-[v] = Epistola + [vi]-[viii] = Ad Lectorem + [ix]-[xiii] = Two Latin Poems + [xiv] = Synopsis 
Librorum + 1-951, small Octavo; Later Printing of This Edition.  

$ 1,500 
 

This is Julius Pacius a Beriga’s [also known as Giulio Pace – 1550-1631] edition of the Organon which was originally published in 
1584 and that went through eleven editions by the year 1623 – being the standard edition of this important text at that time. With 
title and text in both Greek and Latin arranged in double columns. There is a woodcut device on the title and a number of additional 
woodcuts throughout the text.  
 
Pace is an interesting figure who was deeply involved with the burning religious and philosophical issues of this time. Born in Italy 
where he studied law and philosophy, he was deeply moved by the Reformation. This brought him to the attention of the Church 
which led to his prosecution by the Inquisition. To avoid a trial, he fled to Geneva and then went on to Heidelberg where he 
converted to Protestantism. Being studious and having a deep knowledge of Greek, he translated Aristotle and taught law at the 
University of Heidelberg from 1585 to 1594 – and a number of other prestigious institutions over the next 35 years.  

 
Bound in a gorgeous contemporary vellum binding that is blind stamped with a central device on both covers along with the initials 
“TH. A. S” and the abbreviation for the city of Strasbourg. The spine has five lines of hand lettering. A really beautiful 
contemporary copy of Aristotle’s seminal and central treatise on logic – which reigned supreme in Western Philosophy until the 
19th century.  
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Marcus Tullius Cicero 
[106-43 BCE] 

 
The Stephanus Folio Edition of Cicero’s Complete Works 

 

Opera.  Charles Estienne (Carolus Stephanus), Paris, 1554–55. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + TP = [i] = 
Lectoris + [iii]-[v] = Dedication + [vi]-[xix] = Vita + [xx]-[xxi] = Elogia + TP + 3-172 + 1 blank leaf; 
Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + TP + verso = index to orations + 3-762 + [763]-[764] = Errata + 1 blank leaf; 
Volume 3: 1 blank leaf + TP + 3-572 + 1 blank leaf; Volume 4: 1 blank leaf + TP + verso = 
philosophical index + 3-670 + [671]-[672] = Errata; Folio (10” x 14”). First Stephanus Edition. 

 

$ 6,750 
 

Edited by Charles Estienne and handsomely printed in folio, the text is based on his brother Robert 
Estienne’s octavo edition of 1543–44.  The general title-page is dated 1555, but the title-page for each 
individual volume is dated 1554.  Volumes 1 & 4 have colophons, dated 1551 and 1555 respectively. 
 
“The political thought of Cicero is not important because of its originality; his books were frankly 
compilations, as he himself avows.  They had, however, one merit which is far from negligible: 
everybody read them.  An idea once embedded in Cicero was preserved to the reading public for all 
future time” (Sabine, History of political theory p. 161–4).  During the sixteenth century, while 
“Tacitus surely gained in importance, and certainly took on a specific role in contemporary political 
and social thought, Cicero, far from disappearing, was correspondingly revaluated.  Those who turned 

to Tacitus as a teacher of political prudence and guide through the labyrinthine deception of princely posturing were equally 
disposed to use Cicero as an authority for the extreme measures that national- and self-preservation often demanded.  Moreover, 
even when used for such purposes, Cicero remained ‘respectable’ because of the impression generated over the long centuries of 
European engagement with his rhetorical and philosophical works . . . .  As the most famous, and best documented, politician of 
antiquity, Cicero’s maxims about the conduct of affairs carried the weight of experience . . . .  Moreover, because the affirmation of 
religious principles and, more broadly, the maintenance of morality, was an explicit fundamental responsibility of the ruler of a 
Counter-Reformation state (but also in Protestant lands where the ruler was head of the national church), the collision between the 
morally good and the politically useful, a regular event for anyone involved in the vita activa, had become a matter of state.  This 
was Cicero’s territory” (Miller, Defining the Common Good,  pp. 21–2; and see ch. 1 passim for Cicero in the early modern era). 

 
Late nineteenth-century half vellum, a little soiled and rubbed. Occasional light browning to the text with a few faint marginal 
damp-stains. From the library of Forrest Reid (novelist and critic, 1875–1947), with his inscriptions on the front free endpapers. A 
very pretty copy of this edition of Cicero.  

 

Epictetus 
[55-135 CE] 

 
The Early Edition of Epictetus with Commentary by Simplicius – Translated by Stanhope 

 

 [STANHOPE, George] Epictetus his Morals, with Simplicius his Comment.. Richard Sare and 
Joseph Hindmarth, London, 1694. 1 blank leaf + TP + [i]-[iv] = The Epistle Dedicatory + [v]-[xiv] = 
The Preface + [xv]-[xx] = A Table + [xxi] = Errata + [xxii] = Publisher’s advertisements + 1-552 + 1 
blank leaf, Octavo, (174 x 108 mm; 6⅞” x 4¼”). First Edition of this Translation.  

$ 1,200 
 

Epictetus’ Stoic masterpiece (commonly called the Enchiridion) followed by commentary by the 
NeoPlatonist, Simplicius. This is Stanhope's first book publication. He later became dean of 
Canterbury, and was one of the most popular preachers of his time. 
 
Epictetus taught that the universe is governed for the best by an all-wise Providence, and that all men 
are brothers; he wanted to make men independent of their circumstances and of the vicissitudes of life. 
Having experienced slavery himself, he lays emphasis on that part of a human being over which no 

one else has any control: the mind. These teachings strongly influenced the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, and has been an important 
inspirational book in both ancient and modern times. 
 
Simplicius, in writing his commentary on Epictetus, reveals just how much the NeoPlatonists had borrowed from the Stoics in the 
field of ethics although there is significant amount of NeoPlatonist theology and metaphysics included within the commentary.  

 
Lovely contemporary, paneled calf stamped with central gilt coat-of-arms on upper cover and monogram on lower cover. Very light 
chipping to upper spine end with some rubbing to edges. A really gorgeous copy.  
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Francis Bacon 
[1561-1626] 

 
The First Use of English for Philosophical Discourse 

 

The Twoo Bookes of Francis Bacon. Of the proficience and advancement of Learning, 
divine and humane., Printed [by Thomas Purfoot and Thomas Creede] for Henrie Tomes, 
London, 1605. 4 blank leaves + TP + 1-45 + 1-118 + 1 blank leaf; small Quarto. First Edition. 
Gibson 81. 

$ 7,500 
 

With the final blank that is missing in most extent copies but without the errata, which Gibson 
claims, is “not often found”.  
 
Book with recto numbering only and the erratic pagination that is “common to all copies” as cited 
by Gibson. In the first book, page 34 for page 24. In the second book, page 33 for 30 and after 
page 69 the pagination reads: 70, 70, 71, 70, 72, 74, 73, 74, 75, 69, 77-80, 77, 74, 74, 69, 69, 82, 
87, 79, 89-95, 99, 97, 99, 94,100, 99, 102, 103, 103, 93, 106-114, 105, 116, 117, 118. Page 118 
(which is unnumbered in some copies) is numbered here. 
 
Of the eight mis-numberings that Gibson cites as occurring in “some copies only”, this copy has 
all three listed for the first book (3 is unnumbered, there are two 16s, no 17, two 18s and no 19). 
but none of the five mis-numberings that he lists for the second book.  

 
In addition, Gibson cites four “variant readings”, two in his main bibliography and two more in the Supplement that he privately 
published nine year later. These readings are divided into “few” and “normal”.   

 
This copy has two of the readings noted as appearing in “few” copies and one of the “normal” readings: 
 

Book One, page 11, recto (C4), line 5: “amiable” [“few”] 
Book One, page 15, recto (D4), line 23: “and for a” [“normal”] 
Book Two, page 15, recto (Dd3), lines 26 & 27: “through / lights” in roman, not italic type [“few”] 

 

Our fourth “variant reading” does not correspond to either the “few” or the “normal” called for in Gibson’s Supplement. In Book 
One, page 34, recto (I3), line 27 the options are given as: few “Phillip of Macedon” and normal “Phillip and Macedon”. Our copy 
(reading “Phillip of Macedon”) has the “of” cited for “few” but also has the italics on Macedon cited for “normal” – making it, we 
presume, a variant of the variant.  

 
The first edition of one of Bacon’s chief philosophical works, his first prospectus for a re-survey of all of human knowledge. This 
book was the only part of Bacon’s philosophical works to appear in English and it might be said that this work represents the first 
use of the language for philosophical discourse, thus providing the starting point for English philosophy. In 1623, the book was 
expanded and translated into Latin as De argumentis scientiarum. Written at a time when Bacon was rapidly advancing in favor in 
the Court of King James, The Twoo Bookes… undertook to analyze the various means of advancing knowledge and to enumerate 
the faults of present practices, in the course of which the three divisions of knowledge – history, poetry and philosophy – are 
analyzed. In this work – second only to the Novum Organum – the whole of the Baconian philosophy, a philosophy more of 
methodology than of constructs, is implicit.  

 
Contemporary vellum with fading, hand-lettered gothic type on the spine: “Ld. Bacon’s 2 Books Advancemt. of Learning”. Rear 
cover with old, extremely faded ink inscription “Reginald Heber” and other very worn and illegible notes. With yapped vellum 
covers. Binding is old and discolored with a variety of shades of brown and some wrinkling to front and back covers. The four 
blank leaves before the title page are obviously newer than the rest of the text and most likely were added at some later recasing of 
the book. Early restoration to gutter margins of TP which is uniformly soiled and has some contemporary, faded ink inscriptions: 
(1) just to the right of the title “bid: make. / 23 pa.” (2) in the free space below the dedication to the King “John Hawkins his booke 
first day (?) / by ?? ?? 29 August / 1626” which has been lightly crossed out and (3) immediately below this “William Clifford his 
book”. The final blank has four lines of faded, ink text that has been crossed out. Final blank torn, beginning near lower gutter 
about  2” in length with very worn fore edge. Text is in lovely shape with wide right margins. Overall, a nice, contemporary copy.  
 

The Third Book of Bacon’s Monumental Instauratio Magna 
 

Historia Vitae & Mortis. Sive, Titulus Secundus in Historia Naturali & Experimentali ad condendam Philosophiam: Quae est 
Instaurationis Magnae pars tertia. (The History of Life and Death. With Observations Natural and Experimental for the 
Prolonging of Life: This being the Third Part of the Great Instauration), Io. Haviland, Londini, 1623. TP + [1]-[3] = preface + 1-410 
+ 407-454 (repeating 407-410 as called for in Gibson), small Octavo. First Edition. Gibson 147. 
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 $ 3,500 
Title framed in double rule, text framed in single rule. With blanks at Aa4 (pp. [369-370]) and Cc6 (pp. [405-406]).  
 
A fascinating and influential work that was to constitute the third book of Bacon’s projected Instauratio Magna, a multi-part work 
which, though never completed, had the overall aim of creating a new system of philosophy and extending man’s dominion over 
nature.  
 
This third part of the work was to be devoted to the study of the prolongation of life – a topic that was close to Bacon’s heart as he 
saw this objective as one of the highest goals of his new, operative science. If achieved, it would make a partial recovery of what 
mankind had lost with the Fall.  
 
Historia Vitae & Mortis contains a collection of materials that are subjected to the scientific method of induction. It is made up of a 
series of essays devoted to all aspects of the maintenance and prolongation of life, including medicines and herbs, food and drink, 
sleep and exercise, temperature and climate, occupations, baths and hygiene. In this book, Bacon recommends life in caves and on 
mountains and suggest that frequent blood-letting may help to renew the body fluids.  

 
Contemporary vellum with smooth spine. Lovely contemporary hand-lettered title on spine (“F. Baron / historia / vitæ et / mortis / 
∞”). Some light soiling to exterior and slight wear to three of the four corners but overall quite lovely. Small piece missing from the 
top of the front free endpaper (½” to 0” deep by 3” wide). Some signatures water stained (before printing?), approximately 3” x 
3½” triangle in lower right corner: affecting signatures B [very lightly], R, S, Z [very lightly], Cc, Dd, Ee [very lightly]. Despite the 
occasional waterstaining, a really lovely copy.  

 
Thomas Hobbes 

[1588-1679] 
 

First Edition of Two Works by Hobbes – Originally Published Together 
 

The Art of Rhetoric with a Discourse of the Laws of England. William Crooke, London, 1681. 
1 blank leaf + 1 leaf with frontispiece portrait on verso + TP + [i]-[iv] = The Preface + 1-134 = The 
Whole Art of Rhetorick + [135] = second TP (The Art of Rhetorick Plainly set forth; with Pertinent 
Examples for the more easie understanding and Practice of the same) + 137-168 + 1-208 = A 
Dialogue Between a Phylosopher and a Student of The Common-Laws of England + 1 blank leaf; 
Octavo. First Edition. MacDonald & Hargreaves 13.  

$ 4,000 
 

According to MacDonald & Hargreaves, “A Dialogue between a Phylosopher and a Student is 
published here for the first time.” (p. 9) The exact nature of the Rhetorick is less clear since Hobbes 
had published similar works (see MacDonald & Hargreaves 12 & 12a) in 1637 and 1651, but the 
Preface (see below) clearly indicates that this Rhetorick contains new materials.  
 
Two works published posthumously – two years after Hobbes’ death. According to the Preface, these 
works are “now Publish’d from his own true Copies, an advantage which some of his works have 
wanted.” 
 

“The first of them [The Whole Art of Rhetorick], being an abridgement containing the most useful part of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, was 
written some thirty years since… To this he thought fit to add some small matter relating to that part which concern’s Tropes and 
Figures; as also a short discovery of some little tricks of false and deceitful Reasoning.”  
 
“The other piece is a Discourse concerning the Laws of England, and has been finish’d many years. Herein he has endeavor’d to 
accommodate the general notions of his Politic to the particular constitutions of the English Monarchy.”  
 
Regarding the Discourse of the Laws of England, the Encyclopedia of Philosophy notes: “Even at this advanced age Hobbes was 
still capable of exerting himself both physically (he played tennis until he was 75) and philosophically. John Aubrey, later his 
biographer, sent him Bacon’s Elements of Common Law for his comments; and Hobbes, after protesting his age, managed to 
produce his unfinished Dialogue between a Philosopher and a Student of the Common Laws of England (published posthumously 
in 1681). This minor work was interesting in that Hobbes anticipated in it the analytical school of jurisprudence of the nineteenth 
century and came out unequivocally in favor of what has been called the command theory of law.” (EP, Volume 4, p. 32) 

 
Contemporary paneled calf, sympathetically and handsomely rebacked with five raised bands and gilt lettering on a red field. 
Covers with the expected and appropriate amount of wear. New endpapers. With a later inscription (Clement W. Dilke  / 1908) to 
front free endpaper which had been slightly trimmed along the top edge. Page 13 (B7) has been trashed and torn but repaired with 
just minor impact on the text. Overall, a very handsome and presentable copy of this book.  
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René Descartes 
[1596-1650] 

 
“Cogito Ergo Sum” – The Second Latin Edition of the Discours 

 

Specimina Philosophiæ: Seu Dissertatio de Methodo Recte regendæ rationis, & veritatis in 
scientiis investigandæ: Dioptice, et Meteora (The Proofs of Philosophy: The Discourse on the 
Method of Properly conducting the reason & seeking for truth in the sciences: Dioptics and 
Meteors), Ludovicum Elzevirium, Amstelodami [Amsterdam], 1650. TP + [i]-[xiii] = Index +  1-
316; Small Quarto. Second Latin Edition of Descartes’ First Book. Guibert p. 105. 

$ 2,250 
 

With printer’s woodcut device on the title and numerous woodcut illustrations and diagrams in the 
text. NOTE: the Geometri which appeared in the original Discours does not appear here.  
 
When Descartes published his famous Discours in 1637, it was written in the vernacular language, 
French. This was a radical thing to do in 1637 since all scholarly books at the time were written and 
published in Latin (Galileo’s Dialogue on the Two Chief Systems (1625-29) and the Discours 
(1637) are the two first important work of Western philosophy and science to be originally 
published in a vernacular language rather than Latin).   
 

This Latin translation from the French was done by Estienne de Courcelles and it contains Descartes’ most famous line (and 
perhaps the most famous single line ever written by a philosopher): “Cogito, ergo sum” (see page 28, line 22 of the present copy).  

 
Contemporary marbled paper over boards with a more recent, unmarked vellum spine. Overall, a clean and very pretty copy of a 
later issue of one of the most important works in the canon of Western Philosophy. 

 
First Latin Quarto Edition of Descartes’ Important Work on the Workings of the Body and Soul 

 

Passiones Animaæ (Passions of the Soul), Ludovicum Elzevirium, Amstelodami, 1650. TP + [i]-[ii] = Ad Lectorum + [iii]-[xxi] = 
Epistolae & Responsios + 1-65 + 77 + 67-98 + [99]-[103] = Index, Small Octavo. First Latin Quarto Edition. Guibert, pp. 158-
159. 

$ 2,250 
 

The first Latin editions were published by Elzivier in 1650 in both 12mo and quarto formats – most likely simultaneously although 
the 12mo version is typically given priority. This Latin translation of the original French edition of Les passions de l’ame (1649) 
was done by Samuel and Henri des Marets. An English translation was also published in the same year.  
 
The Latin edition of Descartes' last work, Les passions de l’ame (1649), was written in Egmond-Binnen, his last Dutch residence, 
for Queen Christina of Sweden, and first published in the original French the previous year.  
 
It discusses psychology, ethics and the relationship between mind and body; Descartes believed that the soul was a definite entity 
giving rise to senses, thoughts, feelings, affections and acts of volition and he was one of the first to regard the brain as an organ 
which integrated the function of mind and body. Such beliefs had a powerful influence on the thinking of men like Robert Hooke, 
Giovanni Borelli, Jan Swammerdam and Thomas Willis, and, at a time when scientific research was expanding rapidly, Descartes' 
theories helped to explain the more puzzling problems of human physiology (see: Heirs of Hippocrates, no. 291).  
 

"Finally, he brought physiological psychology within the compass of his system in 'Les passions de l'aime' in 1649. This 
system aimed to be as complete as Aristotle's, which it was designed to replace. It was not by chance that it dealt in the same 
order with many of the same phenomena (such as the rainbow), as well as with others more recently investigated (such as 
magnetism)." (DSB) 

 
Later grey-blue paper over boards. The text is clean and tight. A nice copy of this important work by Descartes.   
 

Descartes First Work – His Theory on Music – “Among the Ablest Musical Writings of Its Time” 
 

Musicæ Compendium, Gisberti à Zijll, & Theodori ab Ackerskijck, Utrecht, 1650. TP + [3]-[4] = Typographi Lectori + 5-58 + 1 
blank leaf, Small Quarto. First Edition. Tchemerzine, IV, p. 307. 

 $ 6,500 
With a woodcut device on the title and numerous woodcut diagrams and figures, including music printing, in the text.  
 
The first edition of Descartes’ first work, written when he was 22 but not published until just after his death. “After graduating in 
law from the University of Poitiers, as a gentleman volunteer in the army of Prince Maurice of Nassau in 1618 [Descartes] met 
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Isaac Beeckman at Breda. Beeckman roused him to self-discovery as a scientific thinker and introduced him to a range of problems, 
especially in mechanics and acoustics, the subject of his first work, the Compenium Musicae of 1618; published posthumously in 
1650.” (D.S.B.) 
 

“The Compendium is both a treatise on music and a study in methodology. In it Descartes shows himself to be a link between the 
musical humanist of the 16th century – he was influenced particularly by Zarlino, whom he cited – and the scientists of the 17th. 
The work is noteworthy as an early experiment in the application of an empirical, deductive, scientific approach to the study of 
sensory perception and as being among the earliest attempts to define the dual relationship between the physical and the 
psychological phenomena in music… 
 
Descartes divided music into three basic component parts, each of which can be isolated for study; the mathematical-physical 
aspect of sound, the nature of sensory perception and the ultimate effect of such perception on the individual listener…. 
 
Among his specific contributions to music theory the following are of note: an early concern with definition of period structure 
in musical form; an expression of the later theory of a conditioned reflex in animals; a hint at the theory of harmonic inversion; 
and a detailed review of the physical nature of sound.”  (The New Grove Dictionary of Music, Volume 5, p. 387) 

 
The German music theorist Karl Wilhelm Julius Hugo Reimann (1849-1919) declared this work to be “among the ablest musical 
writings of its time,” adding that it was a “matter of regret that this outstanding musicologist left nothing more comprehensive on 
the theory of music.” In a useful article “Descartes’s Compendium on Music,” in Journal of the History of Ideas (January 1965), 
Bertrand Augst argues that this work prefigures some of Descartes’ most important philosophical innovations: “it has therefore 
direct bearing on Descartes’s later philosophic and scientific writings and study of it throws considerable light on the origin and 
early development of mechanism in the Cartesian system”  
 
Contemporary vellum boards, professionally rebacked with a nicely matched vellum spine. A very pretty copy of this now rare 
work by Descartes.   

 
Fifth Latin Edition of Descartes’ Famous “Meditations” – Published Just Four Years After His Death 

Without the Final, Separately Paginated, 88-Page ‘Letters to Voetium’ 
 

Meditationes de Prima Philosophia (Meditations in First Philosophy), Ludovicum Elzevirium, Amstelodami [Amsterdam], 
1654. TP + [i]-[v] = Epistola + [vi]-[viii] = Praefatio ad Lectorem + [ix]-[x] = Contenta + 1-191 [bound with] Appendix, 
Continens Objectiones Quintas & Septimas in Renati Des-Cartes Meditationes de Prima Philosophia, Amsterdam: 
Ludovicus Elzevirium. 1654. TP + 3-164. Quarto. Fifth Latin Edition of the Meditations. Guibert, pp. 50-52. 

$ 2,500 
This is the Fifth Latin Edition and the Sixth overall edition. (There was a French edition published in 1647.) 
 
The first edition of Descartes’ Meditations was published in Paris in 1641 – presenting the most detailed explanation of his 
metaphysical system. The six meditations follow Descartes as he categorically doubts everything he knows and then tries to 
discover a method whereby he can establish what, if anything, can be known with certainty. This book – along with the earlier 
presentation (Discours, 1637) of roughly the same ideas, was the foundational moment in Modern Philosophy and a seismic event 
in the history of Western ideas.  
 
That first edition also contained the six famous objections that Descartes had received from various commentators – that he had 
sent the work to prior to its publication. These included the Dutch theologian Johannes Caterus, various "theologians and 
philosophers" gathered by Descartes' friend and principal correspondent, Friar Marin Mersenne, the English philosopher Thomas 
Hobbes, the theologian and logician Antoine Amauld and the philosopher, Pierre Gassendi.  
 
This Fifth Latin edition also includes a further Response to Gassendi’s objection (the Fifth) along with a later refutation of a 
‘Seventh Set of Objections’ that had been sent to Descartes by the Jesuit, Pierre Bourdin – primarily attacking his method of doubt. 
The final 21 pages is taken up with a letter addressed to the Jesuit, Father Dinet – revisiting and rebutting the accusations that had 
formerly been made against Descartes by his virulent Dutch enemy, Voetius 

 
Contemporary marbled paper over boards with a more recent, unmarked vellum spine. Overall, a clean and very pretty copy of a 
later issue of one of the most important works in the canon of Western Philosophy. 
 

First Edition of the LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED First European Text Book on Physiology 
 

De Homine Figuris et Latinitate Doatus a Florentio Schuyl, Franciscum Moyardum & Petrum Leffen, Leiden, 1662. TP + [i]-[xxix] 
= Ad Lectorem + [xxx] = Epigramma + 1-8 + Fig.I, fol 9. with two lifting flaps + 9-11 + 14 + 13-53 + 56-57 + 56-110 + 2 plates 
(Fol: 110 N. 1 & 2) + 111-112 + 111-118 + 7 plates (Fol. 118, Fig LI-LVII) + 119-121 + [122] = Nota; Small Quarto. First Edition. 
Guibert, p. 197; Tchemerzine, IV, p. 308; Grolier Medicine 31.  

$ 6,500 
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Guibert metions two states of the title page. The first mentioned has the publisher’s names listed as “Apud Petrum Leffen & 
Franciscum Moyardum” beneath a woodcut printer’s device showing a phoenix rising from the flames (motto: ‘ex morte 
immortalia”).  The second version lists the printers in reverse order with the device showing an angel under a laurel tree (motto: 
“insigne mazime laurus”) – as here. Guibert neither implies nor notes any priority between these two issues which are completely 
identical in all other respects and collation. Note that Tchemerzine also notes both of these title pages but lists this arrangement of 
the publisher’s names and the angel device as the first listed rather than second, as in Guibert.  
 
A truly beautiful book with 10 engraved plates – two of which have movable flaps (two on the plate preceding page 9 showing the 
interior regions of the heart and one on Plate 54 following page 118). The text also includes 33 engraved illustrations and 25 
woodcut illustrations (two of which are full pages).  
 
The first European textbook on physiology. The work is based upon Descartes’ concept of “l’homme machine,” an automaton 
constructed by God to approximate real men as closely as possible. By means of this literary device, Descartes was able to avoid 
the restrictions and encumbrances caused by the conflicts between traditional physiology and theology. It also allowed him to 
explain all the physical motions, except for deliberately willful, rational or self-conscious behavior, in purely mechanistic terms. 
The work is particularly noteworthy for containing ”the first descriptive statement of involuntary action which bears a recognizable 
resemblance to the modern concept to reflex action.” (Fearing, Reflex Action, p. 26)  Descartes had first used the word “reflex” in a 
neurophysiological sense in Les passions de l’ame (1649).  
 
Originally written as a physiological appendix to his Discours sur la method (1637), but, after the condemnation of Galileo in 1633. 
He suppressed it for fear that his mechanistic view of the human body would be considered heretical.  
 
Contemporary speckled paper over boards with a more recent, unmarked vellum spine. There has been some early repair, 
reattaching one of the flaps on the figure following page 8. Otherwise, a beautiful and pretty copy of this lavishly illustrated book 
which represents a true milestone in European medical theory and publishing.   

 
First French Edition of Descartes’ Classic Textbook on Physiology 

 

L’Homme de Rene Descartes et un Traitte de la Formation du Foetus. (Man by Rene Descartes with a treatise on the formation of 
the foetus), Charles Angot, Paris, 1664. TP + [i]-[v] = Epistre + [vii]-[lxviii] = Preface + 1-448 + [449]-[455] = Table + [456] = 
Fautes, Quarto. First French Edition. Guibert IV, p. 309. 

$ 7,500 
 

Both of these posthumously published works were written in 1634. At least two biographers have suggested (while admitting the 
impossibility of verification) that Descartes concern with the mechanics of man and generation was, at that time, an ‘experimental’ 
outgrowth of the affair with his mistress, Helen, who conceived and delivered to him a daughter, Francine, in that same year. 
(Vrooman, p. 148)  

 
Interestingly, we can not only blame Queen Christina of Sweden for Descartes untimely death on February 11, 1650 but also for the 
survival of these manuscripts. “Desirous of seeing his work set forth in a complete and systematic way, she made him promise to 
put his unpublished writings in order. He had arrived in Stockholm with a box of manuscripts, mostly unfinished fragments, all in 
great confusion. Amid this mass of material were two important treatises on Man and The Formation of the Foetus, which were 
later published together, mostly through the efforts of Clerselier.” (Vrooman, p. 239)  

 
The first section of the book (pp. 1-107) is the first French edition of Descartes L’Homme. Originally written in French, the work 
was intended as a physiological appendix to his Discours, that was published in 1637. But, in 1633, the condemnation of Galileo 
led Descartes to have second thoughts about publishing this work – with its mechanistic view of Man, it would surely be considered 
heretical – and he suppressed it along with another work, Le monde (finally published in 1664). L’Homme was not published until 
twelve years after his death in 1662 – in a Latin translation by Florentius Schuyl (1619-1669). The long ‘Preface’ was supplied by 
Descartes’ admirer and friend, the printer, Claude Clerselier.   

 
The second section of the book (pp. 108-170) is the first edition of Descartes work on the formation of the foetus – which was not 
included in the 1662 printing of De homine figures, the first Latin edition of L’Homme. This section attempted to describe 
reproduction in mechanistic terms.  

 
The long, final section of the book (pp. 171-448) is the first edition of the extensive commentary – going page by page and even 
paragraph by paragraph – on L’Homme by Louis de la Forge (1632-1666), a doctor of medicine and philosopher who was a friend 
and a disciple of Descartes. La Forge, the editor of this edition, also redrew the many illustrations that had appeared in the 1662 and 
1664 Latin editions which had been ‘donated’ by Florentius Schuyl based on Descartes original sketches.  

 
Bound in contemporary French sprinkled calf. Spine with five raised bands and gilt decorations and title. Expert repairs to joints 
and head and toe of spine. Rear cover a bit gouged in a 2” square area but overall a lovely binding. Small bookplate to inside front 
cover. Final blank leaf torn and missing bottom outside corner. Overall, a lovely copy of this important work of philosophy, science 
and medicine.  
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Ralph Cudworth 
[1617-1688] 

 
A Cambridge Platonist Attacks Atheism (and Hobbes) 

First Latin Edition of The True Intellectual System of the Universe 
 

Systema intellectuale huius universi seu de veris naturae rerum originibus commentarii 
quibus omnis eorum philosophia, qui deum esse negant, funditus evertitur. Accedunt reliqua eius 
opuscula. (The True Intellectual System of the Universe) Sumtu Vidvae Meyer, Jena, 1733. Five 
works in two volumes. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + half title + engraved frontispiece showing “the 
Theists vs. the Atheists” + TP + [i]-[x] = Dedicatio + [xi] = engraved portrait of Cudworth +  [xiii]-
[xxxxvi] = Praefatio Moshemii + [xxxvii]-[lx] = Praefatio Auctoris + [1]-736 + 729-736 + 733-736 + 
1 blank leaf; Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + half title + [737] = half title + 738-1206 + 1 blank leaf + half 
title + [i]-[vi] = Praefatio + 1-88 + half title + [3]-47 + half title + [i]-[xiii] = Praefactio + [xiv] = 
Vera notione et indole + 1-42 + half title + [i]-[vi] = Praefactio + [1]-25 + [i]-[lii] = Index; Folio, 
First Latin Edition 
 

$ 1,500 
 

With the frontispiece engraving showing the Theists (Pythagoras, Aristotle and Socrates) versus the 
Atheists (Anaximander, Strato and Epicurus). This engraving is a copy of the same scene that 
appeared in the original English edition of 1678 but with some interesting minor variations.  

 
First Latin edition of Ralph Cudworth’s refutation of the materialism of Epicurus and Thomas Hobbes, first published as The True 
Intellectual System of the Universe (London, 1678). The work was translated into Latin by Johann Lorenz von Mosheim. 
"Cudworth was the most systematic of the Cambridge Platonists, and his attempt to combine NeoPlatonism and the mechanical 
philosophy is important in understanding the background to Newton and the early Newtonians." (DSB) 

 
The present translation also includes not only the Latin version of The True Intellectual System of the Universe but also three of 
Cudworth’s lesser known theological works (De aeterna et immutabili rei moralis…, De vera notione coenae domini… and 
Coniunctio Christi et ecclesiae in typo…) and Mosheim’s De turbata per recentiores platonicos ecclesia commentatio…. 
 
Cudworth was one of the leading Cambridge Platonist where he spent his entire career as a teacher at the University of Cambridge. 
In 1647, he was appointed Regius Professor of Hebrew and Master of Clare College. In 1654 he was elected Master of Christ’s 
College, a post he held until his death. Cudworth published only one major work of philosophy in his lifetime, The True Intellectual 
System of the Universe (1678). Cudworth’s humanistic erudition and baroque style have obscured the originality of his contribution 
to English philosophy and helped ensure to his undeserved neglect in the annals of English philosophy. 

 
The primary purpose of this work was a critique of materialistic atheism. This is only the first part of the work which Cudworth 
meant to publish, probably because of theological clamor raised against it. Part two was intended to be an attack against Calvinism, 
while the third part was to be an exposition of a theory of free will (see second English edition, edited by Birch, 1743). "The True 
Intellectual System ..." was intended to refute the materialism of Epicurus and of Thomas Hobbes. "Besides the Hobbesian doctrine, 
Cudworth carefully distinguished other varieties of materialism, including the hylozoism of Spinoza, of whose manuscripts he may 
have learned from his Dutch correspondents" (DSB III, 492). For the most recent re-assessment of Cudworth, especially his 
influence on Locke, Shaftesbury, Clarke and Price, and the destruction of a certain "stereotype" which pictures him "as an 
antiquarian, remote, in his Cambridge isolation, from the philosophical controversies of his own day", see J. A. Passmore, R. 
Cudworth, (1951). 
 
In this great treatise Cudworth combated the atheistic hypothesis. Alarmed by the tendencies of the irreligious and deistic writers of 
the time, especially Hobbes, he essayed to meet them by a counter-philosophy which should go to the depth of human thought and 
belief. He planned to set forth, against various forms of fatalism which appeared to him inconsistent with the true order of the 
universe, three great principles which should sum up religious and moral truth. These were (1) the reality of a supreme divine 
intelligence and a spiritual world, against the atomistic materialism of Democritus and Epicurus; (2) the eternal reality of moral 
ideas against the medieval Nominalists and their successors; and (3) the reality of moral freedom and responsibility in man against 
all pantheistic naturalism and stoicism. Of these the Intellectual System deals formally with the first only.  
 
Contemporary vellum with full paneled blindstamping to covers and stamped medallions on both front and back covers. Spines 
with six raised bands and blind stamped decorations at top and bottom of spines. Handwritten spine titles and volume 
identifications. The spines are darkened and the covers somewhat soiled. Small blue ex-library stamp to TP of Volume 1 and first 
half title of Volume 2. With some foxing and browning throughout but, in all, this is really pretty copy.  
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Baruch Spinoza 
[1632-1677] 

 
First Edition of Spinoza’s First Book – Explicating Descartes 

 

Renati Des Cartes Principiorum Philosophiæ Pars I, & II, More Geometrico 
demonstratæ… Accesserunt Ejusdem Cogitata Metaphysica, Johannem Riewerts, 
Amstelodami [Amsterdam], 1663. TP + [i]-[vii] = Præfatio + [viii] = Ad Librum + [ix]-[xiv] = 
Index + 1-90 + [91] = half-title _ 93-140; Small Quarto. First Edition. Kingma-Offenberg 1. 
 

  $ 12,500 
 

Spinoza’s first work is the only one published during his lifetime that identified him as the 
author and had the correct information on the printer-publisher. Spinoza’s two later works 
(Tractatus & Opera) were very much his own radical thought (rather than a reworking of 
Descartes ideas as here) and so were necessarily published anonymously and listing false 
information about the printer-publisher on the title page. He radical nature of Spinoza’s thought 
and the dangers of publishing such materials in this time and place are brilliantly explained in 
Jonathan Israel’s Radical Enlightenment (Oxford, 2001).  
 
Here Spinoza presents an exposition of Cartesian philosophy but he has recast it using his own 
geometrical method of reasoning and presentation. The origins of this work are interesting and 
clearly explained by the author himself in a letter to his friend, Oldenburg, that was written 
shortly after publication:  
 

“Some of my friends asked me to make them a copy of a treatise containing a precise account of the Second Part of Descartes’ 
Principia Philosophiæ [1644], demonstrated in the geometric style, and of the main points treated in metaphysics. Previously, I 
had dictated this to a certain young man to whom I did not want to teach my own opinions openly. They asked me to prepare 
the First Part also by the same method, as soon as I could. Not to disappoint my friends, I immediately undertook to do this and 
finished it in two weeks. I delivered it to my friends, who in the end asked me to let them publish the whole work. They easily 
won my agreement, on the condition that one of them [Lodewijk Meyer], in my presence, would provide it with a more elegant 
style and add a short preface warning readers that I did not acknowledge all the opinions contained in this treatise as my own, 
since I had written many things in it which were the opposite of what I held, and illustrating this by one or two examples. One 
of my friends, to whose care the publishing of this little book has been entrusted, has promised to do all this and that is why I 
stayed for a while in Amsterdam.” (Nadler, Spinoza, A Life, p. 205) 

 
This rather straightforward – though completely reformatted – exposition of Descartes is followed by the Cogita Metaphysica 
(Metaphysical Thoughts– pp.  91-140 – with its own title page) which is written from the Cartesian perspective (defending, for 
instance, the freedom of the will) but with some serious foreshadowing of Spinoza’s later doctrines. 

 
Contemporary vellum boards professionally rebacked with a nicely matching vellum spine. With two small contemporary 
annotations in fading ink on pages 122 & 124 (4 lines & 6 lines respectively). Overall, a lovely copy of this first and rather rare 
work by Spinoza.  

 
First Edition of Spinoza’s Masterwork – Ethica, Ordine Geometrico demonstrata 

 

Opera Postuma, Quorum series post Præfationem exhibetur. [Jan Rieuwertsz], [Amsterdam], 1677. TP + 18 leaves = Præfatio + 
half  title + [1]-614 + 16 leaves = Index Rerum + half  title + 1-112 + 4 leaves = Indiculus & Errata. First Edition.               
Kingma-Offenberg 24. 

$ 17,500 
 

Published in the year of Spinoza's death, this posthumous collection was edited by his close friend, Jarig Jelles, whose preface, 
originally written in Dutch, was translated into Latin by L. Meyer.  
 
Spinoza had contemplated publishing his Ethica two years earlier but the furor over his supposed atheism forced him to postpone 
the book’s release. The day before his death, Spinoza arranged for these works to be published by sending them to Jan Rieuwertsz 
who had previously published his Principia on Descartes and the Tractatus-theologico-politicus.  
 
In the Ethica, Spinoza sought to apply the "geometric method" and mathematical reasoning to metaphysics resulting in what is 
considered to be the first systematic exposition of pantheism wherein God is identified with the entire universe. This is the work 
upon which Spinoza's reputation as a philosopher, a rationalist and an atheist chiefly rests. In addition, the book contains the 
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Politica, De emendatione intellectus, Epistolae, & ad eas responsiones, and the Compendium grammaticus linguae Hebraeae (with 
separate half-title and pagination).  
“The Ethics is an ambitious and multifaceted work. It is also bold to the point of audacity, as one would expect of a systematic and 
unforgiving critique of the traditional philosophical conceptions of God, the human being, and the universe, and above all, of the 
religions and the theological and moral beliefs grounded thereon. Despite a dearth of explicit references to past thinkers, the book 
exhibits enormous erudition. Spinoza’s knowledge of classical, medieval, Renaissance, and modern authors – pagan, Christian, and 
Jewish – is evident throughout. Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, Maimonides, Bacon, Descartes, and Hobbes (among others) all belong 
to the intellectual background of the work. At the same time, it is one of the most radically original treatises in the history of 
philosophy.” (Nadler, Spinoza, A Life, p. 226) 

 
The book was prepared in great secrecy and issued a few months after Spinoza's death, with the author identified only by the 
initials. The place of publication and the publisher were not specified. The year after its publication, it was proscribed by the states 
of Holland and West Friesland for being atheistic and blasphemous. The following year, 1679, it was placed on the Index by the 
Vatican. 
 
This copy is without the portrait that, at one time, was thought to be a rare and distinguishing mark that appeared in only a few 
copies of the Opera Posthuma. Subsequent scholarship has proved, however, that the portrait post-dates the publication of the 
Opera and is therefore an interesting but not an original part of the book. It is, in all cases, a later addition to the binding - sometime 
after 1680 or 1681 - since, according to the son of the publisher, the portrait was not engraved until three or four years after 
Spinoza's death (Rieuwertsz to Dr. Hallmann, see Die Lebensgeschicthe Spinozas, Leipzig, 1899, p. 232). This is eminently logical 
since it makes very little to sense to publish a book anonymously (without listing a publisher or city of origin) and then printing a 
named portrait and placing it opposite this title page 

 
Original vellum with hand-scripted title to spine.  Some edge wear to vellum and some soiling to the covers.  Former owner's name 
in ink to top of title page, with "pinoza" hand-scripted following the B.D.S. on the title page.  Interior crisp and clean and free of 
markings.  A gorgeous copy. 

 

Joannes Lacman 
[1629-1704] 

 
Beautiful Manuscript Copy of a 1671 Course in Logic at Louvain University 

 

Repetitiones Logicæ, a MANUSCRIPT copy in Latin of a Basic Philosophy 
Course in Logic, given to students at the "Paedagogium Falconis" at Louvain University 
in 1671. 282 numbered leaves (i.e. 564 pages) + 12 unnumbered leaves (i.e. 23 pages) = 
Recentes Logicae repititiones desini tionim, 4” x 6”. Original Manuscript Copy. 

$ 6,500 
 

A beautiful manuscript copy of a course on logic, with a table of definitions, given in 
1671 by Joannes Lacman of Tournai (1629-1704). Lacman was a Louvain theologian and 
professor and also the future president of the Malines Seminar. He was the author of 
"Christelycke gepeysen".  
 
Bound in contemporary blindstamped and blindruled calf. The front joint is just a bit 
weak. The spine has four raised bands with the title “Repititiones Logicæ” blindstamped 
in the second compartment. Leather ties with small fastening buckles. With a collector’s 
stamp (Philippe Bragard) to the inside front cover along with his loose bookplate. Neatly 
and beautifully lettered throughout. A truly gorgeous manuscript copy of this 17th century 
study of logic.  
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 John Locke 
[1632-1704] 

 
Locke’s First Reply in His Famous Argument with Stillingfleet 

 

Mr. Locke’s Reply To the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Worcester’s Answer to his 
Letter, Printed by H. Clark, for A. and J. Churchill, [London], 1697. Half title + TP + 1-174 + half 
title + 1-7 + [8] = Errata + 1 blank leaf, small Octavo. First Edition. Yolton 249.  

$ 1,800 
 

Between 1696 and 1699 Locke was involved in one of the most memorable controversies in the 
history of philosophy. Bishop Stillingfleet, a learned divine (but no great philosopher) had attacked 
Locke in his Discourse in Vindication of the Doctrine of the Trinity of 1696. Stillingfleet had read a 
pamphlet by the Irish pantheist Toland, who had argued that there was nothing mysterious in 
Christianity, which he claimed to base on Locke’s Essay. Stillingfleet accused Locke’s philosophy 
of materialism. Locke answered this attack promptly with A Letter to the Right Reverend.... 
published in 1697. Stillingfleet countered, Locke replied [which is the copy we have here], 
Stillingfleet objected, Locke responded. This long and memorable controversy ended with the 
death of the Bishop soon after Locke’s third response.  

 
Original calf boards, rebacked with five compartments on the spine and lettered in gilt: “LOCKE’S / REPLY” and at the base of the 
spine “1697”. New endpapers. Page 127/128 torn from the inside top edge down about 2”. Otherwise, a lovely copy of this work. 
 

Lovely Copy of the Fourth Edition of Locke’s Monumental Essay  
 

An Essay Concerning Humane Understanding. In Four Books. The Fourth Edition with large Additions. Printed for 
Awnsham and John Churchill, London, 1700. Frontispiece + TP + [i]-[iv] = The Epistle Dedicatory + [v]-[xiv] = The Epistle to the 
Reader + [xv]-[xxxvii] = Contents + 1-438 + [439]-[449] = Index + [450] = Errata, Small Folio arranged as a Quarto.             
Fourth Edition. Yolton 64.  

  $ 3,000 
 

First appearing in 1690, this is the last lifetime edition of the work and it contains all of Locke’s final thoughts on the necessary 
revisions to the work. The essay generally concerns the foundation of human knowledge and understanding. Locke describes the 
mind at birth as a blank slate (tabula rasa, although he did not use those actual words) filled later through experience. The essay was 
the most important early source of empiricism in modern philosophy, and influenced many enlightenment philosophers such as 
David Hume and George Berkeley. More than any other, this book set British philosophy on its subsequent empirical course.  
 
Book II of the Essay sets out Locke's theory of ideas, including his distinction between passively acquired simple ideas, such as 
"red," "sweet," "round," etc., and actively built complex ideas, such as numbers, causes and effects, abstract ideas, ideas of 
substances, identity, and diversity. Locke also distinguishes between the truly existing primary qualities of bodies, like shape, 
motion and the arrangement of minute particles, and the secondary qualities that are "powers to produce various sensations in us" 
such as "red" and "sweet." These secondary qualities, Locke claims, are dependent on the primary qualities. He also offers a theory 
of personal identity, offering a largely psychological criterion. Book III is concerned with language, and Book IV with knowledge, 
including intuition, mathematics, moral philosophy, natural philosophy (what we would call ‘science’), faith and opinion.   

 
Contemporary calf paneled in blind, with old spine preserved and expertly laid down, the joints and corners restored and the 
original label preserved. With the signature “William Bean” on the front free end paper. NOTE that the frontispiece portrait is from 
a later edition of this work – most likely from around 1735. Overall, a very pretty copy of this important work.  
 

A Posthumous Collection – Published Following Locke’s Instructions (Including Two First Editions) 
 

Posthumous Works of Mr. John Locke. A and J Churchill, London, 1706. 1 blank leaf + TP + [i]-[ii] = Advertisement to the 
Reader, Errata + [1]-336.  First Edition. Yolton 299. 

$ 1,500 
Six substantial pieces compiled by Locke's literary executors, Peter King and Anthony Collins, with Locke's instructions. 
 
Including: (1) The Conduct of Understanding, (2) An Examination of P. Malebranche's Opinion, (3) A Discourse on Miracles, (4) 
Part of a Fourth Letter on Toleration, (5) Memoirs Relating to the Life of Anthony, First Earl of Shaftesbury, and (6) Locke's 
ingenious New Method of a Common-Place-Book.  
 
The latter first appeared in French in 1686 in the Bibliothèque Universelle, and Shaftesbury's memoirs also first appeared in French 
(1705 in Bibliothèque Choisie). Those two make their first English appearance here, and it is the first appearances in print 
for the other four. 
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Contemporary blind-paneled sprinkled calf which has been lovingly rebacked preserving the original spine, but with a new label. A 
very good copy of this work.  

 
First FRENCH Edition of Locke’s "Essay Concerning Human Understanding" 

 

Essai philosophique concernant l'entendement humain, ou l'on montre quelle est l'etendue de nos connoissances 
certaines, et la manière dont nous y parvenons (A Philosophical Essay on Human Understanding or how one shows the extent of 
our understanding and the ways in which we that reach that point). Amsterdam: Chez Henri Schelte, 1700.  1 blank leaf + leaf with 
portrait of Locke on verso + TP + [i]-[iv] = Dedication + [v]-[xii] = Avertissement du Traducteur + [xiii] = Monsieur Locke au 
Libraire + [xiv]-[xxvi] = Preface de L'Auteur + [xxvii]-[liv] = Table des Matiéres (Contents) + 1-936 + [937]-[957] = Table des 
Principales Matieres + [958] = Privilegie + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition in French. Yolton 91. 

$ 2,500 
 

First edition in French of John Locke¹s Essay Concerning Humane Understanding (first published in English in 1690). As noted on 
the title page, this edition has been "Traduit de l¹Anglois de Mr. Locke, par Pierre Coste, sur la quatriéme edition, revûë, corrigée, 
& augmentée par l¹auteur" (Translated from the English of Mr. Locke by Pierre Coste from the fourth edition, reviewed, corrected 
and added to by the author.) NOTE: The fourth edition (of 1700) was not yet published when this French edition appeared. 
 
Because French rather than English was the universal language, Locke's continental readers were dependent initially upon reviews 
in French-language journals - Basnage de Beauval's Histoire des ouvrages des savans, Bernard's Nouvelles de la république des 
lettres, and (most especially) Le Clerc's Bibliothèque universelle and its successors. Interested parties such as Limborch and Leibniz 
did not really come to grips with the Essay until it had been translated into French. This was accomplished in 1700 by Pierre Coste.  
 
Coste, like Le Clerc, was a French Protestant refugee in Holland. In 1695, he translated Locke's Some thoughts concerning 
education into French and sent the author a copy. Locke was pleased, and Le Clerc encouraged the young man to begin  translating 
the Essay. In 1697, Coste was invited to Locke's retreat at Oates, as tutor to the Masham children and as Locke's assistant. The 
translation was completed under Locke's supervision and was published in June 1700, prefaced by Locke's recommendation. Coste 
remained at Oates until Locke's death in 1704. Thereafter, in the midst of a busy literary career, he continued his work on the Essay, 
bringing out a revised edition in 1729.  
 
The frontispiece has been bound after p. [iv] rather than opposite the title page. Beautifully bound in eighteenth-century calf. The 
spine is decoratively tooled in gilt compartments with red morocco gilt lettering label. The board corners of the book are just a bit 
worn. Both front and back boards each with a single unobtrusive gouge. Wear to joints at head and toe of spine. Spine headcap 
chipped (1½" wide and up to ½" deep). Some foxing and occasional browning with a few small marks on title page. Aside from a 
bit of splitting to the joints and the rather minor chip to the top of the spine facing, this is an excellent copy of this scarce edition.    
 

Montesquieu 
[1689-1755] 

 
Montesquieu’s Masterly Defense of His Spirit of the Laws 

 

Défense de l’Esprit des Loix, A laquelle on a joint quelques Eclaircissemens (A Defense 
of The Spirit of the Laws), Barrillot & Fils, Geneve, 1750. TP + [3]-207 + 1 blank leaf, 12 mo. 
First Edition. Tzchemerzine Vol. 8, p. 461. 

$ 2,200 
 

The Défense ends on page 196 and is followed by an unnumbered half title page and then the text 
of Eclaircissemens for the remaining pages of the book. 
 
The first edition of Montesquieu’s masterly self-vindication. It was written shortly before his 
death and it was the last of his works to be published in his lifetime. In it, he states that the work 
was occasioned by two articles by the Abbé Fontaine de la Roche “which made against him the 
most grave imputations. He was accused of being a Spinozist and a deist, and though these two 
accusations are in themselves contradictory and cannot be true, they serve to make him appear 
odious… Never was Montesquieu’s style better than in the Défense; never were grave and 
moderately gay more skillfully mixed; never were his statements more precise, or his command 
of his pen more complete; never were his arguments more telling.” (Shackleton, Montesquieu: A 

Critical Biography, pp 361-2) Despite the success of De l’Esprit and the present work, the quarrel over Montesquieu’s works 
continued as the Jansenists, Jesuits and others continuing to attack the author. De l’Esprit was eventually placed on the Index in 
November of 1751 and then condemned by the Sorbonne.  

 
Contemporary full calf binding. Spine with five raised bands and gilt decorations and lettering. Old ink signature to top right corner 
of title page. A lovely copy of this work.  
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Anthony Ashley Cooper 
The 3rd Earl of Shaftesbury   

[1671-1713] 
 

Shaftesbury Launches Scottish Common Sense Philosophy 
 

Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times. [no place]: [no publisher], 1711.  In 
Three Volumes: Volume 1: TP + half title + [i]-iv + half title + 3-364; Volume 2: TP + half title + 5-
443; Volume 3: TP + half title + 1-391 + [393]-[472] = Index, Octavo. First Edition. 
 

  $ 5,000 
 
The book is a collection of pieces written between 1699 and 1713. Volume One comprises: "A 
Letter Concerning Enthusiasm" (1708), the important "Sensus Communis (Common Sense), an 
Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humor" (1709) and "Soliloquy, or, Advise to an Author" (1710).  
Volume Two contains two essays: a revised version of "An Inquiry Concerning Virtue, or Merit" 
(originally published in 1699) and "The Moralists, a Philosophical Rhapsody" (1709). Volume Three 
contains  "Miscellaneous Reflections on the preceding Treatises, and other Critical Subjects" (1711) 
along with the later-issued  "A Notion of the Historical Draught of Tabulature of the Judgment of 
Hercules" (1713). NOTE that the title page to Volume Three does not list the "Judgment of 
Hercules", it has been handwritten there in contemporary ink. Also, the end of the "Miscellaneous 
Reflections" essay - on page 334 of Volume Three - has the printed notation at the bottom of the 
page: "The End of the Third Volume." The "Judgment of Hercules" - which continues the pagination 
from the "Miscellaneous Reflections" - ends on page 391 where, it too, says "The End of the Third 
Volume." 
 

"The author who exercised the most influence on the earlier philosophic schools of Scotland was not Locke, but Lord Shaftesbury, 
the grandson of the Lord Chancellor Shaftesbury, who had been the friend of Locke… Francis Hutcheson did little more than 
expound [Shaftesbury's] views, with less versatility, but in a more equable, thorough, and systematic manner…. Reid and Beattie 
got their favorite phrase, "common sense,'" I have no doubt, directly or indirectly from the treatise so entitled in the 
'Characteristics'." (McCosh, The Scottish Philosophy, pp. 29 & 35) 
 
Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaftesbury, was born at Exeter House in London on 26 February 1671. He died in Naples on 
15 February 1713. His father, the second earl, appears to have been weak both in mind and body, and young Anthony was placed in 
the formal guardianship of his grandfather, the (in)famous first Earl of Shaftesbury, at the age of three. Superintendence of his 
education was handed over to no less a personage than John Locke, with whom Shaftesbury seems to have had an ambivalent 
relationship. While honoring him as his 'friend and foster-father', Shaftesbury came not only to reject, but even to detest, much of 
Locke's philosophy.  
 
Shaftesbury was one of the most important philosophers of his day, and exerted an enormous influence throughout the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries on British and European discussions of morality, aesthetics and religion. Shaftesbury's popularity in the 
eighteenth century was great; Characteristicks ran through eleven editions by 1790.  
 
His views had considerable influence on the rise of deism, on late eighteenth-century German romantic aesthetic thought, and on 
British moral philosophy. It is customary to view Shaftesbury as the source or founder of the moral sense or sentimentalist school 
of ethics, whose foremost members were Hutcheson and Hume. It is true that they took much from him, but in the great eighteenth-
century debate as to whether morality is founded on reason or on sentiment, Shaftesbury should, perhaps, be counted on the 
rationalist side. His stress on the affections, and his talk of a reflective 'moral sense' which has an immediate liking for some of our 
affections and a disliking for others, certainly makes him sound like a sentimentalist. Unlike Hume, however, Shaftesbury does not 
think of reason as independent of feeling or desire. On the contrary, as rational creatures we necessarily love harmony, beauty and 
virtue, because they are rationally structured. Shaftesbury, in common with the rationalists, believes that there are eternal moral 
truths which exist independently of us and which are revealed to us by the use of our reason. As a good Platonist, however, he 
thinks that reason cannot know the good without loving it.  
 
Bound in contemporary sprinkled calf and neatly rebacked. The boards have been worn on the corners and lightly chipped on some 
edges. The spines have lettering pieces on red fields and the number of each volume in gilt in its own compartment. Some light 
foxing to early and late leaves but, overall, a lovely set of a rare and important collection.  
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Francis Hutcheson 
[1694-1746] 

 
   The Second Major Work – On the Nature of the Passions –  

By a Founder of the Scottish “School of Common Sense Philosophy” 
 

An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and Affections. With 
Illustrations on the Moral Sense, J. Darby & T. Browne, London, 1728. TP + iii-xxii = Preface + 
[xxiii]-[xxiv] = Contents + 1-333 + [334] = Advertisement + [335]-[336] = Proposals for printing 
by Subscription, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 4,000 
 

“In the essay on the passions, Hutcheson defined sense as every determination of the mind either 
to receive ideas independently of the will or to have perceptions of pleasure or pain. This 
definition led to the introduction of several new senses into Hutcheson’s system. For instance, 
there is public sense, which is our determination to be pleased by the happiness of others and to be 
uneasy at their misery. There is also the sense of honor, which makes the approbation or gratitude 
of others for any action we have done the necessary occasion of pleasure.” (EP, Vol. 4, p.100) 
 
Francis Hutcheson was Adam Smith’s teacher and mentor. The utilitarian nature of his philosophy 
anticipated Bentham and Mill. His opinion was respected by Hume who sent him a draft of the 
manuscript of the third part of The Treatise of Human Nature, “Of Morals” for comment prior to 
publication.  

 
Contemporary calf with spine and covers ruled in gilt, with new morocco label (this is hard to tell because it looks quite 
contemporary). Old armorial bookplate to front pastedown. One inch tear to bottom of R5 (page 249-250) that appears to be a 
natural paper flaw. Overall, a lovely, crisp copy.  
 
 

Hutcheson’s Most Important Work – Published Posthumously by His Son 
 

A System of Moral Philosophy, Printed and sold by R. A. Foulis of Glasgow and sold by A. Miller and T. Longman of London, 
1755. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + TP + 1 leaf = Dedication page + 3 leaves (6 pp.) = The Subscribers + 1 leaf (2 pp.) = Contents + [i]-
xlviii = Preface + [1]-358; Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + TP + 1 leaf (2 pp.) = Contents + [1]-380 + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition.  

 
$ 6,000 

 

The System of Moral Philosophy, Hutcheson’s most important work, was probably completed as early as 1742 but only published 
posthumously by his son in 1755 from the original manuscript. The extensive subscribers’ list includes Adam Smith, Adam 
Ferguson and other members of the celebrated Select Society of Edinburgh. In his early writings, Hutcheson attacked the cynical 
hedonism of Hobbes and Mandeville. This led to his election to the chair of moral philosophy at Glasgow in 1729, where he 
remained for the rest of his life, lecturing on natural religion, morals, jurisprudence and government.  

 
“It was [Hutcheson] who broke with Scholastic tradition in Scotland, introduced the method and outlook of Locke, and first used 
English formally in the lecture room of a Scottish University.” (Jessop, Preface) Adam Smith was a pupil of his and Dugald 
Stewart, in his Life of Adam Smith, testifies to the great influence he had, not only over Smith, but over the whole group of Scottish 
thinkers of his time. The young Hume corresponded with him on ethical questions and saw him as a leading authority on 
philosophy submitting a draft of Part III of The Treatise on Human Nature “On Morals” to Hutcheson for his comments prior to 
publication. He was one of the earliest proponents of the utilitarian doctrine of ethics and the founder of the corresponding theory of 
economics, whose future disciples included Smith, Bentham, James Mill and J.S. Mill. Bentham’s much-quoted phrase, “the 
greatest happiness for the greatest number” is first to be found in Hutcheson. There are extensive parts which anticipate the theories 
subsequently developed in The Wealth of Nations particularly in the discussion of private and public property and the origins of 
property. Smith was shortly to follow Hutcheson in the chair of moral philosophy at Glasgow.  

 
Contemporary full sprinkled calf. Spine with six compartments and gilt lettered label. Occasional foxing. In volume 1, a2 (pp. iii-
iv) has a tear to the gutter margin, touching the text but with no loss. Joints of volume 1 just beginning to crack on the bottom but 
holding firm. Short split (2”) to foot of front joint of volume 2. Some scratching to upper boards. This is really lovely contemporary 
copy. 
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Voltaire 
[1694-1778] 

 
Voltaire Champions English Empiricism & Science – and Disparages the French 

(includes the First Telling of the “Newton and the Apple” Story) 
 

Letters concerning the English Nation, C. David and A. Lyon, London, 1733. TP + [i]-[vii] 
= Preface + [viii]-[xii] = Contents + [xiii]-[xiv] = Publisher’s ads + 1-253 + [254]-271] = Index, 
Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 3,500 
 

This is the true first edition of the work which Voltaire wrote in English. The French translation was 
not published until the following year of 1734. Containing Voltaire’s observations on a wide variety 
of subjects on the English which he praises lavishly in contrast to their French counterparts. Including 
chapters on the Quakers and other religious issues along with his observations on government and 
trade, but most famous for his appraisals of Locke, Bacon, Newton (where the story of the apple 
makes it first appearance in print), and his disparagement of French thinkers, most especially, 
Descartes. A celebration of empiricism and English science.  
 
This is a famous and important book of the Enlightenment in France where it gained a wide 
readership and stirred up considerable resentment because of Voltaire’s favorable view of the English 
and his disparaging comparison of them with the French.  

 
Contemporary full paneled leather with five raised bands on the spine and the author/title in gilt lettering. The joints are lightly 
cracked but completely firm. Front and rear fly leaves darkened on the edges. A very pretty copy of this important work.  
 

Henry Home, Lord Kames 
[1696-1782] 

 
Kames’s Magnum Opus – His Contribution to the Developing Science of Natural History 

 

Sketches of the History of Man, Printed for W. Creech, Edinburgh; and for W. Strahan and T. 
Cadell, London, Edinburgh, 1774. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + [v]-xii + [1]-519; Volume 
2: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + [1]-507 + 1 blank leaf; Quarto. First Edition.  
 

$ 5,000 
 

Kames was perhaps the most complete ‘Enlightenment man’ among the eighteenth-century Scottish 
thinkers. In print, in conversation and in correspondence, he concerned himself with the whole 
spectrum of human knowledge and its applicability to his society. He wrote extensively on agricultural 
and horticultural matters, just as he wrote on everything else, including education, where he had 
interesting things to say on male versus female education, perhaps reflecting his own experience of 
having a daughter whom he considered more able than his son. However, it was in law, criticism, 
philosophical history and, to some extent, philosophy that Kames made his name, both in his own time 
and for posterity. In law, his contributions range from the first major systematic collections of cases in 
Scots law, through a variety of legal antiquities, legal history and systematic, ‘institutionist’ works, to a 
philosophical work on equity that is a landmark in the history of this topic. His Elements of Criticism 

(1762) became a textbook in rhetoric and belles-lettres for a century, not least in America. And the Sketches of the History of Man 
(1774) was a major synopsis of Enlightenment philosophical anthropology, Scots style.  

 
The Sketches “represents Lord Kames’s contribution to the developing science of natural history. In a way, the book is a 
compendium of Kames’s thought; indeed, he refers to it in one place as his magnum opus” (Arthur E,. McGuinness, Henry Home, 
Lord Kames, New York, 1970, p. 119ff). Included are sections on the female sex, on commerce and government, on the American 
nations, on reason, on Aristotle’s logic and on morality. A separate essay, “Sketches concerning Scotland”, is appended. (There is 
an interesting discussion of authors’ copyright, the book trade and the dissemination of knowledge in Volume I, p. 500n). 

 
Kames and Adam Smith were the chief exponents of the historical method in jurisprudence and moral philosophy. Kames went 
further, implying the integral relationship between history and the other branches of thought, making frequent references to the 
Sketches in the 3rd edition of his earlier Essays on the Principles of Morality and Natural Religion (1779). 
 
Contemporary calf bindings with red morocco lettering pieces. Spine tips repaired. With the armorial bookplate of William 
Wrightson of Cusworth in Yorkshire. This is a bright, tight, wide-margined, clean copy. Overall, an excellent set.  
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La Mettrie [Julien Offray de] 
[1709-1751] 

 
The Most Shocking Enlightenment Declaration of Atheism 

 

L'Homme Machine (Man, the Machine). Leyde: Elie Luzac, Fils, 1748.  1 blank leaf + 1 leaf 
with engraved print on verso + 1 leaf with handwriting identifying this book and another by Voltaire 
(previously bound in here) + TP + [I]-[iv] = Avertissement + [vi]-[xix] = Dedicace + [1]-109 + 1 
blank leaf, 12mo. Sometimes referred to as the "X" issue of the First Edition but, more accurately, 
the Second Edition. Stoddard 31. 

   $ 6,500 
 

The very rare second edition of La Mettrie's L'Homme Machine - the first edition (numbering 108 
pages and sometimes referred to as the "W" issue) having been destroyed on orders of the 
Consistoire of Leyden in December of 1747 with almost no copies surviving. Tchemerzine (VI, p. 
465) reports only 6 to 8 extant copies of this edition - but incorrectly claims a TP date of 1747. 
Tchemerzine then lists a 148 page edition as being the next edition issued after this rare first edition 
but this has since been proved to be a later piracy and is sometimes referred to as the "Y" issue.    
 
Roger Stoddard, in his recent bibliography on La Mettrie, lists the rare 108 page version (#30) as the 
true first edition. He differentiates between two 109 page versions (#31 & #32) by noting that the 

first has a 6 line quote from Voltaire on the TP while the second has a 7 line quote. Although both of these books have title pages 
listing 1748 (MDCCXLVIII) as the publication date, Stoddard notes that the first (#31) was published in "1752 or before" and the 
second (#32) in 1764. This copy has the 6-line quote from Voltaire.  This book marks the starting point of modern materialism and 
was the most forceful expression of the anti-religious sentiment of the Enlightenment. In La Mettrie's "human machine' there was 
no essential difference between conscious and unconscious behavior, no freedom of the will, no rational soul and no moral good 
beyond the perfectibility of the mechanism. In its final consequence, this doctrine of physiological determinism leaves no freedom 
to the individual and all human actions are intrinsically amoral.  
 
Recently rebound in period style with gilt decorations on the spine and gilt lettering on a red field. A single stamp to the TP and to 
the page preceding it. Otherwise, an absolutely lovely copy of an extremely rare little book. 

 
David Hume 

[1711-1776] 
 

David Hume’s Last Philosophical Writings 
 

Four Dissertations. I. The Natural History of Religion. II. Of the Passions. III. Of Tragedy. IV. 
Of the Standard of Taste. Printed for A. Millar, London, 1757. 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + i-vii = 
Dedication + half title + [1]-240 + 1 blank leaf, 12mo. First Edition. 

$ 2,750 
 

This book has the most complicated printing history of any work by Hume and he had more trouble 
getting this book published than any of his other works excepting only the Dialogues Concerning 
Natural Religion.  
 
On June 12, 1775, Hume originally offered four essays to Millar describing them as pieces “which I have 
kept some years by me, in order to polish them as much as possible.” The fourth dissertation was to be 
Some considerations previous to geometry and natural philosophy but, after criticism by Lord Stanhope, 
Hume withdrew that essay and replaced it with two on suicide and on the immortality of the soul. “When 
the printing was completed an access of prudence led him to withdraw these two, for which he 
substituted ‘Of the Standard of Taste.” (Jessop) These two essays actually reached the proof stage before 
being suppressed and replaced by Of the Standard of Taste.  
 

In addition, the book originally contained a dedication to the Reverend John Hume [or Home], the author of the tragic play, 
Douglas. Shortly after publication, the author asked (at the insistence of “some Fools” – Letters i.242-3) that the four-page 
dedication be removed. This was done for fear that the dedication would injure Reverend Hume’s reputation. Four days later, David 
Hume requested that it be reinstated – which it was, but in a slightly different position within the book. In the meantime, 800 copies 
had been sold without the dedication.  
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Regarding other issue points, Todd has noted that the first state of the half title (often missing completely) calls for two 
advertisements on the verso and there were also two typographical errors made only in early copies (‘ative’ on p. 9 and ‘ancing’ on 
p. 131).  

 
All that being said, it is clear that the book exists in a number of different states. This copy includes the rare suppressed dedication 
in the original position but the half title that is present here is in Todd’s second state with only one advertisement on the verso. The 
typographical errors sometimes found on pages 9 and 131 have both been corrected here.  

 
Contemporary full-leather binding with a gilt ruled spine and embossed title. The corners and head of the spine are lightly worn 
with a few scuff marks to the front and rear boards. There is a faded old ink signature (“P. Macnaughton A. M.”) to the top right 
corner of the front free endpaper. The first and last leaves are lightly browned, but, overall, this is a lovely, unrestored copy of 
Hume’s final philosophical writings.  

 
A Gorgeous Large-Paper Copy of Hume’s Essays and Treatises 

 

Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects, A New Edition. Printed for A. Millar, A. Kincaid, J, Bell, and A. Donaldson in 
Edinburgh and sold by T. Cadell in the Strand, London, 1778. Two Volumes, Volume 1: [iv], 582; Volume 2: [iv], 508, [509]-[524] 
= Index. Quarto.  A New Edition – 1778. 

$ 2,000 
With the engraved frontispiece portrait of Hume facing the title page.  
 
David Hume is the grand intellectual figure of the Scottish Enlightenment. Ironically, what is now considered his magnum opus, the 
ill-received three-volume A Treatise of Human Nature (1739-40), was rejected by Hume himself by 1751.  
 
Subsequently, when Hume first compiled his Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects two years later, he excluded the Treatise and 
considered this new collection of essays to be his complete philosophical writings. Hume revised the Essays and Treatises some ten 
times in various editions, adding, modifying and deleting material. The 1777 edition incorporated his final changes which he made 
quite literally on his deathbed, fully aware that this edition would be the last to involve his input. As such it is considered the 
definitive edition of Hume's philosophical writings and should be read alongside the first "definitive" edition of the Treatise.  
 
The first volume contains 39 essays on moral, political and literary topics while the second book devotes itself to the two Enquiries 
(Human Understanding and Principles of Moral) along with his work on the Natural History of Religion.  

 
Contemporary diced Russia covers with new spines that have five raised bands and compartments with gilt lettering and a black 
field for the author & title. With the armorial bookplate of Alexr. Trotter, Esq. of Dreghorn inside the front cover of both volumes. 
A very pretty set of these important essays.  

 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
[1712-1778] 

 
First Edition, First Printing of Rousseau’s First Book with ALL the Called-for Issue Points 

 

Discours sur L’origine et les Fondemens de L’inegalité Parmi les Hommes 
(Discourse on the Origins and the Foundations of Inequality among Men), Marc Michel Rey, 
Amsterdam, 1755. 1 blank leave + engraved frontispiece “Il retourne chez fes Egaux” + TP + 1 blank 
leaf + [III]-LXX + 1 leaf = “Avertissement” with “Question” on verso + [1]-262 + [263] = “Errata” + 
[264] = “Avis pour le Relieur” + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition, First Printing. Dufour #55, 
volume 1, pp. 55-57. 

$ 4,500 
 

Rousseau’s most important work after Contract Social (1762) – posing a radical challenge to Locke 
and Hobbes. Having won the prize from the Academy of Dijon with his essay, Discours sure les 
sciences et les arts, in 1749, Rousseau responded to another essay competition by the same Academy 
in 1753 which posed the question: “What is the origin of inequality among Men, and is it authorized 
by Natural Law?”. Rousseau responded promptly: “If the Academy has the courage to raise such a 
question, then I will have the courage to write about it.” The result was an essay which is remarkable 
both as philosophy and as science. In less than a hundred pages, Rousseau outlined a theory of the 
evolution of the human race; he propelled the study of anthropology and linguistics into new channels, 

and made a seminal contribution to political and social thought. Most important is his thesis that current human society is the result 
of a long series of declines from Man’s original state of nature. Rousseau imagined primitive man living in isolation in the forests, 
self-sufficient, equal to his fellows because he was independent of them. Gradually Man formed primitive societies based on the 
family which carried within them a sense of mutual obligation. Finally, with the advent of the concept of property, Man succumbed 
to inequality. Central to this vision, is the belief that all government is founded on a contract between the people and their rulers -- a 
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doctrine he was to develop more fully in his Contract Social seven years later. Even if his arguments were seldom fully understood 
by his readers, the book altered the way people thought about themselves, about their world and about society in general having a 
profound effect upon future political discourse and actions. 

 
With ALL fourteen of the issue points noted by Dufour (I, 55) to distinguish it from the pirate edition of similar appearance in the 
same year (NOTE: it is unusual for copies to have all of these issue points):  
 

(1) the frontispiece engraved with a title reading “chez” not “chés”,  
(2) frontispiece properly signed at the bottom,  
(3) the TP printed in red and black,  
(4) the figure of Liberty on the TP is full-sized and  
(5) signed by Fokke,  
(6) the Geneva coat of arms on page [III] engraved not copied and  
(7) signed “S.F.”,  
(8) Rousseau’s name misspelled on p. LII (“Jaques”),  
(9) pp. LXVII-LXVIII is a cancel  
(10) the hand inked accent mark for “conformé” on page 11 (first word, third line from bottom),  
(11) pp. 111-112 is a cancel,   
(12) pp. 139-140 a cancel,   
(13) p. 262 beginning “cune difference” rather than “dans laquelle” and  
(14) including the “errata / avis” page [263]-[264].  

 
In addition, other bibliographers have noted two further points in distinguishing the true first edition from the pirate, both of which 
are present here:  
 

(1) p. LXV mis-numbered as XLV and  
(2) gathering “L5” incorrectly signed as “K5”.  

 
Beautifully bound in contemporary full leather. The spine has five raised bands and is decorated with gilt decorations in each panel. 
The title is gilt on a red field. The boards are just a bit worn and somewhat unevenly stained. Overall, this is as lovely a 
contemporary copy – with all of the required issue points – as one could hope to find. 

 
Rousseau Argues with d’Alembert about the Theater – but was Voltaire the Playwright the Real Target? 

 

A Mr. d’Alembert. Sur son Article Geneve dans la VIIme, volume de l’Encyclopedie et particulierment, sur le projet d’etablir un 
theatre de comdie en cette ville. M. M. Rey, Amsterdam, 1758. TP + [III]-xviii = Preface + [1]-264 + [265]-[267] = Avis de 
l’Imprimeur + [268] = Errata + [269]-[272] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo.  First Edition.  

$ 1,600 
 

This book marks a breaking in the ranks of the Encyclopedists (although Rousseau always marched to a different drummer!) over 
the cultural value of the theater. The city of Geneva (where Rousseau was born) had banned all theater and d’Alembert had written 
an essay for the Encyclopedia suggesting the lifting of the ban. Rousseau wrote this long “letter” as an argument against the theater, 
taking an almost Platonic perspective that tragedy was wrong because it excited the passions and comedy did nothing more than 
ridicule virtues – neither of which contributed to the public good.  
 
The book is a critical analysis of the effects of culture on morals with an even broader look at the links between politics in general 
and social life. Rousseau relates the issue of a theatre in Geneva to this broader social context, warning of the potential danger of 
the theatre corrupting society’s morals. 
 
The Letter brings out Rousseau’s considerable patriotism and affinity for Geneva and shows throughout his felt need to defend his 
country from moral decay. By focusing on his belief in the natural order and harmony of traditional sex roles and community, 
Rousseau writes to convince d’Alembert and the populace of Geneva, that a theatre is a threat to an ideal, natural way of life. 
Rousseau claimed that the theatre took people away from the community, and replaced any patriotic, unifying spirit with artificial 
emotions. To have a prosperous state, Rousseau believed, people needed to work together and harmoniously. 
 
As an alternative to the theatre, Rousseau proposed open air republican festivals, with a rich community atmosphere. One of 
Rousseau's pivotal points in the Letter is that that customs, opinions and priorities which are common and well accepted among all 
citizens should be those that make accepting laws in favor of respect, equality, and harmony a pleasurable and natural experience. 
In other words, people have to share their concerns for the public good with legislators, if a state is to be successful 

 
Contemporary half-leather with blue marbled board and gilt lettering on the spine. Although there is some wear on the edge of the 
spine, this is, overall, a very lovely contemporary copy. 
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Claude-Adrien Helvétius 
[1715-1771] 

 
The “A” Printing of One of the Great Causes Célébres of the 18th Century 

and One of the Rarest Printings of an Important Enlightenment Text 
 

De l'esprit (On the Mind). Durand, Paris, 1758. TP + i-xxii + [1]-643 + [644] = Approbation and 
Privilege du Roi + inserted pages from the “C” Tirage (7/8, 35-38, 59-62, 67-70, 75-78, 139-142, 
145-154, 159/160, 169-176, 187-190, 233/234, 239/240, 227-230, 459-462, 547-550, 603-606) + 
Arrest du Conseil d’estat du Roy (2 pp.) + Damnatio et Prohibitio (4 pp.) + blank leaf + Arrests de 
la Cour de Parlement  (31 pp.) + Mandement de Monseigneur l’Archeveque de Paris (1758 TP + 
28 pp.) + Determinatio Sacrae Facultatis Parisiensis (1759 TP + 3-79 pp.) + Lettre traduite de 
l’Anglois (half-title + 1759 TP + 5-48 pp.) + l’Esprit / Chanson (8 pp.). Small Quarto (except for 
the last insert, Chanson, which is 12 mo.). First Edition, First Issue (E.1A) pages interleafed into a 
Second Edition Copy (E.2A) – in order to produce a copy conforming to the First Edition, First 
Issue text that was suppressed by the French Government. Smith “A” Tirage [1964], E.2B [2001]. 
 

 $ 25,000 
 

Including 33 leaves removed from the heavily censored “C” tirage (and, here, replaced by the 
appropriate pages from the original “A” tirage). This copy conforms in all issue points to Smith’s 
original “A tirage” and to his more recent designation of E.2B – of which ONY SEVEN COPIES 
ARE KNOWN TO EXIST. Also bound in this volume are seven important contemporary 

publications that relate to the ongoing controversy surrounding this book’s publication.  
 
“The publication in 1758 of his principal work, De l’esprit was noisily condemned by the authorities, both ecclesiastical and 
ministerial, for its dangerously heretical and subversive opinions. Suppression of the book signaled a grave – but fortunately 
temporary – setback for the party of philosophes and Encyclopedists. Despite the recantations that Helvétius was forced to make 
regarding De l’esprit, he reaffirmed his ideas even more strongly in De L’Homme, de ses facultes intellectuelles, et se son 
education, published posthumously in 1772.” (EP, Vol. 3, p. 472)  
 
This book comes with a tremendously complicated printing history – the details of which have only been clearly defined in the past 
few years. In a story worthy of a screenplay, Helvétius convinced Tercier, a friendly (or naïve) government censor, to approve his 
book although Tercier had only given the text a cursory inspection. This ruse was discovered at the end of June, 1758, by 
Malesherbes, the directeur de la Librairie, just as the first printing was being finished by Nicolas François Moreau. Malesherbes 
immediately ordered the publisher, Durand, to suspend publication of the work and to destroy the typeset and the sheets from the 
book that were deemed to be offensive. [This printing is now called E.1A, the first edition, first issue.] 
 
Responding to the criticisms made by a second, newly appointed, government censor, Helvétius then wrote new innocuous text 
passages of the appropriate length to replace the suppressed passages. These new leaves were then printed and inserted into the 
already printed book – replacing those that had been removed and destroyed. With these changes, De l’esprit was finally published 
on July 27, 1758. Once again there was a furor over the book, but this time it was much more public and involved complaints from 
both the Queen and the Dauphin. Malesherbes ordered the book to be withdrawn from sale and revoked the work’s privilege on 
August 10, 1758 – just two weeks after its original publication date. [This printing is now called E.1B, the first edition, second 
issue.]  
 
By this time, the book had become a succès de scandale and pirated editions began to appear from several quarters. Because these 
copies frequently masqueraded as being published by the original publisher, Durand, it is not surprising that Durand took advantage 
of this confusion and had the printer, Moreau, reset the book in type based on the E.1B text and published it in late September of 
1758. NOTE: Given this short turn-around time, it is likely that Durand (or Moreau) had preserved the parts of the original typeset 
that had not been confiscated from the very first printing of the book and then just reset the type for the missing sheets based upon 
the newly censored [E.1B] text.  [This printing is now called E2A, the second edition.] 

 
The traditional bibliography of this work, published by David Smith in 1964, noted A, B and C tirages (printings) of De l’esprit.  
Then in 2001, Smith published his comprehensive book-length bibliography on Helvetius and changed the designations of these 
three tirages. The B printings was now designated as E.1B and the C printing as E.2A. According to Smith’s most recent census, 
there were only 15 copies that would have previously been classified as “A tirages.” These, he now divided into three general 
categories: E.1A (of which only one complete and four incomplete copies exists); three copies that literally interleaf duplicating 
pages from the A and B printings and a new classification, E.2B, of which only seven copies exist that interleaf pages from the 
E.1A printing replacing the corresponding pages in the E.2A printing.  
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As noted above, this book comes with a tremendously complicated printing history – the details of which have only been 
clearly defined within the past few years. We have prepared a comprehensive write up containing all the details on this 
particular book and how it fits into the large bibliographical picture – which we will gladly supply upon request. 
 

 
Bound in a lovely contemporary full leather binding. Spine with five raised bands and gilt lettering and devices. A beautiful copy  
 

The “C” Printing of Helvetius’ Notorious De l’esprit 
 

De l’esprit (On the Mind), Durand, Paris, 1758. Half title + TP + i-xxii + [1]-643 + [644] = Approbation and Privilege du Roi, 
Quarto. Re-Issue of the First Edition or the Second Edition (depending on your terminology), the “C” Tirage of De l’esprit now 
designated as E.2A in the most recent Helvetius bibliography (see above).  

$ 2,250 
 

As noted above, this book has an extremely complicated printing history. This C tirage was the most common circulated version of 
the text once all of the legal and printing chicanery had been played itself out  
 
Bound in a contemporary full leather binding. Spine with five raised bands and gilt lettering and devices. A very beautiful book.  
 

Étienne Bonnot Condillac 
[1715-1780] 

 
Condillac’s Classic on Psychology and Philosophy 

 

Traité des sensations (Treatise on Sensation). London & Paris: Chez de Bure l'ainé, 1754.  In one 
volume: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + [iii]-vi + [1]-345 + half title + TP + [1]-335 + [336] = Errata, 12 
mo.  First Edition. 

$ 2,500 
 

Condillac's great classic of psychology and his most important work. It had a double purpose: to show 
how modifications of mind, or impressions received by way of the senses, could give rise 
automatically, without reference to unobservable spirits or innate ideas, to all our mental operations, 
and at the same time to defend the existence of an external, material world. The first purpose was 
familiar, the second required a new approach, the rejection of the assumption that sensations or 
impressions are images occasioned by external material things.” (Encyclopedia of Philosophy). Étienne 
Bonnot de Condillac was a philosopher of the Enlightenment, psychologist, economist, and educator; 
through his work he helped to bring about the dominance of the ideas of Locke and Newton over the 
philosophy of Descartes. Condillac's writings fall into three categories: the philosophical, the 
educational, and the economic. His systematization, exposition and development of Newton's 
empiricism, constitute four books, the most important of which, Traité des sensations, "no student of 

the history of philosophy can afford to neglect.'. (IESS, vol. 3, pp. 211-3) 
 

Contemporary mottled calf with spines gilt in compartments with floral design. Beautifully and professionally rebacked with the 
original spine laid down. First half title creased. Text a bit browned. Overall, a very nice copy.    

 
First Edition of Logique – where Condillac “exercised the most decisive influence 

on the philosophical taste of the generation of scientists immediately following his own” 
 

Logique ou les premiers développements de l’art de penser (Logic, or the first development of the art of thinking). l’Esprit and 
Debure, Paris, 1780. TP + [v]-vi = Table + [1]-153 + [154]-[155] = Approbation, Octavo. First Edition. Tchemerzine II, p. 484. 

 

$ 1,850 
As so often, this copy has been bound without the half-title (see below).  
 
Published the year of Condillac’s death, this was intended to be part of a comprehensive edition of his work, the other volumes of 
which were never published. For this reason, the original half-title – reading “Collection complette des oeuvres de M. l’abbé de 
Condillac” – was almost always removed before binding, as was done here. At his death Condilac was working on this Collection 
complette des oeuvres as well as La langue des calculs – which was eventually published as part of the 1798 Oeuvres completes.  
 
"It was through his last works - La logique and La langue des calculs - that Condillac exercised the most decisive influence on the 
philosophical taste of the generation of scientists immediately following his own. Therein, he looked to mathematics as the 
exemplar of knowledge."  (DSB III p. 382) 
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In 1780, a few months before his death, Condillac published his Logique, an elementary treatise composed at the request of the 
council of public instruction of Poland. In this book, Condillac reconsiders the origins of ideas and how humans acquire their 
knowledge and expounds the analytic method, which he regards as the only true method of science.  

 
Contemporary marbled boards with calf spine. Spine with gilt lettering and designs. A very pretty copy of this important work by 
Condillac. 
 

Paul-Henri Thiry, Baron d’Holbach 
[1723-1789] 

 
Holbach Creates a Catechism for the Radical Enlightenment 

 

Éléments de la morale universelle, ou catéchisme de la nature (Elements of universal 
morality, or catechism of nature). Chez G. de Bure, Paris, 1790. 1 blank leaf + TP + [i] = 
Avertissment + [1]-208 + 1 blank leaf, 12mo., First Edition. Vercruysse, 1790, A2. 

$ 2,200 
 

Completed in 1765, this work was not published until 1790 – the year after d’Holbach’s death. The 
manuscript had been left with his family who supervised the editing by Naigeon and the publishing 
by de Bure. It is their of his original works to have his name on the title page.  
 
Structured in a Q&A format (hence the use of the word catechism in the title), the book advocates a 
science of morality with principles that can be demonstrated to be as clear and rigorous as those 
found in calculus or geometry. In addition, Holbach contends that these principles are accessible to 
all – whether adult or child – and he writes the book in a simple teaching format that is easy to 
understand and to follow. His project is to dispel the believe that morality is merely some fantastic 
creation of the imagination and to prove that it is the product of the natural wants, needs and 
interests of all human beings.  
 

Full contemporary leather with gilt decorations on the front and back panels along with the spine. Gilt title on a red field. Gilt edges 
to the pages. A gorgeous well-preserved copy of this lovely (but radical & revolutionary) work by Holbach.  
 

Immanuel Kant 
[1724-1804] 

 
A Truly Magnificent Copy of Kant’s Masterpiece – The “A” Text 

Arguably the Most Important Philosophical Work in Modern Times 
 

Critik der reinen Vernunft (Critique of Pure Reason), Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, Riga, 
1781. 1 blank leaf + TP + 2 leaves = Dedication + 8 leaves = Vorrede + 1 leaf = Inhalt + [1]-856 + 1 
blank leaf; Octavo. First Edition. Warda 59.  

$ 25,000 
 

Kant’s masterpiece, the book that made him world-famous, and arguably the most important book 
of philosophy published in modern times. “Kant’s great achievement was to conclude finally the 
line on which philosophical speculation had proceeded in the eighteenth century, and to open up a 
new and more comprehensive system of dealing with the problems of philosophy.’” (PMM, p. 137) 
Having been woken from his “dogmatic slumbers” by his reading of Hume, Kant went on to effect a 
“Copernican” revolution in philosophy – the effects of which have not yet subsided.  
 
In a letter to Mendelssohn, dated August 18, 1873, Kant claimed that the book was the result of 
twelve years reflection and that the writing was “affected within four or five months, the greatest 
attention being paid to the substance, but less regard being had for the form and for the interests of 
the readers who would understand it easily.”  

 
Printing and the Mind of Man 226 

 
Contemporary half calf with light brown boards. Spine with raised bands forming six compartments. Author and title in gilt on a 
green field in second compartment with a gilt floral design in the other five compartments. The boards are lightly worn and the 
spine has lost much of the gilt on the decorations in the center area. The text edges are in red. There is a small, innocuous, 
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contemporary ink name to the right center of the title page (“G. Menn.”). The text is fresh, clean and remarkably bright throughout. 
Overall, one of the most beautiful copies of this important work imaginable and the freshest copy that we have ever seen for sale.  

 
A Gorgeous Copy of What Is Arguably His Most Accessible Writing on His Major Ideas 

 

Prolegomena zu einer jeden funftigen Metaphysik (Prolegomena towards a Future Metaphysics), Johann Friedrich 
Hartknoch, Riga, 1783. Blank leaf + TP + [3]-222 + 1 blank leaf, small Octavo. First Edition, First Printing: Warda 75.  

$ 3,250 
 

This, Kant's defense of his Critik der reinen Vernunft, is considered by many to be his most beautiful and comprehensive book. It 
continues to be read and admired as one of his most concise and approachable works.  
 
The book was written primarily to remove some of the misunderstandings and bewilderment that had greeted the release of the first 
edition of the Critik in 1781. Kant felt that he had been severely misunderstood and hence, unfairly criticized – most especially by 
Garve in his review of the book in the Göttinger Gelehrten Anzeiger.  
 
The principal contents of the Prolegomena were subsequently incorporated by Kant into the second edition of the Critik der reinen 
Vernunft in 1787.  
 
First printing with the floriated bar headpiece on page [3] (rather than the second and third printings that have the two cherubs 
headpiece - Warda 76 & 77) and the floriated bar on page 222 (rather than the bar with climbing leaves - Warda 76 - or a small 
ornamental piece with climbing flora - Warda 77). Finally, on page 78, line 8 the word “subjektiv” appears rather than “objektiv” – 
which was corrected in the two later printings. 

 
Contemporary half-leather with marbled boards. Spine with five raised bands and gilt lettered on label and gilt floral design in each 
compartment. Spine edges a bit worn and corners slightly bumped. Contemporary ink name (W. Oswald / in Mulhausen) to verso of 
first blank with just the slightest of ink offsetting to the TP. Very occasional pencil marginalia and underlining. A truly lovely copy 
of one of Kant’s most important and popular works. 
 

Kant’s “Grundlegung” – Considered by Many to be His Second Most Important Work 
 

Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten (Groundworks of the Metaphysics of Morals), Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, Riga, 
1785. Blank leaf + TP + [i]-[xiv] = Vorrede + [1]-128 + 1 blank leaf, small Octavo. First Edition. Warda 90.  

$ 2,250 
 

Kant’s first major work on Ethics, in which he laid the foundations for the Critik der practischen Vernunft (Critique of Practical 
Reason). This work is written with an eloquence, depth of insight and strength of feeling that makes an immediate impact upont the 
reader, and places it among the classics on this subject.  

 
"If he had published nothing else but the Groundworks of the Metaphysics of Morals Kant would be assured a place in the history 
of philosophy. Difficult as it is to interpret in some of its details, this work is written with an eloquence, depth of insight, and 
strength of felling that make an immediate impact on the reader and put it among the classics of the subject. Kant says that his 'sole 
aim' in the book is 'to seek out and establish the supreme principle of morality.' He wishes to delineate the basic features of the 
situation in which moral decisions are made, and so to clarify the special character of such decisions." (EP, IV, p. 317) 

 
Contemporary boards with printed spine label. The spine is darkened. Very faint old signature and some scattered ink markings on 
title page. Otherwise, a lovely, tight copy.  

 
Kant’s Attempt to Supply a Metaphysical Foundations for Modern Science 

 

Metaphysische Anfangsgründe der Naturwissenschaft (The Metaphysical Foundations of the Natural Science). Johann 
Friedrich Hartknoch, Riga, 1786. TP + [III]-XXIV + [1]-158, Octavo. First Edition. Warda 103. 

$ 1,750 
 

Important and scarce work on the foundations of natural science. In this Naturwissenschaft, Kant worked out an alternative 
conception of matter in terms of moving forces, omnipresent but varying in degree, and puts it forward as both theoretically 
satisfactory and consistent with empirical evidence. (See the long write up on this book under the heading Philosophy of Nature on 
page 321 of the Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Volume 4.) 

 
Contemporary soiled white boards with spine 40% perished but not unsightly and holding firm with four prominent binding chords. 
Overall, a lovely uncut copy.  
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Kant's Heavily Revised Second Edition of the "Critique of Pure Reason" 
The “B” Text 

 

Critik der reinen Vernunft (Critique of Pure Reason). Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, Riga, 1787.  TP + 2 leaves = Dedication + 
[VII]-XLIV = Vorrede + [1]-884, [with pages 454 through 489 unnumbered as usual], Octavo. Second Edition. Warda 60. 

   $ 2,950 
 

The so-called "B" text which Kant heavily revised and which must be compared and contrasted with the original first edition "A" 
text. Almost all modern editions and translations blend elements of both the “A” and the “B” versions of the text. 
 
Kant included here his own substantive amplifications, corrections, and improvements, noting some but not all of these in the new 
Introduction. At the time, Kant considered this to be the "definitive edition," but made further incorporations in the 1790 edition 
(see next item}. Today, philosophers still think it necessary to have both the “A” and “B” versions of the text available when 
studying the work.   

 
Contemporary half-leather with original marbled boards which are quite worn. The spine is worn and exposed for the first inch 
down from the top of the front spine edge. Spine with gilt decorations and title that are very hard to read due to cracking from use 
of the book. Corners a bit bumped. Title page a bit browned. Pencil underlining and marginalia throughout. But for the extensive 
pencil underlining and marginalia, this would be a very nice contemporary copy.  

 
First Edition of Kant’s Second Critique – Dealing with Practical Reason 

 

Critik der practischen Vernunft (Critique of Practical Reason), Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, Riga, 1788. TP + [3]-292, small 
Octavo. First Edition. Warda 112.  

$ 2,500 
 

The second major Critik, in which Kant undertakes a more elaborate survey of moral concepts and assumptions than in his 
Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten of 1785. 

 
"The Critique of Practical Reason aims at the coordination of human intellect and conscience, stressing that moral action may be 
accompanied by pleasure, but should on no account be determined by it. Moral conduct should be guided only by criterion of duty, 
which Kant considered the sole foundation of human freedom, this concept resting upon the submission of the individual will to the 
sublime moral law." (Garden Ltd., #162) 

 
Contemporary pasteboard binding with "Kant" in a contemporary hand on the spine. Corners bumped and the cover has occasional 
spots. The inside endpapers look like kitchen wallpaper (red and green). The title page is creased along the gutter. Light foxing 
throughout as is common. Overall, a good contemporary copy  
 

A Gorgeous Copy of the Third Edition of Kant’s Masterpiece – the “B” Text of the Critik 
 

Critik der reinen Vernunft (Critique of Pure Reason), Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, Riga, 1790. TP + 2 leaves = Dedication + 
[VII-XLIV] = Vorrede + [1]-884; Octavo. Third Edition. Warda 61. 

$ 1,300 
 

Kant famously and extensively revised the first edition (1781 – the so-called “A Text”) when he published the second edition (the 
so-called “B Text”) in 1787. This third edition follows the changes made in the second edition (i.e. the “B” text). NOTE that this is 
a first issue copy of the third editions (the later issue is marked as "Dritte unveraenderte Auflage" on the title page). 

 
Contemporary pebbled brown boards with matching spine and a gilt title/author label. Former owner’s bookplate to verso of front 
cover (dated 1921) and two former owner’s noted in ink on the upper right corner of the front fly leaf (one date 1859 and the other 
1861). This is a gorgeous copy.   
 

Beautiful First Edition Copy of Kant’s Third Critique – Dealing with Judgment 
 

Critik der Urtheilskraft (Critique of Judgement), Lagarde und Friedrich, Berlin und Libau, 1790. TP + [III]-LVIII + half-title + 
[3]-476 + [477] = Corrections page, Small Octavo. First Edition. Warda 125. 

$ 3,800 
 

The last of the three Critiks, is Kant’s attempt to address the issues raised by his philosophy and to reconcile the scientific outlook 
with the moral and religious needs of man. “This work consists of two main parts, the first dealing with the aesthetic judgments, the 
second with the teleological judgment or judgment of purposiveness in Nature; and [this book] is of considerable importance. For in 
it, Kant tries, as far as our consciousness is concerned at least, to bridge the gulf between the mechanistic world of Nature as 
presented in physical science and the world of morality, freedom and faith. That is to say, he tries to show how the mind passes 
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from the one to the other; and he attempts the rather difficult task of showing how the transition is reasonable without at the same 
time going back on what he has already said about the vanity of dogmatic metaphysics and about the position of moral or practical 
faith as our only means of access to the supersensible world.” (Copleston, VI, 1, pp. 239-40) 

 
Contemporary half-leather with gilt lettering and design on the spine. Top 2” of front joint sympathetically repaired as is the very 
top edge of the spine. Boards just a bit worn. Two old ink signatures to inside front cover – “E. v. Groot – Bonn 1843” and “M. 
Koch.” Old, rather faint, brown-ink signature to TP (right center, not affecting type). Some light foxing. Overall, a tight and very 
desirable copy. 

 
First Edition of Kant’s Attempt to Subject Religion to Reason 

 

Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vernunft. (Religion within the Boundary of Pure Reason), Friedrich 
Nicolovius, Königsberg, 1793. TP + [III]-XX = Vorrede + [XXI]-XXII] = Inhalt + half title + [3]-296 + [297]-[298] = Druckfehler 
(Corrections), small Octavo. First Edition. Warda 141.  

$ 750 
 

Kant always took a particular interest in religion and in this book he tried to make his points clear by offering not only commentary 
but also a reinterpretation of Christian doctrine and practice based on  the lights of pure reason.  

 
Contemporary brown and black marbled pasteboard binding with a contemporary handwritten paper label to spine (very well 
preserved and legible). Mild wear to boards. Contemporary five line inscription and signature pasted down on inside front cover. 
No front free end paper. Correction made throughout in a contemporary hand. On the verso of the title page, someone has blacked 
out some writing with a very dark marker (1.5” x 1”) that has bled through and somewhat disfigured the title page itself. But for this 
unfortunate exception, a really lovely copy of one of Kant’s more important works.  

 
Beautiful First Edition Wraps Copies of Kant’s Most Complete Exposition of His Ethical Beliefs 

 

Die Metaphysik der Sitten, Erster Theil: Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde der Rechtslehre (The Metaphysic of Morals, Part One: 
The Metaphysical Elements of the Theory of Right), Friederich Nicolovius, Konigsberg, 1797. TP + [III]-XII + [I]-LII + half-title + 
[55]-235 + [236] = [Ver]Besserungen (Corrections), Octavo. First Edition of Part One of this work. Warda 171.  

 
Die Metaphysik der Sitten, Zweyter Theil: Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde der Tugendlehre (The Metaphysic of Morals, Part 

Two: The Metaphysical Elements of the Theory of Virtue), Friederich Nicolovius, Konigsberg, 1797. TP + [III]-X + [1]-190 + 
[191] = Verbesserungen (Corrections), Octavo. First Edition of Part Two of this work. Warda 176.  

$ 3,000 
 

Kant felt that a more detailed description and analysis of his ethical position was called for and he developed those details in a 
series of lectures and then presented them in this two part work. "He sets these consequences out in his lectures on ethics and 
develops them in detail later in his 1797 Metaphysic of Morals. To judge him by the Groundwork and the Critique of Practical 
Reason taken together, is to do less than justice to the scope of his ethical reflections.” (EP, IV, p. 318) 
 
Erster Theil: Uncut, bound in original bluish-gray paper covers with handwritten title on spine. Lightly foxed and slightly chipped 
at top and bottom of spine but otherwise fine. A beautiful copy. 
 
Zweyter Theil: Uncut, bound in original bluish-gray paper covers with handwritten title on spine. About 50 tiny ink (?) dots at the 
extreme lower edge of title page. Lightly foxed and slightly chipped at top and bottom of spine but otherwise fine. A beautiful copy. 
 

First Edition of Kant’s Three Essays on the Faculty Dispute 
 

Der Streit der Facultaten in Drey Abschnitten (The Faculty Dispute in Three Essays), Friedrich Nicolovius, Konigsberg, 
1798. TP + Dedication Page + [V]-XXX + half-title + [3]-205, Octavo. First Edition. Warda 193. 

$ 1,000 
 

Kant’s three essays on the dispute between the faculties of Philosophy, Medicine, Law and Theology, tries to reconcile these three 
with philosophy, while simultaneously examining the relationship of each to governmental policies and human affairs. Kant 
examines the conflict between theology and religious faith and how philosophy and reason deal with both. And he asks the 
questions: “Is the human race improving? And, if not, what then?”. The last essay was previously published in Von der Macht der 
Gemuths.  
 
Early 19th century binding of blue boards and spine with gilt lettering on red field. Some wear to exterior, especially on rear spine 
edge. Top of spine very lightly chipped. The text is clean and generally bright. A lovely copy. 
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First Edition of Kant’s Major Contribution to Psychology 
 

Anthropologie in pragmatischer Hinsicht abgefakt (Anthropology from a pragmatic point of view), Friedrich Nicolovius, 
Konigsberg, 1798. 1 leaf + TP + [iii]-xiv + half-title + [5]-334 + 1 leaf, Octavo. First Edition. Warda 195.  

$ 1,100 
 

Kant’s major contribution to psychiatry and psychology in which he classified the mental diseases and analyzed sensation, 
imagination and feeling, concluding that the study of man could not be scientific since it was not mathematizable. This is the last of 
Kant's self-published works and his only published work dealing with medical psychology wherein he makes a major contribution 
to psychiatry. In the preface, he points out that this text represents his manual for a course of lectures which he gave over a period 
of thirty years at the University of Konigsberg. The Anthropologie was Kant's attempt to catalogue the powers of the mind and to 
describe their functions in some detail. For a number of years he had been researching and lecturing about various classifications of 
mental disorders. Kant "introduces a point of view and a methodological suggestion which at the same time was highly original and 
which was to prove extremely fruitful. Kant suggested that mental disease has something to do with the interaction of man's need 
and the demands his environment makes upon him, or the frustration to which it subjects him." (Zilboorg, A History of Medical 
Psychology, pp. 308-09) 

 
Contemporary pasteboard binding, very worn, bumped and nicked. Spine very worn top and bottom with contemporary hand 
written label on spine, chipped but 90% readable. Three small lines of handwriting on front blank leaf dated 1839. Overall, a worn 
but good contemporary copy. 
 

First Edition, First Printing of Kant’s Logik 
 

Logik. Ein Handbuch zu Vorlesungen (Logic: A Handbook of Lectures), Friedrich Nicolovius, Konigsberg, 1800. TP + [v]-xxiv + 
[1]-232, Octavo. First Edition, First Printing. Warda 206.  

$ 550 
 

A collection of Kant's lectures on logic compiled from his manuscripts and note and edited by his students. First printing with the 
comma following "Nicolovius" on TP. 
 
Printed on very thick paper, making the book about 1 1/8” thick. Later pasteboards with a faded spine label. Wrinkling on the front 
cover 2" square. Otherwise a very lovely, tight and clean copy. 

 
Edmund Burke 

[1729-1797] 
 

The Book That Launched British Romanticism 
 

A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful, R. and J. Dodsley, London, 1757. 1 blank leaf + half-title + TP + [v]-viii = Preface + 
[ix]-[xvi] = Contents + [1]-184 + 1 blank leaf, small Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 4,000 
 

“Burke’s book On the Sublime and the Beautiful is more important [than A Vindication of Natural 
Society]; indeed, it might well be said to signalize the point at which aesthetic taste in England 
changed from the classical formalism of the earlier years of the eighteenth century to the 
romanticism of the later years. Burke attacked the rationalist, classicist notion that clarity is an 
essential quality in great art. He argued that the imagination, moreover, is most strongly affected by 
what is suggested or hinted at and not by what is plainly stated. Burke also maintained that fear 
plays a large part in our enjoyment of the sublime. Such fear is diminished by knowledge, but 
sharpened by veiled intimations. Obscurity, not clarity, is the property of the most powerfully 
moving art; and Burke added, ‘It is our ignorance of things that causes all our admiration and 
chiefly excites our passions.’” (EP, Vol. 1, pp. 429-430)   

 
Three-quarter mid-19th-century (?) brown speckled leather with marbled boards. Spine with gilt bands and gilt lettering and date. 
Spine edges lightly worn as are the corners of the boards. The binding is particularly solid and the pages remarkably clean. A small 
oval bookplate has been partially removed from the inside front cover. With “Raynton Binder, Bath, Eng.” hand lettered in tiny ink 
letters on the top edge of the verso of the front fly leaf. A lovely copy of this important book on aesthetics.  
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Johann Georg Schlosser 
[1739-1799] 

 
Some Advice to a Young Man in Thrall with Kant’s Philosophy – Don’t Do It! 

 

Johann Georg Schlossers Schreiben an einen jungen Mann, der die kritische 
Philosophie studiren wollte (Johann Georg Schlosser’s Letter to a Young Man Wanting to Study 
the Critical Philosophy), Fredrich Bohn und Compagnie, Lubeck und Leipzig, 1797. 1 blank leaf + TP 
+ [III]-VI = Vorrede + [1]-168 + [169]-[170] = Errata.  Octavo. First Edition. 
 

[bound with] 
 

Johann Georg Schlossers Zweites Schreiben an einen jungen Mann, der die 
kritische Philosophie studiren wollte (Johann Georg Schlosser’s Second Letter to a Young 
Man Wanting to Study the Critical Philosophy), Fredrich Bohn und Compagnie, Lubeck und Leipzig, 
1797. TP + [3]-10 = Vorrede + [11]-167 + [168] = Errata. First Edition. 

$ 550 
 

Johann Schlosser (who was Goethe’s brother-in-law) was a lawyer, a political administrator and an 
amateur philosopher who published a translation of Plato’s letters that was accompanied by auxiliary 
materials expounding on the ‘mystical’ elements in Plato – such as he understood them – which was 
little more than a cover for his own brand of reactionary, Christian elitism.  

 
This attracted the attention and ire of Immanuel Kant who published a satirical attack on those with “fine airs in philosophy” which 
was pointed against Schlosser, but did not name him.  
 
Schlosser unwisely replied with his Letter to a Young Man in which he advises his pupil to stay as far away from Kant’s philosophy 
as possible. However, his attempts to explain the finer points of Kantianism were so riddled with misunderstanding that I prompted 
Kant to reply with his “Proclamation of Perpetual Peace” in which Schlosser was identified by name and roundly castigated.  
 
Schlosser made the mistake of issuing a Second Letter attacking Kant even more directly, but this was seen to be even more foolish 
that the first and was quickly ridiculed and abused in print by such notables as the critic, Friedrich Schlegal, the poet, Schiller, and 
even the 22-year-old Schelling got into the fray.  
 
Contemporary marbled boards with a chipped author/title label to the spine along with 50% of an old library label. The edges of the 
spine are worn as are the head and toe of the spine. Still… a pretty little copy of this interesting book showing the reception of 
Kant’s thought from at least one man’s perspective.  

 
Christoph Meiners 

[1747-1810] 
 

Philosophical Writings by an Enemy of Kant, Wollstonecraft and the Entire Enlightenment Project 
 

Vermischte philosophische Schriften Erster Theil (Mixed Philosophical Writings, First Part), 
Weygandischen Buchhandlung, Leipzig, 1775. TP + [i] = Dedication + [ii] = Inhalt + [1]-299 + [300] = 
Errata, small Octavo. First Edition. 
 

[bound with]  
 

Vermischte philosophische Schriften Zwenter Theil, (Mixed Philosophical Writings, Second 
Part), Weygandischen Buchhandlung, Leipzig, 1776. TP + [i] = Dedication + [ii] = Inhalt + [1]-299 + 
[300] = Errata, small Octavo. First Edition. 
 
Vermischte philosophische Schriften Dritter Theil, (Mixed Philosophical Writings, Third Part), 
Weygandischen Buchhandlung, Leipzig, 1776. TP + [3]-[4] = Vorrede + [5]-342 + [343] = Inhalt for 
Parts 2 & 3 + [344] = Errata, small Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 350 
 

Meiners was a German philosopher and historian, who taught at the University of Gottingen, where he 
co-edited an anti-Kantian journal, Philosophische Biliothek. He wrote on comparative history and 
cultural history and was known mostly for his critical attitude towards both Immanuel Kant and Mary 

Wollstonecraft and, most especially, the whole concept of the Enlightenment. He is perhaps most famous for his theories about the 
multiple origins (polygenesis) of humanity.  
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Two volumes bound in contemporary ¾ leather with marbled boards. The spines are divided by four raised bands and decorated 
with gilt devices with lettering on a lighter field. The first volume is worn and torn along the first 2” along the top of the front hinge 
and has some worming to the lower inside edge of the first few leaves. Former owner’s small bookplate to the inside of each 
volume along with small, old and fading inscriptions. Altogether, two pretty books by a now forgotten thinker.  
 

Johann Gottlieb Herder 
[1744-1803] 

 
Herder's "Poetic Spinozism" 

 

Gott. Einige Gespræche, (God. Some Conversations). Gotha: Karl Wilhelm Ettinger, 1787. TP + 
[III]-VIII + [1]-252, small Octavo. First Edition.  

 $ 1,500 
 

"In opposition to the emphatic dualism, which Kant affirms between the empirical material and the a 
priori form of thought, Herder puts forward the profounder idea of an essential unity and a gradual 
development in nature and mind. His cosmical philosophy culminates in a poetic Spinozism, filled 
with the idea of the personality of the divine spirit and of immortality (conceived as a metempsychosis 
- a form of Spinozism, therefore, similar to that exemplified in those works of Spinoza's which 
preceded the Ethics [although this form, historically, was unknown in Herder's time], and less 
removed from the doctrine of Bruno). This philosophy he developed connectedly in the work entitled 
"God, Dialogues Concerning Spinoza's System (1787)." (Ueberweg II, p. 201 – giving the  correct 
date for the first edition but using the expanded title that only appeared in the second edition of 1800)  
 

Contemporary rubbed paste boards. Paper label to spine with contemporary brown ink lettering. Some browning and foxing but, 
overall, a lovely copy.   
 

Jeremy Bentham 
[1748-1832] 

 
PRESENTATION COPY of Bentham’s "Rewards" 

 

The Rationale of Reward. London: John & H. L. Hunt, 1825. TP + [iii]-viii + [ix] = Errata + 
[i]-ii = Preliminary Observations + [3]-352, Octavo. First English Edition,  

$ 2,800 
 

A presentation copy signed in ink in the upper right corner of the title page: "To the City of London 
Justi (or Instr) / From the Author". A bit below that, in what looks like a different hand, is the 
number "4303".  
 
The initial "Advertisement by the Editor" in the front of this book claims that "the history of the 
present work is somewhat curious." "Forty or fifty years" before this book was published, Bentham 
had written two manuscripts - one in English and one in French. The French manuscript was called 
Essai sur les Récompenses and had originally been prepared with the intention of sending it to 
Catherine the Great. Both manuscripts were subsequently given to a M. Dumont who, with a bit of 
his own editing and additions, conflated them and published them in two volumes in French under 
the title Théorie des Peines et de Recompenses in Paris in 1811. The Rationale of Reward is the 

second of these volumes.  
 

This English translation was made by Richard Smith, who prepared many of Bentham's manuscripts for publication, and contains an 
original preface by Bentham. In the book, "Bentham proposed, amongst other measures, the creation of prizes for the encouragement 
of discoveries and research, and the institution of a Register of Trade Marks. He advocated, also, the free grant of Patents - then 
charged with exorbitant fees - or, at least, that no fees should be paid until the inventor had reaped some benefit from the Patent." 
(Atkinson, Jeremy Bentham: His Life and Works, p. 172)  
 
Contemporary drab boards (a bit worn and dinged) with green cloth spine - in all likelihood, the publisher's original binding. With 
the remains of a small paper label at the top of the spine with the handwritten number: "1000". The title page has been abraded just 
below the publisher's name and the date - slightly erasing the roman numerals in the date. Overall, this is a well-preserved 
contemporary book - the TP abrasion being the only negative regarding condition.   
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Dugald Stewart 
[1753-1828] 

 
Stewart's First and Most Important Book 

 

Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind. London: A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1792. 1 
blank leaf + TP + Dedication Page + 1 leaf = Advertisement + [ix]-xii = Contents + [1]-566 
(misnumbered for 569) + [570] = errata + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition.  

 $ 850 
  

Stewart was the philosopher "with whom the Scottish philosophy of common sense acquired the dignity 
of an institution" (EP, VIII, p. 16) This, his main philosophical exposition, was also his first work and, 
despite the addition of two further volumes in 1814 and 1827, it remained his most important 
philosophical contribution. Stewart succeeded Ferguson to the chair of moral philosophy in Edinburgh 
in 1785 and followed in the footsteps of his teacher Thomas Reid who had espoused "the philosophy of 
common sense". "Stewart saw himself as following Reid in a Baconian reformation of the philosophy of 
mind. Natural philosophy became science, he held, when inquiry, freed from metaphysical conjecture, 
was directed toward discovering by observation and experiment the laws governing the connection of 
physical phenomena" (EP, VIII, p. 16)  Stewart's pupils included James Mill (father of John Stuart) and 
he influenced both of the Mills (who attacked the Scottish school of common sense) and William James 

whose preface to The Varieties of Religious Experience explicitly credits Stewart's philosophy.  
 
Contemporary half calf and marbled boards professionally rebacked with new endpapers. A contemporary looking spine with five 
raised bands and a gilt on black label. A very crisp and clean copy with a bit of age-toning to the first few and last leaves only. 
Overall, a lovely copy.   

 
Stewart's Comprehensive “Philosophical Essays” 

Philosophical Essays. Edinburgh: William Creech, 1810. 1 blank leaf + TP + [v]-xii + [I]-lxxvi + half-title + [3]-590 + half-page 
errata slip + 1 blank leaf, Quarto. First Edition. 

  $ 1,000 
 

The book is divided into two parts - the first of which deals with Locke, Berkeley, Hartley, Priestly and Darwin and the second, 
which treats of the concepts of the beautiful, the sublime and taste.  
 
Contemporary boards rebacked with original spine expertly laid down. Some wear to edges. With occasional browning to text. 
Overall, a pretty copy.   

 

Karl Leonhard Reinhold 
[1757-1823] 

 
Reinhold’s Main Philosophical Work 

 

Versuch einer neuen Theorie des menschlichen Vorstellungsvermögens (An Attempt 
at a New Theory of the Human Power of Representation), C. Widtmann und I. M. Mauke, Prague und 
Jena, 1789. TP + [verso] = Dedication to Kant & Wieland + [1]-579 + [580] = Errata, Octavo. First 
Edition.  

$ 1,200 
 

Reinhold was an Austrian philosopher and the first occupant of the chair on Critical Philosophy 
established at the University of Jena in 1787 where he achieved fame as a proponent of popular 
Enlightenment and as an early and effective popularizer of the Kantian philosophy. During his seven 
years at Jena, Reinhold proclaimed the need for a more “scientific” and systematic presentation of 
Kantian philosophy, one based upon a single, self-evident first principle.  
 
In an effort to satisfy this need, he expounded his own “Elementary Philosophy” in a series of 
influential works between 1789 and 1791 – starting with his most important single philosophical work 
Versuch einer neuen Theorie des menschlichen Vorstellungsvermögens. In writing this book, Reinhold 
turned his attention away from the moral issues that Kant addressed in the end section of his Critique 
of Pure Reason and focused on the epistemological concerns of the beginning and middle sections of 

that book and presents here a description of the main parts and attributes of consciousness.  
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Reinhold's radical revision and implicit critique of orthodox Kantianism exercised an immediate and immense influence upon his 
contemporaries, and particularly upon the philosopher who followed him at Jena in 1794, Johann Gottlieb Fichte. But though Fichte 
was thoroughly convinced by Reinhold's arguments for the incompleteness of Kant's own presentation of the Critical philosophy 
and by his demand for an immediately certain “first principle” of the same, he was not satisfied with Reinhold's own efforts to 
satisfy these demands.  
 
Although Reinhold's Elementary Philosophy was subsequently much criticized, his call for a more coherent and systematic 
exposition of transcendental idealism had a profound influence upon the later developments of post-Kantian idealism and spurred 
others to seek a philosophical first principle even more “fundamental” than Reinhold's own “Principle of Consciousness.”  
 
Contemporary pasteboard binding with an elegant handwritten author/title on the spine along with a small identification sticker at 
the bottom of the spine. With the bookplate Andover-Harvard Theological Seminary on the inside front cover which has been over-
struck with a neat “discard” authorization. Despite these ex-lib markings on the inside cover, a very nice and presentable copy of 
this important philosophical work.  

 
Mary Wollstonecraft 

[1759-1797] 
 

The Most Revolutionary and Famous Work by a Revolutionary Woman 
 

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with strictures on political and moral subjects. J. 
Johnson, London, 1792. [iii]-xiv = Dedication to Talleyrand + xv = Advertisement + [xvii]-xix = 
Contents + [1]-452, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 17,500 
 

Mary Wollstonecraft declared that her ‘argument was “built on this simple principle that, if woman be not 
prepared by education to become the companion of man, she will stop the progress of knowledge, for 
truth must be common to all”’  
 
“A Vindication of the Rights of Woman is dedicated to (of all people) Talleyrand, whom Mary 
Wollstonecraft still believed to be inspired by the same progressive views as her own. .... She did not 
attack the institution of marriage or the practice of religion. Instead she argued for equality of education 
for both sexes (here she disagreed with Rousseau, with whom in other respects she had so much common 
ground). [The book’s] chief object was to show that women were not the playthings of men but ought to 
be their equal partners, which they could be only if they were educated in the same way” (PMM 242) 

 
Bound in contemporary sprinkled calf which has been beautifully and professionally rebacked. The covers with double gilt-rule and 
a spine with five raised bands and gilt decorations in six compartments. The gilt and red morocco label. The insider front pastedown 
has the small and simple book label of Mrs. Sabine Browne. The first page of contents has a light splash mark. There is also a short 
marginal tear to head of one leaf (p. 3) and another leaf (p. 100) with the final four lines faintly inked, though still fully readable. 
Overall, a very pretty copy of this immensely important book.  

 
Johann Gottlieb Fichte 

[1762-1814] 
 

Fichte’s Second Book – Which Branded Him as a Political Radical 
 

Beitrag zur Berichtigung der Urtheile des Publikums über die französische 
Revolution. Erster Theil (Contribution Designed to Correct the Judgment of the Public on the 
French Revolution). [no publisher], [no city], 1793. [iii]-xvi + [1]-194 + xvii-xx [mis-bound] + 195-
198 + xxi-xxiii [mis-bound] + 199 + [201]-[202] = Druckfehler (Errata), Small Octavo. First Edition. 
Baumgartner/Jacobs A1.4x. 

$ 2,500 
Published anonymously without listing either a printer or a city of origin.  
 
“In 1793 Fichte published his Contribution Designed to Correct the Judgment of the Public on the 
French Revolution. This work won for him the reputation of being a democrat and Jacobin, a 
politically dangerous figure. In spite of this, however, he was appointed professor of philosophy at Jena 
in 1794, partly owing to a warm recommendation by Goethe.” (Copleston, Volume 7, Part 1, p. 51) 
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Contemporary pasteboards and spine with small handwritten label (now all but illegible) for title. Spine edges worn (as is the center 
of the spine) with bumped corners. Front flyleaf with three-line contemporary inked Index (1st, 2nd 3rd Kapite) and faint embossed 
“Ex Libris / Dr. ?. Bierbach / Heildelberg”. With very occasional pencil underlining and marginalia. Misbound as noted. Overall, a 
nice copy of this rare work by Fichte.  
 

First Editions of the Foundations of Fichte’s Theoretical System 
 

Grundlage der gesammten Wissenschaftslehre (The Foundation of the Whole Science of Knowledge). Christian Ernst 
Gabler, Leipzig, 1794 [bound with] Grundriss des Eigenthümlichen der Wissenschaftslehre in Rüksicht auf das 
theoretische Vermögen (The Outline of the Peculiarities of the Science of Knowledge). Christian Ernst Gabler, Jena und 
Leipzig, 1795. TP + [3]-339 + [340] = Corrections + TP + half title + [iii]-xii = Vorrede + [1]-108 + 1 leaf = Corrections, small 
Octavo. First Editions. Lauth/Jacob 12 & 15; Baumgartner/Jacobs A1.12x & A1.15x. 

$ 1,500 
 

With the rarely seen half title following the second title page stating: “Zweiter Theil der Grundlage gesammten Wissenschaftslehre” 
and the Vorrede in its correct place (in the second volume).  
 
“Here [in Jena] his major work was done. The introduction to his philosophy – a term he avoided and replaced by 
“Wissenschaftslehre”, a neologism coined by himself – was laid down in Ueber den Begriff – ‘On the Idea of a Theory of Science’; 
followed by ‘The Foundations of the Whole Theory of Science’, ‘The Outline of the Peculiarities of the Science of Knowledge’, 
and the two ‘Introductions’, 1797. These covered the theoretical side of his system...” (PMM, p. 147) 

 
Contemporary interim wrap that is a bit chipped and worn at the head and foot of the spine. A large, uncut, untrimmed copy. Very 
mild browning to the first TP but otherwise a clean and bright copy. Absolutely lovely.  

 
The Foundation of the Practical Side of His System 

 

Das System der Sittenlehre nach den Principien der Wissenschaftslehre, (The System of a Theory of Morals as Based 
on the Science of Knowledge). Jena und Leipzig: Christian Ernst Gabler, 1798.  TP + [I]-XVIII + [XIX]-[XX] = Publisher's notices 
+ [XXI-XXII] = Inhalt + [1]-494, small Octavo. First Edition.  Lauth/Jacob 36; Baumgartner/Jacobs A1.36x. 

 

   $ 750 
 

"The practical [side of his system] was expounded in the 'Foundation of Natural Right', c. 1796, and the 'System of a Theory of 
Morals', 1798" (PMM, p. 147) But Fichte was very far from concentrating exclusively on the theoretical deduction of 
consciousness. He laid great stress on the moral end of the development of consciousness or, in more concrete terms, on the moral 
purpose of human existence. And we find him publishing in 1796 the Basis of Natural Right (Grundlage de Naturrechts) and in 
1798 The System of Ethics (Das System der Sittenlehre). Both subjects are said to be treated 'according to the principles of the 
theory of science'... But the works are much more than mere appendages to the Wissenschaftslehre. For they display the true 
character of Fichte's philosophy, that is, as a system of ethical idealism." (Copleston, 7, I, p. 52)  
 
Contemporary pasteboards with gold-lettered label on spine. Spine edges, top and bottom are worn but overall a well preserved and 
very presentable binding. Internally a very good copy. 

 
His Important Work on National German Culture 

 

Reden an die deutsche Nation, (Addresses to the German Nation). Berlin: Realshulbuchhandlung, 1808.TP + [3]-490 + 1 leaf = 
Druckfehler, small Octavo.  First Edition. Lauth/Jacob 66; Baumgarnter/Jacobs A1.66x. 

 $ 950 
 

In this book, Fichte "advocates the cultivation of philanthropic devotion as the guiding aim of national university education, he 
declared that the moral ideal, always sovereign, is never actualized in any historical period: it 'never is, but eternally ought to be.' 
Fichte was not concerned with the historical fortunes of social projects or institutions, but rather with their moral worth. What 
matters is not whether I succeed, but whether I deserve to prevail, whether the end to which I bend my duty really merits my loyal 
devotion." (EP, III, p. 196) This work has been wrongly interpreted as the source of pan-Germanism while in fact the work sought 
to combat just that. Fichte declares that it is infinitely more important for the Germans to develop their national culture whose 
support is society than to depend on external victories that have been obtained by the state for cultural domination. Since he urged 
that the national genius be realized in the objective and unpersonifiable community and not in the will of the state, there was 
nothing aggressive about Fichte's nationalism.  
 
Recent plain wraps using 18th-Century paper. Title page repaired to correct a 1" square cut out with information missing just below 
the ornamental design (part of the publishing data is gone). Title page just a bit dirty but all other pages are remarkably clean and 
handsome. An uncut copy. Except as noted, this is a lovely copy.   
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Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel 
[1770-1831] 

 
The Book Hegel Considered to Be His Most Important Work 

The First of Three Ever-Expanding Lifetime Editions 
 

Encyclopädie der philosophischen Wissenschaften (Encyclopedia of the Philosophical 
Sciences) August Osswald's Universitaetsbuchhandlung, Heidelberg, 1817.  TP + III-XVI + Half-Title 
+ [3]-288, Octavo. First Edition. Steinhauer 341. 

$ 3,750 
 

In 1816, Hegel finally received a University position at Heidelberg where he taught the entirety of his 
new philosophical system –lecturing up to 16 hours each week. During the following year, he 
competed and published his Encyclopædia of the Philosophical Sciences.  
 
Hegel himself always considered this to be his most comprehensive and important work – an 
evaluation that most of his contemporaries were in agreement with. The books’ subtitle – “For Use in 
His Lectures”- might imply that this was nothing more than a ‘student guide’ but the ambitious and 
expansive text quickly belies this assumption. It is the most complete single exposition that Hegel ever 
published on his philosophy and his method – presenting his whole system in very brief outline.  

 
The book is divided into three major sections (Logic, Philosophy of Nature and Philosophy of Mind [Geist]), each of which are 
broken down into three subsections. The whole book is organized into 477 numbered paragraphs – a teaching device that Hegel 
regularly used as the basis for discussion and extrapolation during his lectures.  
 
Two years later, Hegel was finally called to the premier chair of philosophy in Berlin – following Fichte in that position. Here he 
continued to expand this text and in 1827, published a larger version. Finally, in 1830, the year before Hegel’s death, an even larger 
and definitive edition was published incorporating extensive notes that had been taken by students.  
 
Original paper-over-boards with a hand written paper spine label. The pages are completely untrimmed with beautiful wide 
margins.  There is a small wormhole in bottom margin of last signature (pp. 263-288), not affecting the text.  The insides of each 
cover and the endpapers have copious notes in a contemporary hand.  An unsophisticated, but pretty copy.  

 

James Mill 
[1773-1836] 

 
First Edition of James Mill’s Major Philosophical Contribution 

 

Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind. Baldwin and Cradock, London, 1829. 
Volume 1: TP + [iii]-iv + [1]-320; Volume 2: TP + [iii]-iv + [1]-312; Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 3,250 
 

James Mill studied philosophy under Dugald Stewart and, along with Jeremy Bentham, is the bridge 
between that older school of Scottish philosophy and the fully-formulated Utilitarianism of his son, John 
Stuart Mill.  
 
This work was Mill’s major philosophical contribution – his other major works being historical, The 
History of British India (1817) and economic, Elements of Political Economy (1821). In this 
philosophical and psychological book, he supports and elaborates the asssociationist epistemology of 
Hartley and Hume and attempts to explain all mental phenomena in terms of association.  
 
Two volumes bound in original boards. Surprisingly, the exterior of volume 1 is of a darker color than 
the boards and spine of volume 2. This does not look to be the result of sunning but simply the way that 
the books were originally bound. (Note that both volumes are signed on the front end paper in 

contemporary brown ink: "J. Tooke / 1829" providing further evidence that this was the original state of these books.)  Both 
volumes have worn and lightly stained boards with bumped corners. The spine of each has the original printed paper label. On 
volume one, the paper label is about 50% readable. The label on volume 2 is about 75% readable. The first volume has a very light 
water stain to lower edge of the inside front cover and a darker, corresponding stain (uneven along the bottom 4" of the page) to the 
front fly leaf. The rest of both books (including the TP's) are fresh, bright and clean but for some very occasional contemporary 
pencil marginalia. Uncommon in any condition, these books have had some truly expert restoration work to the spines, making for a 
charming set of this important work by James Mill. 
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Jacob Friedrich Fries 
[1773-1843] 

 
 

A Popular Exposition of His Three-fold Approach to Reality 
 

Wissen, Glaube und Ahndung (Knowing, Faith and Presentiment).  J. C. G. Göpfrdt, Jena, 
1805. TP + [I]-XII = Vorrede + [XIII]-[XIV] = Inhaltanzeige + half title + [3]-327 + [329]-[335] = 
Index, small Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 550 
 

Fries was Hegel’s great academic competitor and enemy throughout their lives and “there was 
certainly no love lost between [them]; both Fries’s comments about Hegel in his letters to friends 
and Hegel‘s comments on Fries are equally nasty… Fries was an outspoken public and private critic 
of the whole line of thought that ran from Fichte to Schelling, [and he] did little to conceal his 
opinion that the whole movement – especially that represented by Schelling – was not just mistaken 
but was outright patent nonsense. [He] was professionally at first more successful than Hegel.” 
((Pinkard, Hegel, p. 221)  
 
This book is the first work published by Fries after his appointment as professor in philosophy and 
mathematics in Heidelberg – a post that Hegel himself had coveted at the time but did not get. The 

book was a “popular exposition of his doctrine of a three-fold approach to reality… Fries followed Kant in the over-all 
architectonic of his philosophy and in specific doctrines. Corresponding to Kant’s three Critiques, he distinguished three 
approaches or attitudes toward reality – knowing, faith and presage, or presentiment. We know things only as appearance to a 
peculiarly human sensibility and understanding. But we have faith in the reality of the world of real moral agents under eternal 
moral laws. Our understanding is aware of this world only negatively, as a limitation of the empirical world, through the Ideas of 
Reason. Finally, through presage or presentiment, a pure and disinterested feeling akin to the experience of the beautiful and the 
sublime, we are given the assurance that the world of appearances and the real world are not two worlds but one, and that the 
former is a manifestation of the latter – a finite projection of the infinite into the finite.” (EP, Vol. III, p. 253) 
 
Contemporary marbled boards and spine with gilt ornaments and gilt title. Spine edges worn as are the head and toe of spine. 
Former owner’s bookplate to inside front cover. A lovely copy. 

 
First Edition of Fries’ Major Work on Logic  

 

System der Logik, Ein Handbuch fur Lehre und zum Selbstgebrauch, (System of Logic, A Handbook for Life and Self 
Improvement). Mohr und Zimmer, Heidelberg, 1811. TP  + [III]-XII + half-title + [3]-596 + [597]-[598] = Druchfelhler 
(Corrections) + [599]-[606] = Register (Index) + Half-title (Grundriss der Logik – Outline of Logic) + [3]-141, small Octavo.    
First Edition. 

$ 650 
 

Contemporary marbled boards with half-calf binding. Gilt ornamentation on spine with gilt title on red field. Former owner’s 
bookplate to inside front cover. The upper right corner of the front free end paper has a small paper repair about 1.5” x 2.5”. 
Otherwise, a very lovely copy. 

 
First Edition of Fries’ Major Work on Metaphysics 

 

System der Metaphysik, Ein Handbuch fur Lehre und zum Selbstgebrauch (System of Metaphysics, A Handbook for Life and 
Self Improvement). Christian Friedrich Winter, Heidelberg, 1824. TP + [V]-VIII + half-title (Grundriss der Metaphysik) + [3]-86 
+ half-title (System der Metaphysik) + [1]-536, Octavo. First Edition.          

$ 550 
 

Note: Thomas Glasmacher’s bibliography lists Grundriss der Metaphysik (Outline of Metaphysics) as book #79 and System der 
Metaphysik as #81. This copy, however, combines both books in one volume with a common Contents page – making this a version 
unknown to Glassmacher. The Inhaltanzeige (Contents) here lists both works side-by-side and effectively serves as a concordance 
between the books – making this a very interesting copy indeed. 
 
Fries considered the development of idealism by Fichte, Schelling and Hegel to be a serious mistake. “In his view the proper and 
profitable task for philosophy was to carry on the work of Kant without turning the Kantian philosophy into a system of 
metaphysics. True, Fries himself made use of the word ‘metaphysics’ but this word meant for him a critique of human knowledge, 
not a science of the Absolute.” (Copleston, VII, 2, p. 11)  His influence extended into the early part of the twentieth century when 
the so-called Neo-Fresian School was founded by Leonard Nelson (1882-1927). 
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This book belongs to Fries “later period” – the one that followed his suspension from his teaching position at Jena after his active 
participation in the liberal celebration that took place at the Wartburg Festival on October 18, 1817. He eventual was allowed to 
teach again at Jena in 1824 and remained there until his death in 1843. This period marked “the final turn in his estrangement and 
isolation from the intellectual currents of the period. From then on, supported by a small following, he devoted his life to studies of 
mathematics, physics, and psychology, to systematization of his metaphysics and ethics, and to a rewriting of the history of 
philosophy on the theme of ‘progress in scientific development.’” (EP, Vol. III, p. 253) 

 
Contemporary boards with a worn spine label in black. The binding is worn but quite handsome considering its age. An untrimmed 
copy with every other four pages considerably smaller that the preceding four. Overall, a splendid, contemporary copy. 

 
First Edition of Fries’ “History of Philosophy”  

 

Die Geschichte der Philosophie (The History of Philosophy). Waisenhauses, Halle, 1837/1840. Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + TP + 
[iii]-xxiv + [1]-556 + [557] = Berichtegungen (Corrections); Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + TP + [iii]-xxxii + half-title + [3]-734 + [735] 
= Druckfelher (Printing Errors); Octavo. First Editions. 

$ 350 
 

In 1819, Fries was suspended from his teaching position in Jena for his liberal politics and for involvement in student protests. 
When he was once again allowed to teach at Jena in 1824, he found himself estranged and in isolation from the intellectual currents 
of the period. “From then on, supported by a small following, he devoted his life to the studies of mathematics, physics, and 
psychology,. To systematization of his metaphysics and ethics, and to the rewriting of the history of philosophy on the theme of 
‘progress in scientific development’.” (EP, Vol. III, p. 253 
 
Very nice, modern half-leather with dark blue boards and light tan leather. The spine has five raised bands and the title has gilt 
lettering on a red field. There is a small stain (1” x 2”) on the spine and front side leather of volume 2. The text is completely uncut. 
On the front blank leaf in each volume, there is an owner’s inscription which has been crossed out (“Wolfgang Wachsmuth / 
Göttingen. 1911.”) and replaced below with another (of either three or two lines respectively) signed by “Hans Mühlestein”. 
Occasional marginalia but certain sections of the text (for instance, Heraclitus and Democritus in volume one) are heavily 
underlined and also annotated in the margins. This is even more prominent in volume two where fully a third or more of the text is 
so marked. Otherwise (but this is a very big “otherwise” when considering the markings), this is a lovely copy.  

 
Friedrich Schelling 

[1775-1854] 
 

A New Theory of Science – Nature Conceived as “Force” and “Pure Activity” 
 

Erster Entwurf eines Systems der Naturphilosophie. (First Sketch of a System of the 
Philosophy of Nature), Christian Ernst Gabler, Jena & Leipzig, 1799. TP + [i]-[ii] = Vorrede + [I]-X + half 
title + [3]-321 + [322] = Verbesserungen, Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 850 
 

Schelling “believed that the fundamental aim of the sciences was the interpretation of nature as a unity, 
and therefore the proper study of all science was force. He tried to show that mechanical, chemical, 
electrical, and vital forces were all different manifestations of the same underlying force… in Erster 
Entwruf eines Systems der Naturphilosophie and in Einleitung zu dem Entwurf eines Systems der 
Naturphilosophie oder über den Begriff der spekulativen Physic, he depicted this force as ‘pure activity’. 
He saw nature as an infinite self-activity, realizing itself in finite matter but forever unexhausted, forever 
short of completely realizing itself. He felt that he had thus found a parallel in the physical universe for 
Kant’s idea of the moral universe as practical reason forever striving toward an unattainable ideal.” (EP, 
Vol. 7, p. 306) 
 

Contemporary marbled paste boards with moderate rubbing to corners. Worn on front spine edge. Head and toe of spine lightly 
worn. Hand-written paper label to spine. Contemporary ink signature to front end paper: “Guita (?) Sigismund”. Text lightly 
browned throughout. A very nice copy.  

 
Schelling’s Attempt to Resolve the Problems of Religion and Philosophy 

 

Philosophie und Religion (Philosophy and Religion), J. G. Cotta’schen, Tübingen, 1804. TP + [III]-VI = Vorbericht + [1]-80, 
Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 750 
 

“In 1803 Schelling married Caroling Schlegel after the legal dissolution of her marriage with A. W. Schlegel, and the pair went to 
Würtzburg, where Schelling lectured for a period in the University. About this time he began to devote his attentions to the 
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problems of religion and to the theosophical utterances of the mystical shoemaker of Görliz, Jakob Boehme. And in 1804 he 
published Philosophy and Religion.” (Copleston, volume 7, part 1, p. 123) 
 
Contemporary three quarters leather with dark boards and light brown spotting. All of the leather is worn except for the bottom 
two-thirds of the spine which has gilt lettering. Occasional foxing to the text with moderate stains to upper and lower right corners 
of the title page. Overall, a really well-preserved copy of this book.  

 
            Johann Friedrich Herbart 
                                                [1776-1841] 

 
          Herbart Attempts to Bring Philosophy to the People 

 

Kurze Enzyklopädie der Philosophie. Entworfen von Herbart (A Short Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, Prepared by Herbart). G. A. Schwetschke und Sohn, Halle, 1831. [xii] + 410 + [2]pp.          
First Edition. 

$ 450 
A popularly-oriented late work emphasizing religious and ethical issues. 
 
Contemporary black paste-boards with gilt spine lettering. Joints and edges lightly chipped, text 
somewhat browned, a few corners creased, an attractive copy in a period binding. Uncommon.  

 
John Abercrombie 

[1780-1844] 
 

INSCRIBED by the AUTHOR 
The King’s Doctor Makes a “Practical Application of Metaphysical Subjects” 

 

Inquiries concerning the Intellectual Powers and the 
Investigation of Truth, Waugh & Innes, Edinburgh, 1830. 3 
blank leaves + half title + TP + [v]-xv = Contents + [1]-435 + 3 
blank leaves, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 600 
 

Inscribed on the half-title page: “With best Compts / from the 
Author” 
 
Abercrombie was a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of 

Edinburgh, and first Physician to His Majesty of Scotland. According to McCosh, he was “the most eminent Scotch physician of his 
time, being distinguished for his great skill and judgment. He wrote a number of medical works, treating of the brain, spinal cord, 
and of disease.” (McCosh, p. 406) This is his first and most popular work on metaphysics which passed through many editions.  

 
“[Abercrombie] proceeds throughout on the method of Reid, and his treatises summarize some of the best results of the philosophy 
of Scotland. They are also valuable for the admirably reported cases illustrative of the influence of mind on body and body on 
mind. Nor is it to be omitted that there runs through all his works a vein of evangelical piety, decisive and outspoken without being 
offensive.”  

 
“…In his ‘Intellectual Powers’, he begins with stating what he regards as the object of science: it is to observe facts and trace their 
relations. He here treats of cause and effect, which he confounds with the uniformity of nature. He makes our belief in it an original 
instinct, but awkwardly brings observation and inference as involved in it. He distinguishes, in the manner of Reid and Stewart, 
between physical and efficient cause, regarding the former as the only object of philosophic inquiry. He opposes materialism, but 
not very effectively. He then treats of the faculties of the mind arranging them: sensation and perception, consciousness and 
reflection, memory, abstraction, imagination, reason or judgment. Under the last he treats of first truths. But by far the most 
interesting and useful parts of his works are those in which he treats of the practical application of metaphysical subjects, as, for 
instance, of the laws of investigation, of fallacies, attention.” (McCosh, pp. 406/7) 

 
Bound in an early 20th century half-leather binding with green marbled boards. Leather tips and spine areas outlined in gilt. Spine 
with five raised bands, gilt decorations and date along with gilt title lettering (slightly chipped) on a red field.  Overall, a very pretty 
copy of this work from the late Scottish Enlightenment period. 
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Bernard Bolzano 
[1781-1848] 

 
First Edition of Bolzano's First Book 

 

Erbauungsreden für Akademiker. (Educational Lectures for University Graduates). Prag: 
Caspar Widtmann, 1813. TP + Dedication page + [V]-XX = Vorrede + [XXI]-XXII] = Inhalt + [1]-354, 
Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 1,000 
 

This is Bolzano's first book, published while he was still teaching at the University of Prague. He had 
been appointed to the chair of religion in 1805 shortly before he received his doctorate and was 
ordained a priest. The chair he occupied was one established by Emperor Francis of Austria in 
universities and higher schools throughout the Empire in 1804. The Emperor created these positions in 
order to teach people to become "good Christians and responsible citizens" and to counteract the ideas 
then emanating from the French Revolution. For the next 14 years, Bolzano taught at the university, 
lecturing mainly on ethics, social questions and the links between mathematics and philosophy. He was 
very popular with both the student body, who appreciated the straightforward expression of his beliefs, 
and his fellow professors, who recognized his intelligence. In 1818, he became Dean of the philosophy 
department. However, in 1819, after several investigations, Bolzano was deprived of his position and 

forbidden to lecture and to publish because of his outspoken beliefs. The views put forth in this book, along with his paper and 
letters, formed the basis for that verdict. (Later this ban was relaxed to allow the publication of works that were without religious or 
political content.) 

 
The ban allowed Bolzano the opportunity to devote his time to the study of mathematics and logic which led to his revolutionary 
thoughts on both of those topics. In his own time, Bolzano's work was largely unrecognized and it wasn't until the early 20th 
Century that  Husserl became his champion and brought his revolutionary work to real prominence.  
 
Contemporary blue and black marbled pasteboard binding with gilt and brown label on spine and a 1" square piece of white paper 
with the number 123 written on it. Slight wear to spine edges. Internally, the text is very lightly browned on all pages. Overall, a 
lovely copy of a rare book.     

 
Bolzano’ Forbidden Book on the Immortality of the Soul 

 

Athanasia oder Gründe für die Unsterblichkeit der Seele. (Athanasia [Immortality in Greek] or Grounds for Belief in the 
Immortality of the Soul). J. E. v. Seidel, Sulzbach, 1827. TP + [III]-XVI + [1]-336, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 500 
 

Bolzano published this work anonymously in 1827, eight years after he had been forbidden to speak or publish on religious 
questions.  

 
Modern blue pasteboards with gilt ornaments and lettering on the spine. The title page has been repaired and reinforced along the 
gutter edge. Internally, the text is very lightly browned on all pages. Overall, a nice copy. 

 
Bolzano’s Masterwork – the “True Precursor to Modern Logic” 

 

Wissenschaftslehre. Versuch einer Aussfuhrlichen und Grosstentheils Neuen Darstellung der Logik with Steter Rucksicht auf 
Deren Disherige Bearbeiter.. J. E. von Seidel, Suzbach, 1837. Four Volumes. First Editions. 

$ 8,000 
 

Bolzano's main claim to fame is his 1837 Wissenschaftslehre (Theory of Science), a work in four volumes that covered not only the 
philosophy of science in the modern sense but also logic, epistemology and scientific pedagogy. The logical theory that Bolzano 
developed in this work has come to be acknowledged as ground-breaking.  
 
In Wissenschaftslehre, Bolzano attempted to provide logical foundations for all sciences, building on abstractions like part-relation, 
abstract objects, attributes, sentence-shapes, ideas and propositions in themselves, sums and sets, collections, substances, 
adherences, subjective ideas, judgments, and sentence-occurrences. The plan of the Wissenschaftslehre appears in the following 
subdivision: 

 

(1) Fundamental theory: proof of the existence of abstract truths and of the human ability to judge. 
(2) Elementary theory: theory of abstract ideas, propositions, true propositions, and deductions. 
(3) Theory of knowledge: condition of the human faculty of judgment. 
(4) Heuristics: rules to be observed in human though in the search for truths. 
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(5) Proper theory of science: rules to be observed in the division of the set of truths into separate sciences and in their 
exposition in truly scientific treatises... 

 

“The rise of logical semantics, initiated by Alfred Tarski in the 1930s, has led to a revival of the study of Bolzano's logic in the light 
of modern logic and of his theory of an ideal language. The resemblance that many of the concepts introduced by Bolzano bear to 
modern logic has led to the opinion that Bolzano may be considered a true precursor of modern logic.” (DSB) 

 
Bound in contemporary marbled boards with ¾ leather spine. The spine with gilt decorations and lettering in five compartments – 
one with a red field and one green.  The bindings are uniformly good although they are a bit worn and delicate at the joints. Overall, 
a very nice set of this important work in Western logical theory.  

 
Alexander Bryan Johnson 

[1786-1867] 
 

The First Philosophy Book on Semantics – Inscribed by the Author 
 

The Meaning of Words: Analysed into Words and Unverbal Things, 
and Unverbal things Classified into Intellections, Sensations, and 
Emotions. D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1854. 1 blank leaf + half title + 
TP + [5] = Dedication page + [7]-12 = Preface + [13]-16 = Contents + [17]-
256 + 1 blank leaf; large 12mo. First Edition. 

$ 850 
 

Inscribed by Johnson on the front flyleaf "The Utica Observer // with the 
respects of the // Author". With the distinguished art historian Meyer 
Schapiro's small book ticket to the top of the front paste-down. 
 

The pioneering book on philosophical semantics – this is Johnson's third and most widely read book on language. He is America’ 
first important philosopher of language, 
 
Bryan was an American philosopher and a pioneering semanticist. He was born in England but emigrated to the USA when he was 
15-years-old. He eventually became a wealthy banker in Utica, NY. Johnson anticipated many of the concerns of logical positivism 
and modern linguistic philosophy, but his views were ignored in his lifetime and were lost sight of for nearly a century. He held that 
a statement meant, for a speaker, whatever evidence he adduced or could adduce in its support: Language does not explain the 
world, rather the world explains language. He showed that many philosophical problems were the result of projecting distinctions 
of language onto nature, resulting in confusion.  
 
His books included The Philosophy of Human Knowledge; or A Treatise on Language (1828), Treatise on Language (1836), 
Religion in its Relation to Present Life (1841), The Philosophical Emperor (1841), and The Meaning of Words (1854), Physiology 
of the Senses (1856). In addition to his philosophical works Johnson wrote on politics, economics, and banking.  

 
Publisher's blind-embossed brown cloth with gilt-stamped spine. The covers have a few small spots and there is a light ‘dent’ to the 
fore edge of the front board. The spine is very lightly sunned and fraying just a bit at the bottom. Inscribed on the front fly leaf in 
bold, black ink script: "The Utica Observer // with the respects of the // Author". The first and last gatherings are lightly foxed. A 
very pretty copy of the extremely scarce work.  

 
Johnson’s Revolutionary, but Unrecognized, Work on the Senses and Language 

 

The Physiology of the Senses; Or, How and What We See, Hear, Taste, Feel, and Smell. Derby and Jackson, New York, 1856. 1 
blank leaf + TP + [3]-+214 + 2 blank leaves; Large 12mo. First Edition. 

$ 650 
 

Johnson's penultimate book in which he applies his epistemological and semantic theory (explained in his 1836 Treatise on 
Language) to derive knowledge from sensory experience. Since for Johnson, the world explains language (rather than vice versa), 
the ultimate referents of words must be found in affective or sensible experience. 
 
Johnson spent his entire career as a banker in Utica, New York. His highly original philosophy, which was far ahead of his time, 
was ignored until his writings were rediscovered in the late 1940s. 

 
Publisher’s paneled and embossed brown cloth with gilt spine lettering and embossed horizontal spine rules. The corners are just a 
bit worn and the spine is a lightly worn and split with closed tears at the top. Overall, this is a very pretty copy of this uncommon 
book.  
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Arthur Schopenhauer 
[1788-1860] 

 
A Lovely Association Copy – First Edition of Schopenhauer’s First Book – His Rarest Publication! 

 

Ueber die vierfache Wurzel des Satzes vom zureichenden Grunde. Ein 
philosophische Abhandlung. (On the Fourfold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason. A 
philosophical dissertation), Hof-, Buch- und Kunsthandlung, Rudolstadt, 1813.  TP + [1]-148, 
Octavo. First Edition, Association Copy. 

$ 15,000 
 

On the inside front cover is the inscription “R. Abeken Gesch(enk) des Verf(assers)” (R. Abeken, 
a Gift from the Author). Abeken was the rector of the Gymnasium in Rudolstadt (near Weimar) 
where Schopenhauer had retired so that he could write his dissertation in peace. (The remnants of 
French army retreating from Moscow had made life in Berlin intolerable.) Schopenhauer stayed in an 
inn at Rudolstadt from June to November of 1813 finishing this work and during that time, he 
befriended Abeken, presenting him with this copy once the book was printed.  
 
Schopenhauer paid a local Rudolstadt printer to produce 500 copies of the work which, in general, 

went unnoticed and unsold. "There were three reviews of it, commending it condescendingly. Scarcely more than one hundred 
copies were sold, the rest was remaindered and, a few years later, pulped." (Rudiger Safranski, Schopenhauer and the Wild 
Years of Philosophy. Harvard University Press, 1990, p. 156) 
 
Published thirty-one years before his masterwork Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, Schopenhauer always claimed that this book 
should serve as the proper prelude and introduction to that work. In 1847 he rewrote and enlarged The Fourfold Root, publishing a 
new edition and it is this newer version of the work that is read today. 
 
In original wraps of blue-green card. The spine is 90% missing, exposing the book’s ties, but they are firm and holding. Very light 
foxing. A beautiful and very personal association copy of Schopenhauer’s rarest work.  

 
The Book That Finally Made Schopenhauer Popular! 

 

Parerga und Paralipomena: kleine philosophische Schriften (Asides and Left-Overs: a small philosophical writing). Berlin: A. 
W. Hayn, 1851.  Volume 1: Original front wrap + TP + 1 leaf (2 pp.) = Vorwort +  1 leaf = Inhalt + half-title + [3]-465 + [466] = 
Druchfehler + original rear wrap; Volume 2: Original front wrap + TP + [III]-IV = Inhalt + half-title + [3]-531 + original rear wrap; 
Octavo. First Edition. 

 $ 2,800 
 

This work, which was published in an edition of only 750 copies, is a significant supplement to The World as Will and Idea. As a 
result of this book, especially the Aphorisms of Wisdom, Schopenhauer finally gained popularity in Germany as a philosopher. The 
contents include: Fragments on the History of Philosophy, On Academic Philosophy, On Visions and Related Matters, On Logic 
and Dialectic, On the Philosophy of Science and Nature, On Suicide, On Women, and others.  
 
Mid-20th Century (?) half-leather bindings with marbled boards. Spines with gilt divided compartments and a gilt design in each 
compartment. Titles also gilt with the title and author on a red field and the volume number on a dark green field. This is an uncut 
copy. Front wrap of volume 1 has been expertly repaired in the lower right corner (not effecting text). On the upper edge of both 
front wraps, a former owner's name has been erased. Otherwise, this is a clean, fresh and bright copy with the original wraps bound 
in. Overall, a desirable copy.    
 

First Edition of Helen Zimmern’s Important English-Language Biography of Schopenhauer 
 

[ZIMMERN, Helen]  Arthur Schopenhauer his Life and Philosophy; Longmans, Green & Company, London, 1876. Half-
title + Frontispiece (with tissue covering) + TP + [v] - x = Preface + [xi] = Contents + [1] – 249 + 1 blank leaf, Small Octavo.   
First Edition.  

$ 750 
 

The first English biography of Arthur Schopenhauer was by Helen Zimmern (1846-1934) who was a strong advocate for non-
English speaking European thought, art and ideas, bringing the best and the brightest minds to the English-speaking regions of the 
world. She translated two of Nietzsche’s works—Beyond Good and Evil (1907) and Human All Too Human (1909) as well as wrote 
a biography of Gotthold Lessing – Gothold Ephriam Lessing, his Life and his Works (1878). 

 
Original burgundy cloth with lovely gilt and black lettering to covers and spine. Renewed endpapers. Pages lightly browned. A 
lovely copy of this scarce book. 
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Heinrich Ritter 
[1791-1869] 

 
Ritter Goes ‘Head to Head’ with Hegel on Logic & Metaphysics – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 

 

System der Logik und der Metaphysik (System of Logic and 
Metaphysics), Dieterich, Gottingen, 1856. Volume1: TP + [III]-[XIII] = 
Vorrede + [1]-335; Volume 2: TP + 1 leaf = Inhalt + half-title + [3]-591 +[592] 
= Errata, tall Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 400 
 

Ritter was a disciple of Schleiermacher in Berlin and, in his lifetime, become 
particularly well known as a historian of philosophy.  Appointed lecturer in 
1817, he became an associate professor at Berlin University – despite a 
negative vote by Hegel.  
 
While in Berlin, he occasionally went ‘heat-to-head’ with Hegel and actually 
did so with some success (unlike the hapless Schopenhauer). In the summer 
semester of 1825,  his lectures on logic (ultimately published in a more refined 
form here) garnered 116 students while Hegel’s course on the same subject had 
only 56 listeners.  
 
Ritter was elected to the Prussian Academy of Sciences in 1832, then taught 
from 1833 at the University at Kiel, before transferring to University of 
Göttingen in 1837 where he ended his career.  
 
Today, he is primarily remembered for his contribution on the history of 

philosophy – of which he was a recognized master – and, most especially, for his Geschichte der Philosophie that was published in 
twelve volumes between 1829 to 1853. This work was the product of a wide and thorough knowledge of the subject aided by an 
impartial critical faculty, and its value was underscored by its translation into almost all the languages of Europe. In addition, he 
wrote separate accounts of several different ancient schools of philosophy, including the Ionians, the Pythagoreans and the 
Megarians. 
 
Original tan wrapper copies printed with black ink front and back that are in truly remarkable condition for being over 150 years 
old. There is a neat ink signature (Edward Adamson – Rye) to the top of each front wrap and again on the inside of each front 
cover. Gorgeous unmarked and uncut copies of this fascinating piece of German philosophical history.  
 

Thomas Upham 
[1799-1872] 

 
Legitimatizing the Scientific Investigation of Introspection 

 

A Philosophical and Practical Treatise on the Will. Published by William H. Hyde, for Z. Hyde, 
Portland [Maine], 1834. 1 blank leaf + TP + [III]-V = Preface + [VI]XIII = Contents + half title + [17]-400, 
tall Octavo. First Edition.   

$ 450 
According to Roback (1952), Upham was "the most analytic mind in psychology of his day."  
 
Upham accepted introspection as a legitimate and indispensable basis of scientific psychology. He repeatedly 
asserted the value of introspection, as, for example, in the introduction to this Treatise on the Will:  
 
In entering upon a discussion of the various questions, connected with the Will, it is perhaps proper to 
remark upon the course, which we deem it expedient to pursue. It will be our desire to rely mainly upon 
facts, and the obvious deductions from them; and to avoid, as much as possible, mere speculation. The 
indulgence of speculation is often flattering to pride of intellect, and is perhaps indicative of the 
consciousness of mental power; but it is not on all subjects, unless controlled and mitigated by a 
frequent recurrence to facts, favorable to the ascertainment of truth. The inquiries before us, so far at 

least as the mode of conducting them is concerned, ought to be prosecuted in essentially the same manner as our inquiries 
into the physical world. What we wish to know are the simple facts that exist, and the general laws which they obviously 
develop and prove, in distinction from mere conjectures, however ingenious they may be. (p. 17)  
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The "facts" here include the conscious awareness of mental processes and states, made evident by introspection. Thus, for Upham, 
introspection is consistent with, not opposed to, the scientific method of the physical sciences. Reliance on introspective data is, in 
part, a necessity, since many of the most important elements of psychological life – for example, happiness, love, insight, virtue – 
are by nature private. A scientific method that neglects such private events, or which suggests that, because they are not capable of 
public observation and measurement, they are of little scientific value or interest, is of limited value.  
 
Contemporary ¼ leather with marbled boards and leather spine label. Moderate rubbing to the boards, very slight spotting to the 
text, an attractive, pleasing copy. Uncommon.   

 

Ludwig Feuerbach 
[1804-1873] 

 
First Edition of Feuerbach’s Most Celebrated Work 

 

Das Wesen des Chrisenthums (The Essence of Christianity). Otto Wigand, Leipzig, 1841. TP + [II]- 
X = Vorwort + [XI]-XII = Inhalt + [XIII] = Druchfehler (Corrections) + [1]-450, Octavo. First Edition.  
 

$ 1,300 
Missing the advertisement leaf that sometimes appears at the end of the book.  
 
Feurerbach’s most celebrated work, which had a decisive influence on Marx and Engels. According to 
Engels, the crucial turning point for Hegelian philosophy was the publication of Feuerbach’s Das Wesen des 
Christenthums in 1841; the work propelled Feuerbach into fame as the leading young Hegelian. Feuerbach’s 
study led him to conclude that religion is a dream of human, not divine, development. He regarded religion 
“as one of the forms of human thought and action by which man raised himself above the animal… 
Feuerbach tried to determine the purely human significance of all mythological thought. He professed to be 
a unifomitarian in religious matters – that is, he denied that past religious experiences differ from those that 
can be observed in the present – thus anticipating the approach to religious experience of both James and 
Freud.” (EP, Vol. 3, p. 191) His work also laid the foundations for that phenomenological anthropology that 
has made him a source of information and insights for such modern philosophers as Heidegger, Sartre and 
Karl Barth.  

 
Contemporary boards with gilt lettered label to spine. Light wear to top and bottom of spine and to fore edge of spine. Former 
owner’s name stamped in script to lower right corner of TP (not affecting text). Occasional light foxing. Overall, a very lovely copy 
of this celebrated attack on religion. 

 

John Stuart Mill 
[1806-1873] 

 
“The legal subordination of one sex to the other - is wrong in itself…” 

 

The Subjection of Women, Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, London, 1869. Half-title + TP 
+ [1]-188, Octavo. Second Edition.  

$ 750 
 

Mill’s groundbreaking and important work on the inequality of the sexes – here in the second edition 
that was an exact duplicate of the first edition published in the same year. To this day, this book 
remain an important theoretical statement of the case for woman's suffrage. In addition, Mill was a co-
founder of the first women's suffrage society (which developed into the Nation Union of Woman's 
Suffrage Societies) and he was extremely influential in the struggle for women’s emancipation, 
helping to establish the dominance of the suffrage campaign in the late 1860s and early 1870s.  
 
The book was actually written in 1861, shortly after the death of Mill's wife, Harriet, but not published 
until eight years later. The influence of his wife upon it was great, and Mill wrote in his 
Autobiography: "All this is most striking and profound [in this book] belongs to my wife."  

 
Here Mill expresses his belief that "the moral regeneration of mankind will only really commence when the most fundamental of 
the social relations is placed under the rule of equal justice… the principle which regulates the existing social relations between the 
two sexes - the legal subordination of one sex to the other - is wrong in itself, and now one of the chief hindrances to human 
improvement; and that it ought to be replaced by a principle of perfect equality, admitting no power or privilege on one side, nor 
disability on the other."  
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In Mill’s view, the key to women’s oppression was marriage; the Subjection offers one of the most searing and critical pictures of 
marriage to emerge in the nineteenth century and, therefore, this book aroused the most antagonism of anything he ever wrote. 
 
Original publisher’s embossed yellow cloth with edges very lightly darkened. The spine has gilt lettering. There is a faint (erased?) 
old pencil ownership inscription to the half-title along with occasional pencil side-ruling. Overall, a very good copy. 

 

Max Stirner 
[1806-1856] 

 
First Edition of Stirner’s Famous Defense of Philosophical Egoism 

 

Der Einzige und sein Eigenthum (The Ego and His Own), Otto Wigand, Leipzig, 1845. TP + 
Dedication page + Inhalt + [5]-491 + [492]-[493] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 2,500 
 

Published in an edition of 1,000 copies, the book was immediately banned and 250 copies were seized in 
Leipzig. Later the ban was lifted because the authorities decided that the book was “too absurd” to be a 
threat to local students and intellectuals. 
 
“Stirner was the nom de plume of the German individualist philosopher Johann Kaspar Schmidt... The 
immediate stimulus that provoked Stirner to write his one important book, Der Einzige und sein 
Eigenthum, was his association with the group of young Hegelians know as Die Freien (the “free ones”), 
who met under the leadership of the brothers Bruno and Edgar Bauer. In this company Stirner met Marx, 
Engels, Arnold Ruge, Georg Herwegh, and many other revolutionary intellectuals.” The book, “a treatise 
in defense of philosophical egoism, carried to its extreme the young Hegelians reaction against Hegel’s 
teachings. In part it was a bitter attack on contemporary philosophers, particularly those with social 

inclinations. Stirner’s associates among Die Freien were rejected as strongly as Hegel and Feuerbach... There is much in common 
between Stirner’s embattled ego and Nietzsche’s superman; indeed, Stirner was seen as a forerunner of Nietzsche during the 
1890’s.” (EP, vol. VIII, pp. 17-18) 

 
Stirner's approach was characterized by a passionate anti-intellectualism which led him to stress the will and the instincts as 
opposed to the reason. He attacked systematic philosophies of every kind, denied all absolutes, and rejected abstract and 
generalized concepts of every kind. At the center of his vision he placed the human individual, of whom alone we have certain 
knowledge; each individual, he contended, is unique, and this uniqueness is the very quality he must cultivate to give meaning to 
life. Hence, he reached the conclusion that the ego is a law unto itself and that the individual owes no obligations outside himself' 

 
Well-preserved, contemporary half-linen with marbled boards and gilt lettering on the spine. The inner joint is cracked but firm. 
Former owner’s neat ink signature to the front fly leaf. A few foxing spots on TP (not effecting text).Lightly foxed throughout. 
Overall, a lovely copy. 

 

Søren Kierkegaard 
[1813-1855] 

 
First Edition of Kierkegaard’s Brilliant ”Sickness unto Death” – with Original Wraps Bound In 

 

Sygdommen til Døden. En christelig psychologisk Udvikling til Opbyggelse og Opvækkelse.  Af 
Anti-Climacus.  Udgivet af S. Kierkegaard (The Sickness unto Death. A Christian psychological 
exposition for edification and awakening. By Anit-Climacus. Translated by S. Kierkegaard). 
Copenhagen, C. A. Reitzel, 1849. Original front wrap + 1 blank leaf + TP + [i]-[ii] = Forord + [iii]-[iv] 
= Indhold + half-title + [1]-136 + original rear wrap + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.  Himmelstrup 
119. 

$ 1,750 
 

The philosophical furthering of his Concept of Dread, this work takes the issue of anxiety beyond the 
earlier psychological considerations, and engages with the spiritual nature of despair. While anxiety is 
generated in the encounter with circumstances and is related to the ethical, despair is the anxiety which 
results from contemplating the eternal. 
 
This sickness unto death is marked by the concept of despair. According to Kierkegaard, an individual is 
"in despair" if he does not align himself with God or God's plan for the self. In this way he loses his self, 
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which Kierkegaard defines as the "relation's relating itself to itself in the relation." Kierkegaard defines humanity as the tension 
between the "finite and infinite", and the "possible and the necessary", and is identifiable with the dialectical balancing act between 
these opposing features, the relation. While humans are inherently reflective and self-conscious beings, to become a true self one 
must not only be conscious of the self but also be conscious of being created by a higher being, God. When one either denies this 
Self or the Self's creator, one is in despair. 

 
Black boards with the original printed wrappers bound in. There is a, short tear to front wrapper which has been repaired without 
loss. There is a pencil-written gift ownership inscription to ‘Chr. Gulmann’ on the lower edge of the front pastedown. The text has 
some spotting and foxing, particularly to the margins of initial and final gatherings. Overall, a very desirable copy of this 
tremendously important work in the history of modern philosophy and existentialism. 

 
 

First Edition of Kierkegaard’s Existential Classic – ”Fear and Trembling”  
With His Revolution Meditation on the Sacrifice of Abraham 

 

Frygt og Bæven.  Dialektisk Lyrik af Johannes de silentio.  (Fear and Trembling, A Dialectical Lyric by John the Silent), 
Copenhagen, C. A. Reitzel, 1843.   TP + [III] –VIII = Forord + [1]-135, Octavo. First Edition. Himmelstrup 48.   

 
$ 1,200 

 
First edition of Fear and Trembling, Kierkegaard’s early and magisterial integration of his philosophical perspective with Scriptural 
exegesis, built around Abraham and his ‘sacrifice’ of Isaac and the problem of faith. 

 
The work begins with a meditation on the faith of Abraham when he was commanded by God to sacrifice his son Isaac. Silentio 
gives four alternative re-tellings in which Abraham fails the test of his faith and contrasts them with his own interpretation of the 
story of Abraham and the faith therein demonstrated. Silentio professes to admire Abraham's faith, but he is utterly incapable of 
comprehending it. 
 
Following the Preface and Prelude, there is a Panegyric Upon Abraham and a series of three Problemata, which address three 
specific philosophical questions that Kierkegaard sees having been raised by the story of Abraham's sacrifice. 
 

• Is there a teleological suspension of the ethical? (That is, can Abraham's intent to sacrifice Isaac be considered "good" 
even though, ethically, human sacrifice is unacceptable?)  

 

• Is there an absolute duty to God? (In other words, beyond that which is ethical)  
 

• Was it ethically defensible for Abraham to have concealed his purpose from Sarah, Eleazar, and Isaac?  
 

Old blue paper boards and matching cloth spine with a small, black-lettered, paper label. The corners are slightly worn. There is a 
neat contemporary signature on the title page: ‘Andr:Lith’(?). Overall, a very good copy of this brilliant and important work. 

 
 

Arguably His “Greatest Work and Crowning Achievement” 
and “His Last Major Philosophical Statement” 

 

Afsluttende uvidenskabelig Efterskrift af Johannes Climacus (Concluding Unscientific Postscript). Kjøbenhavn: C. A. Reitzel, 
1846.  TP + [III]-X + [1]-480 + [481]-[484], Octavo. First Edition. Himmelstrup 90. 

 
  $ 1,200 

 
"Arguably Kierkegaard's greatest work and crowning achievement, and certainly intended as his last major philosophical statement. 
An exhaustive elaboration not only of the Philosophical Fragments (a work perhaps 1/10 its size, but to which it serves as 
'postscript') but of his aesthetic-philosophical work to that time. The Postscript's primary purpose is once again to expose the 
misguided efforts to come to terms with existence and with Christianity through objectivity, speculative reason, natural science or 
dogmatics... A sustained attack on Hegelianism, rationalism and idealism marking the historical turn of philosophy away from the 
system and toward individual subjectivity, away from 'being' and toward 'existence', and thus ushering into existence the modern 
age in philosophy long before the fact would ever be registered by the world at large. One of the liveliest philosophical treatises of 
such magnitude ever penned." (Wronoski, p. 19)  
 
Late 19th Century (?) blue card covers with tan spine and small, black on white printed label. Title page with five inch semi-
circular water stain to upper inside edge which continues with diminishing prominence until page 60. An untrimmed copy with 
minimal foxing.  
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Franz Brentano 
[1838-1917] 

 
           First Edition of the First Book by the Founder of Phenomenology 
 

Von der mannigfachen Bedeutung des Seienden nach Aristoteles (On the several senses 
of Being in Aristotle) Herder’sche Verlagshandlung, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1862. TP + Dedication page 
+ V-VI = Vorwort + VII-VIII = Inhalt + [1]-220, Octavo, First Edition. 

$ 500 
 
 

Franz Brentano, the German philosopher and psychologist, was the founder of phenomenology. As 
Copleston notes, when tracing “the rise of phenomenology there is no need to go back beyond Franz 
Brentano.” His “historical writings include... Von der mannigfachen..., an important work that is the 
source of much of Brentano’s later thought.” (EP, Vol. I, p. 368) This is the author’s first book. 
 
Contemporary marbled boards with gilt on green label on spine. Some wear to top and bottom of spine 
and corners. First and last several pages foxed. Former owner’s signature on front flyleaf. Overall, a very 
nice copy. 

 
 
 

Charles Sanders Peirce 
[1839-1914] 

 
The ONLY Complete Book Published by Peirce in His Lifetime 

 

Photometric Researches. Made in the Years 1872-1875. Wilhelm Engelmann, Leipzig, 1878. 1 
blank leaf + half title = Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College, Vol. IX + TP + 
[V]-VI = Preface + [1]-181 + small Erratum leaf [tipped in] + 4 plates [bound with] TP = Annals of the 
Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College, Vol. X, John Wilson and Son, Cambridge, 1877+ [iii] = 
Preface + [v]-vi = Preface of the Editor + [vii]-viii = Table of Contents + [ix]-lxxxix = Introduction + 
[1]-239 + 4 plates + 1 blank leaf; Quarto sized sheets (9¼” x 11¾”). First Edition.   
 

$ 10,500 
 

The very scarce first edition of the only complete book by Peirce that was published in his lifetime. 
Almost all the prolific writings of the founder of pragmatism – considered by many to be the greatest 
philosopher America has produced – survived only in the form of journal articles, reviews, and 
uncompleted manuscripts, until his posthumous editors began to bring out his massive Collected Papers 
in the 1930s. Besides his famous contributions to logic, metaphysics, and philosophy of mind, Peirce 
did highly original work in experimental science, including the application of his new ‘photometric’ 
technique (using light waves to measure distance) in the first attempt to determine the shape and extent 

of the Milky Way from the brightness of the stars. 
 
Photometric Researches summarizes important astronomical studies that Peirce conducted at Harvard College Observatory, while 
working as an Assistant in the United States Coastal and Geodetic Survey. It was published here in 1878 as Volume IX of The 
Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College. 
 

By 1875, the greater part of the photometric researches was completed, but he wanted still to make a more thorough study 
of earlier star catalogues. During his second Coast Survey assignment in Europe (1875-76), he examined medieval and 
renaissance manuscripts of Ptolemy's star catalogue in several libraries. He also made inquiries as to the methods used in 
the preparation of the most recent star catalogue, the Durchmusterung of Argelander and Schönfeld at the Bonn 
Observatory. Peirce's book, Photometric Researches (1878), included his own edition of Ptolemy's catalogue, as well as a 
long letter from Schönfeld concerning the methods of the Durchmusterung.    (Peirce Edition Project: Introduction to 
Volume 3 of The Writings of Charles S. Peirce) 

 
To the best of our knowledge, this is only the second copy to have appeared on the market in the past twenty years. 
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Bound in ¾ red leather with brown and yellow marbled boards. The spine has five raised bands with gilt lettering in all but one 
compartment. Edges of the book and the spine are lightly worn. With the embossed stamp of Bowdoin College Library on the first 
half title page and with the official “Withdrawn / Bowdoin College Library” ticket pasted to the inside of the front cover. 
Otherwise, a really lovely copy of this extremely scarce work by C. S. Peirce.  

 
 

Peirce’s Most Comprehensive Statement of His Beliefs 
 

Illustrations of the Logic of Science. First Paper. – The Fixation of Belief.; Second Paper. – How to make our Ideas Clear; 
Third Paper. – The Doctrine of Chances; Fourth Paper. – The Probability of Induction, in The Popular Science Monthly, 
Volume XII, D. Appelton and Company, New York, November 1877 to April 1878. 2 blank leaves + TP + 1 leaf with portrait of 
Michael Servetus on verso + [1]-777 (with engraved frontis portrait preceding each month’s first page) + 2 blank leaves, (Peirce’s 
four papers appear on pp. [1]-15, 286-302, 604-615 & 705-718), Octavo. First Edition. Ketner 00107, 00119, 00120 & 00121 
respectively.  

 
Fifth Paper. – The Order of Nature.; Sixth Paper. – Deduction, Induction, and Hypothesis, in The Popular Science Monthly, 
Volume XIII, D. Appelton and Company, New York, May to October 1878. 1 blank leaf + TP + 1 leaf with portrait of Edward S. 
Morse on verso + [1]-776 (with engraved frontis portrait preceding each month’s first page) + 1 blank leaf, (Peirce’s two papers 
appear on pp. 203-217 & 470-482), Octavo. First Edition. Ketner 00122 & 00123 respectively.  

$ 7,500 
 

Also in the first volume are Language and the English Civil Service by Alexander Bain (pp. 152-162); Evolution of Ceremonial 
Government in three parts by Herbert Spencer (pp. [385]-407, 545-555 and 6410-662); an article by Shaw entitled The Telephone 
and How it Works (pp. 559-569); Technical Education by T. H. Huxley (pp. 570-580); and Mayer’s article On Edison’s Talking-
Machine (pp. 719-724). The second volume also contains the final three installments of Evolution of Ceremonial Government by 
Herbert Spencer (pp. 25-43, 146-166 and 292-302); Education as a Science in two parts by Alexander Bain (pp. 302-311 and 
660-668); an excellent portrait of the young Thomas A. Edison (preceding page [385]); The Progress of Anthropology by T. H. 
Huxley (pp. 668-676);and Consciousness Under Chloroform by Herbert Spencer (pp. 694-698). 
 
The first two of these papers herald the birth of pragmatism while the next two expound ideas unique to Peirce and his genius. The 
last introduces Peirce’s concept of abduction (though it is not yet called that). Any one of these extraordinary papers would have 
secured Peirce a place in the canon of American philosophy and logic but, taken together, they constitute on the of the great 
achievements in American philosophy. That Peirce published all six in the span of just ten months is breathtaking.  
 
Peirce formulated the doubt-belief theory in 1873, but it was first published in a series of six papers in Popular Science Monthly in 
1877 and 1878. These papers do not constitute a rejection of the earlier theory of cognition; rather, they elaborate the earlier theory 
and set it in the context of biological evolution. 

 
Any organism that is to survive, Peirce held, must develop habits of behavior that are adequate to satisfy its needs. Such habits are 
rules of behavior that prescribe how we should act under given conditions in order to achieve a particular experiential result. Now 
such habits, when thoroughly adopted, Peirce called beliefs. Since to possess beliefs is to know how to satisfy one’s wants, belief is 
a pleasant state: doubt, or absence of belief, is an unpleasant state, since one is then uncertain how to act and is unable to attain the 
desired goals. The organism will then seek to escape from doubt and to find belief. The process by which the organism goes from 
doubt to belief Peirce defined as inquiry. Clearly, there are various methods of inquiry, and the most satisfactory method will be 
that which leads most surely to the establishment of stable belief – that is, to belief that will stand in the long run.  
 
From the standpoint of the inquiring organism, a belief concerning a particular object is significant because it permits the organism 
to predict what experiences it will have if it acts toward the object in a given way. Recalling Kant’s use of the term ‘pragmatic’ 
namely, ‘…contingent belief, which yet forms the ground for the actual employment of means to certain action, I entitle pragmatic 
belief’ (Critique of Pure Reason, A 824, B 852). Peirce propounded what he called the pragmatic theory of meaning, which asserts 
that what the concept of an object means is simply the set of all habits involving that object. This doctrine involves a major change 
in Peirce’s thinking, and one which is directly due to the logic of relations… 
 
Pragmatism is Peirce’s most famous philosophical doctrine, although it was made famous by William James rather than by Peirce. 
As Peirce defined it, pragmatism is purely a theory of meaning – not of truth.  (EP, Volume VI, p. 73) 

 
A not-perfectly-matched but very compatible set. Volume XII: Contemporary half-leather with brown cloth boards, lightly scuffed. 
Spine with four raised bands and gilt lettering. All edges red. First few front and last few rear leaves foxed.  A very strong and 
pretty copy. Volume XIII: Contemporary half-leather with green cloth boards, spine and corners scuffed. Spine with four raised 
bands and gilt lettering. All edges marbled. Binders ticket and small bookplate (Masonic Sanatarium) to inside front cover. A very 
strong and pretty copy.  
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First Separate Book Printing of Eleven of Peirce’s Central & Critical Essays 
 

Chance, Love, and Logic, Philosophical Essays, Harcourt, Brace & Company, Inc., New York, 1923. Half title + TP + iii-iv = 
Preface + v = Table of Contents + vii-xxxiii = Introduction + 1-318. Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 750 
 

This book is an attempt to bring the genius of Charles Sanders Peirce to a wider public – both professional and public. The book 
was edited by Morris Cohen and includes his substantive and informative 27-page Introduction. In addition, the book ends with an 
original 8-page essay by John Dewey entitled The Pragmatism of Peirce.  
 
The title page proudly proclaims these essays to be the work of “the late Charles S. Peirce, the founder of Pragmatism.”  Reprinted 
here are the five critical essays found in the Illustrations of the Logic of Science found in the copy described above. In addition, the 
volume includes The Taxation of Belief, The Architecture of Theory, The Doctrine of Necessity Examined, The Law of Mind, Man’s 
Glassy Essence and Evolutionary Love.  

 
A lovely copy of this 1923 compilation of Peirce’s central ideas into a book. With the original dust jacket which is lightly chipped 
on the spine and a also a bit sunned. Otherwise this is a gorgeous copy of this scarce title by one of the great American geniuses.  

 

Friedrich Nietzsche 
[1844-1900] 

 
Nietzsche’s First Book – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 

 

Die Geburt der Tragodie. (The Birth of Tragedy). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 1872. Front Wrapper + 
TP + [III]-IV + [1]-143 + Rear Wrapper, Octavo. First Edition in the original salmon wrappers. 
Schaberg 20. 

$ 10,000 
 

Printing and the Mind of Man notes, "(Nietzsche's) principle work during the Wagner period, 1868-
1878, was Die Geburt der Tragodie aus dem Geist der Musik, 1872. In this he adopted a tragico-
pessimistic conceptions of Greek civilization, like Burckhardt but contrary to Grote. This started his 
career as a critic of modern civilization based on disgust with imperial Germany, Christianity, 
bourgeois ethics and so on." (PMM 224)  In this, his first book, Nietzsche theorized that Greek tragedy 
was built upon a wedding of two principles that he associated with the deities Apollo and Dionysus. 
The Apollonian principle is the principle of order, static beauty and clear boundaries. The Dionysian 
principle, in contrast, is the principle of frenzy, excess and the demolition of boundaries. It is in the 
subtle interaction of these disparate principles that the greatness of Greek tragedy resides, and by 
extension, in which the creative spirit still finds its proper soil. The book ended with a long section 
devoted to Richard Wagner and the importance of his music. When first released, it met with only 
limited success. Despite Nietzsche's eventual near contempt for the book - from the perspective, 
naturally, of his later unequalled masterpieces of German prose - it must be considered, along with 

Aristotle and Hegel, among the greatest contributions to the understanding of Greek tragedy and, in fact, to the Greek way of life in 
general.  It is scarcely to be imagined that an obscure philologist of the eighteen seventies could dare to publish a book like The 
Birth of Tragedy - a soaring paen to and dissection of the artistic spirit, chiefly as it manifested itself among the Greeks, but 
implicitly and explicitly with reference to the modern spirit as well, largely as embodied by Richard Wagner - a work without 
footnotes, references or Greek quotations! 
 
Original salmon wrappers, spine with graphics restored. A very pretty copy of this scarce book in its original condition. Housed in 
custom clamshell box. 
 

Nietzsche’s Best Friend Rises to His Defense in the “Birth of Tragedy” Controversy 
 

[Nietzsche Related Item by Erwin Rohde]   Afterphilologie. (Pseudo-Philology or Asshole-Philology). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 
1872. Original front wrap + TP + [3]-48 + original rear wrap, Octavo. First Edition in original salmon wrappers. 

$ 900 
 

The famous reply to Wilamowitz’ vicious attack on the The Birth of Tragedy by Nietzsche’s friend Erwin Rohde. The publication 
of Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy created a furor. Wagnerians embraced it while philologists were appalled. Among Nietzsche’s 
academic colleagues, only Erwin Rohde was willing to praise the book in public, and the first review he submitted to the 
Literarisches Centralblatt was rejected by the editors. A re-written review was printed in the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung on 
26 May. Four days later, the young Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff - later to become the epitome of the classical philologist, 
even if in some ways its final incarnation - attacked the book savagely in a thirty-two page pamphlet entitled Future-philology! 
(Zukunftsphilologie!) which sold out quickly. Wagner replied on 23 June, defending Nietzsche in an open letter published in the 
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Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung. Unfortunately, Wagner's amateurish attempt at support did nothing more than confirm the worst 
fears of the scholarly forces lining up against Nietzsche. Rohde, who was totally committed to the defense of his friend - although 
possibly against his better judgment at this point - counterattacked Wilamowitz-Moellendorff in a forty-eight-page pamphlet, 
entitled Pseudo-philology (Afterphilologie), which was published on 15 October. The final entry in this exchange occurred on 21 
February 1873, when Wilamowitz-Moellendorff published his Future-philology! Part Two (Zukunftsphilologie! Zweites Stück), a 
twenty-four-page rejoinder to both Rohde and Nietzsche… As the controversy continued, Nietzsche's academic reputation declined 
sharply, even though, in retrospect, it tolled the death of the accepted view of Greek culture. 
 
Original printed salmon wraps, partially unopened. Near fine.  
 

The First of Nietzsche’s “Unconventional Observations” – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 
 

Unzeitgemässe Betrachtungen I: David Strauss: der Bekenner und der Schriftsteller (Unconventional Observation I: 
David Strauss: The Confessor and the Writer). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 1873. Front wrapper + TP + [1]-101 + [102] = 
advertisements + rear wrapper, Octavo. First Edition in original green wrappers. Schaberg 23. 

$ 6,500 
 

The first of Nietzsche's Unconventional Observations was an attack on David Strauss the writer who had made his reputation with 
his scandalous Life of Jesus in 1835. Here Nietzsche attacks his most recent book, The Old and the New Faith, which advocated 
the rejection of the Christian faith in favor of a Darwinian, materialistic and patriotic world-view. Nietzsche accuses Strauss of 
being a "Cultural Philistine" and denounces him as an exemplar of pseudo-culture. Although erudite, the essay is extremely 
intemperate and filled with references to many of Nietzsche's scholarly contemporaries. The climax is a literary tour de force, in 
which Nietzsche cites a litany of malapropisms from Strauss, interspersed with his own barbed comments. For Nietzsche, Strauss's 
book was the incarnation of the Zeitgeist: unproductive smugness, intellectual snobbery, superficial assimilation of great works of 
art and new scientific theories, myopic criticism and patronizing praise of even the greatest genius...But what enraged him most was 
Strauss's comfortable and untroubled renunciation of Christianity, coupled with an easy conviction that Darwin was one of 
mankind's greatest benefactors and that traditional values could of course be maintained. It is in the present work that Nietzsche 
first publicly addresses the problem of the derivation of moral values that would infuse so much of his most important work.  
 
Original wrappers, pages untrimmed. Top-edge gilt and spine restored from being previously bound. Former owner’s name faintly 
inscribed on front wrapper. Wrappers lightly spotted, but overall well preserved. A very good copy, rare in the original wrappers. 
Housed in a custom clamshell box. 
 

The Rarest of the Four “Unconventional Observations”  
 

Unzeitgemässe Betrachtungen III: Schopenhauer als Erzieher. (Unconventional Observation III: Schopenhauer as 
Educator). Ernst Schmeitzner, Schloss-Chemnitz, 1874. TP + [3]-113. Octavo. First Edition, First Issue. Schaberg 26. 

 

$ 1,500  
 

The third Unconventional Observation took up the topic of self-perfection and set up the philosopher Schopenhauer – then one of 
Nietzsche’s philosophical heroes – as a paradigm of self-direction.  “The man who would not belong in the mass needs only to 
cease being comfortable with himself.  He should follow his conscience that shouts at him: “Be yourself! You are not really all you 
do, think, and desire now.”  While Nietzsche would lionize Schopenhauer here, he spent much of the rest of his career attempting to 
overcome the pessimism that lies at the heart of Schopenhauer’s philosophy – rejecting Schopenhauer’s “eastern” denial of life and 
proclaiming that one must “Say ‘YES’ to Life!”  Nietzsche’s friend Franz Overbeck called him “a virtuoso of self-overcoming.”  
 
In these early meditations, Nietzsche is often at pains to free himself from preconceptions to which his own spirit had drawn him, 
establishing a model for the life of the “free-spirits” and the “dangerous thinkers” of whom Nietzsche saw himself the harbinger.  
The essay represents one of Nietzsche’s first serious engagements with the Darwinian philosophy, in the course of which Nietzsche 
elaborates a conception of nature and its alleged purposes that recalls the Greeks and their conception of “physis” – as a mode of 
which he would characterize human society as well as the physical world – as opposed to the Victorian rigidity of Darwin’s 
followers. 

 
Later (early 20th century) marbled boards. Small repairs to last leaf.  Light foxing. A very good copy of one of Nietzsche’s scarcest 
books in first edition.  

 
First Edition of Nietzsche’s “Richard Wagner in Bayreuth” – “Unconventional Observations #4” 

 

Unzeitgemässe Betrachtungen IV: Richard Wagner In Bayreuth (Unconventional Observation IV: Richard Wagner in 
Bayreuth). Ernst Schmeitzner, Schloss-Chemnitz, 1876. TP + [3]-98 + 1 leaf, Octavo.  First Edition.  Schaberg 27. 

 $ 850 
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This, the last Untimely Meditation published, was released to coincide with very first performance at the Bayreuth Festival in July 
of 1876.  This is the last of Nietzsche's works that mentions Wagner favorably and even here the picture presented of Wagner 
shows some signs of the troubles to come.  In Nietzsche's view, the creation of Bayreuth represented the new empire of which it had 
become one of the cultural centers.  It symbolized for Nietzsche "the extirpation of the German spirit in favor of the German 
Reich."  Nietzsche actually agonized over releasing the book and significantly rewrote some sections to palliate the expression of 
his misgivings about his erstwhile friend and idol, but he was tempted by the possibility that at last he might have a best seller on 
his hands.  Even while working on the present pro-Wagner essay, Nietzsche had already filled his notebooks with observations on 
the rift that now separated him spiritually from the composer.  In finally breaking with Wagner a few years later, Nietzsche saw 
himself "rejecting a mass movement and a Weltanschauung to which he could not subscribe." Despite Nietzsche's ambivalence, 
Wagner was sufficiently impressed with the book to send a copy to his mentor King Ludwig.  Nonetheless, the book, like all of 
Nietzsche's works, sold poorly.  

 
Contemporary drab boards with a hand written paper label on the spine. Spine edges a bit rubbed. The title page is separated from 
binding at the gutter on the bottom four inches. Otherwise, a nice copy with the slightly yellowed pages that is typical of this 
edition.   

 
First Edition of the Third and Final book of Nietzsche’s Human, All Too Human Series 

 

Der Wanderer und Sein Schatten (The Wanderer and His Shadow). Schmeitzner, Chemnitz , 1880. TP + [3]-185 + [186] + [I]-
XVII = advertisements, Octavo. First Edition, First Issue. Schaberg 32. 

$ 3,750 
 

Written as a second sequel to Human All Too Human, The Wanderer and his Shadow was first published in the year following 
Nietzsche’s departure from academia.  Perhaps the title here is somewhat autobiographical, reflecting Nietzsche and his shadow 
heading off into the wilderness of the unknown.  Wanderer contains a series of aphorisms and is published on December 20, 1890. 
It is received enthusiastically by Nietzsche’s friends, though fails to sell more than 200 copies. Yet, it was viewed by Nietzsche 
himself as a triumph.  “In a letter to Schmeitzner written on December 18, Nietzsche remarks: "Der vollendete 'Wanderer' ist mir 
fast etwas Unglaubliches... Die ganze 'Menschlichkeit' mit den 2 Anhängen ist aus der Zeit der bittersten und anhaltendsten 
Schmerzen - und scheint mir doch ein Ding voller Gesundheit. Dies ist mein Triumph." [The completed 'Wanderer' is to me 
something almost unbelievable... The entire 'humanity' with the 2 supplements is from a time of the most bitter and continual pains 
- and yet seems to me to be a thing full of health. This is my triumph]” (The Nietzsche Chronicle) 

 
Contemporary quarter morocco with marbled boards, gilt trimmed. Title page with small triangular repair done with archival tape 
along inner edge.  There were somewhere between 325 and 500 original copies in this state, rarely found separately bound in 
contemporary boards with the advertisements saved. A scarce copy of one of Nietzsche’s most penetrating books.   

 
The Definitive Edition of Nietzsche’s “Birth of Tragedy” 

With the All-Important New Preface “Attempt at Self-Criticism” 
 

Die Geburt der Tragödie (The Birth of Tragedy). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 1886. TP + [III]-XVIII + 1 leaf + [III]-IV + [1]-144, 
Octavo. Second Edition, Second Issue (Definitive Edition). Schaberg 42. 

$ 1,000 
 

There were originally 576 copies issued in this Second Edition, Second Issue state - This is the definitive edition with the first 
appearance of all of Nietzsche's corrections and the famous and important new introduction called "An Attempt at Self-Criticism" 
in which Nietzsche points out that, despite the Kantian and Schopenhauerian overtones, Birth of Tragedy should not be read in such 
metaphysical terms. Rather than a naive optimism. Rather than a pessimism of weakness and decline. Is there a pessimism of 
strength? 

 
Contemporary boards with title in gold on the spine. The edges are a little rubbed and the inside front hinge is a bit weak. Formerly 
owned by Helmut Buchner, a student of Heidegger, responsible for bringing the works of Heidegger to Japan. Buchner’s name and 
personal stamp (a Japanese symbol for Buchner) to front free endpaper. Clean title page, clean pages throughout.  An exceedingly 
rare copy in a contemporary binding of Nietzsche's first book.  
 

The Definitive Edition of Nietzsche’s “Dawn” 
 

Morgenrothe (Dawn). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 1887. TP + [III]-XI + 1 leaf + [5]-363, Octavo. First Edition, Second Issue 
(Definitive Edition). Schaberg 50. 

$ 950 
 

This is the Definitive Edition which includes the new 11-page introduction that appears here for the first time.  These introductions 
from the “Neue Ausgabe” editions, written in 1886-1887, are considered by many, including Nietzsche himself, to represent 
Nietzsche’s best writing. There were originally 500 to 750 copies available in this First Edition, Second Issue state of this work 
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The fourth "aphoristic volume" was subtitled "Thoughts on the Prejudices of Morality" and brings to central focus Nietzsche's 
attack upon and critique of Christian morality – which was to be an ongoing theme in all of his later writings.  The book is also 
more masterful than the earlier works in its artful use of "aphoristic" juxtaposition to engage the reader in his own reflections.  
Indeed, Nietzsche seems more intent on conveying to his readers a particular type of experience in thinking than he seems 
concerned to persuade his readers to adopt a particular point of view.  Dawn typifies Nietzsche's ad hominem approach to morality 
in which he asks primarily: "What kind of person would be inclined to adopt this perspective?" and "What impact does this 
perspective have on the way in which its adherents develop and live?"  His answers to these questions are generally dispiriting.  He 
is forced to conclude that Christian morality is basically self-denigrating, vindictive towards others, escapist and antagonistic to life.  

 
A lovely contemporary Naumann binding of half-morocco and marbled boards with gilt lettering to the spine. Small unobtrusive 
repair (1/2 cm) to the fore edge of TP and to page [III]. Otherwise, a very pretty, contemporary copy.  

 
Considered by Many to be Nietzsche’s Most Important Work 

 

Jenseits von Gut und Böse (Beyond Good and Evil). Naumann, Leipzig, 1886. TP + [III]-VI + [VI] = Inhalt + half title + [3]-271 
+ [272] = Berichtigungen, Octavo. First Edition. Schaberg 40. 

$ 5,500 
Nietzsche had 600 copies of this work privately printed by "vanity publisher". 

 
Considered by most to be Nietzsche's most important philosophical work, Beyond Good and Evil was the first of Nietzsche's "self-
published" books.  The work consists of nine interlocking chapters that delineate the profile and the task of the "free spirit" and the 
"philosopher of the future" and contains some of Nietzsche's most insightful and barbed attacks on previous philosophers, as well as 
many of his most powerfully and elegantly formulated analyses.  As perhaps nowhere else, the Nietzsche of Beyond Good and Evil 
fulfilled his own criterion of literary greatness: “To say in one sentence what others have required a book to say – and then to say 
what they did not say as well!”  By any standard, Beyond Good and Evil is among the greatest books in Western Culture.  It is 
difficult to imagine another in which one can find so much.  Here, for the first time, Nietzsche proposes a "natural history of 
morals" and proposes that the revaluation of former values is the central task to be accomplished by the philosopher of the future – 
this indeed would be the primary task of his own final works.  He begins: “If a person should regard even the effects of hatred, 
envy, covetousness and the lust to rule as conditions of life, as factors which, fundamentally and essentially, must be present in the 
general economy of life (and must, therefore, be further enhanced if life is to be further enhanced) – he will suffer from such a view 
of things as from seasickness.  And yet even this hypothesis is far from being the strangest and most painful in this immense and 
almost new domain of dangerous insights…”  In addition, Nietzsche’s concept of will to power plays a prominent and central role 
in the book, as does his famous analysis of master and slave morality, which is mentioned here for the first time. 

 
A gorgeous period-style 3/4 leather binding with marbled boards and five raised bands on the spine with gilt decorations and gilt 
title on a dark red field. Overall, an excellent copy.  

 
Master Morality and Slave Morality Compared  

 

Zur Genealogie der Moral (On the Genealogy of Morals). C. G. Naumann, Leipzig, 1887. TP + [III]-XIV + half title + [1]-182 + 
[183] = Inhalt + [184] = Printer’s information, Octavo. First Edition. Schaberg 53. 

$ 4,250 
Nietzsche's second privately-printed work of which he had 600 copies printed. 
 
The Genealogy, meant to be an elaboration and an extension of Beyond Good and Evil, has generated more scholarly comments in 
the past twenty years than any other book that Nietzsche wrote. The book’s structure, which is more transparently discursive than 
most of his other works, is that of three sustained and interlocking essays. The first addresses the origins of our conceptions of 
"good" and "bad," as against those of “good” and “evil” and contains Nietzsche's famous analysis of master morality and slave 
morality (a topic he had first introduced in Beyond Good and Evil the previous year). The second essay traces the origin of a "bad 
conscience" – the phenomenon of the soul taking sides against itself – while the third and final essays attacks the Christian 
advocacy of ascetic ideals, even while recognizing that “almost everything we call ‘higher culture’ rests on the spiritualization of, 
and giving depth to, cruelty (against oneself).” Throughout, Nietzsche employs his "genealogical" method, which has proven to be 
so influential in the 20th century, most notably in the work of Michel Foucault. The work has been a traditional locus of confusion 
among simplistic readers of Nietzsche’s work: the apparent racial distinction, between master-morality and slave-morality, which 
Nietzsche ironically derived from the banal racist Gobineau, is turned to decidedly un-racial purposes. But then, Nietzsche’s 
meaning has never stood between his many ideological interpreters and their purposes. 

 
Bound in contemporary red marbled boards with red cloth spine and gilt lettering. Small, previous owner’s bookplate to inside front 
cover. A lovely, clean copy of this important work by Nietzsche.  
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First Edition Copy of “Twilight of the Idols” – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 
“That which does not kill me, makes me stronger” 

 

Götzen-Dämmerung (Twilight of the Idols). C.G. Naumann, Leipzig, 1889. TP + 3 leaves + [1] – 144, Octavo. First Edition,     
First Issue. Schaberg 56a. 

$ 8,750 
 

Gotzen-Dammerung includes some of Nietzsche’s most direct and scathing attacks on many decadent “idols” within the history of 
philosophy. In classic Nietzsche style, he probes the psychological landscapes of these “declining” types whose thinking originates 
in a place of weakness rather than strength. Many identify Gotzen-Dammerung as both a summary and introduction to Nietzsche’s 
overall philosophy. 
 
Nietzsche wrote The Twilight of the Idols (originally entitled  "Mussiggang eines Psychologen" or "A Psychologist at Leisure") 
between the end of June and September, 1888, and sent the manuscript to Naumann in early September, with his final additions to 
the text being sent October 4th. Naumann finished printing the 1,000 copies by November 13th, shortly after which advance copies 
were sent out to Nietzsche and others. The book appeared in book stores on January 24th, for sale in wrappers for 2.25 marks and 
bound for 3.50 marks. Two weeks earlier the now-demented Nietzsche had been transported to a clinic in Basel, never to regain his 
sanity. (See Schaberg, pp. 166-169 for complete details.) 

 
NOTE: Schaberg claims that between 1890 and 1892 Naumann distributed a second issue of the unsold sheets of the first edition, 
distinguishable from the first issue only by the presence on the rear wrapper of advertisements for books by several authors other 
than Nietzsche. In the first issue – as seen here – only Nietzsche's books are listed on the rear wrapper. 
 
Original printed green-grey wrappers with black printing to rear wrapper, and red & black printing to the front. The spine has been 
professionally and sympathetically restored.  Light chipping to the edges of wrapper. A very pretty copy of this important book in 
the rare original wraps. 

 

Nietzsche Attacks Wagner – with a Vengeance! 
 

Der Fall Wagner (The Case of Wagner). Leipzig: C. G. Naumann, 1888. TP + 3 leaves + [1]-57 + [58], Octavo.   First Edition. 
Schaberg 54. 

 $ 2,850 
 

Nietzsche had 1,000 copies of this work privately printed but 500 of them were falsely marked "Second Edition" so there were 
originally only 500 copies in this state.   In mid-1888, Nietzsche returned to the subject of Wagner and produced this polemic 
against his former friend and mentor whom he attacks in a volley of witty barbs against both the man and his music. By this time, 
Nietzsche saw Wagner as not just a singular problem but one which was symptomatic of his entire culture - both Wagner and 
modernity were basically decadent. Both of them, he contends, lack integrity, manifesting instead a type of anarchy in which "life 
no longer dwells in the whole". A Nietzschean tour-de-force.  

 
Lacking the original covers, this copy is wrapped in browned plain paper wraps. Very slight occasional light pencil markings. 
Minor indentation to right margin throughout. House in an elegant half-leather with marbled boards clamshell bookcase. A pretty 
copy of a rare work.   

 
First Collected Edition of Zarathustra 

 

Also sprach Zarathustra I—III  (Thus Spake Zarathustra). E. W. Fritzsch, Leipzig, 1886. TP + 1 leaf + 5 – 114 + 2 leaves + 1 – 
101 + 2 leaves + 103 + [1] - 119, Octavo. First Collected Edition. Schaberg 45. [bound with] Also Sprach Zarathustra IV & 
Dionysian Dythrambs with portrait. C.G. Naumann, Leipzig, 1891. Frontispiece (bound in front) + TP + Quote page + 5 – 
[135] + Half-Title + 3 – 21 + [23] = Inhalt, Octavo. First Edition. Schaberg 58. 

$ 5,500 
 

The complete collected Zarathustra. The first appearance together of the first three parts of Nietzsche's masterpiece, one of the most 
influential works of German literature.  
 
This issue was created by using the first edition sheets, which had previously been issued separately, canceling the title-pages and 
adding a new volume title to the first part and half-titles to the other two parts. The fourth volume issued in 1891 from a different 
publisher (it had appeared privately in 1885), is present here in this complete collected edition. The famous first public printing of 
Nietzsche’s notorious conclusion to Zarathustra. Although printed in 1890 and dated 1891, this book did not see public release 
until March of 1892 due to legal arguments between Nietzsche’s sister, Elisabeth and the publisher. Elisabeth was worried that the 
books would all be confiscated as “obscene” – and therefore negotiated until she received a contract from Naumann that protected 
her against this possibility. Containing the first edition printing of Nietzsche’s poems: Dionysian Dithyrambs. 

 
Early twentieth century full red cloth, gilt lettering to spine. Former owner’s name boldly inscribed on title page. Scattered pencil 
notes. Very good.  
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A Second Edition Copy of Nietzsche “Beyond Good and Evil” 
 

Jenseits von Gut und Böse, (Beyond Good and Evil). Naumann, Leipzig, 1891. TP + [iii] = Inhalt + [v] - viii = Vorrede + [3] - 
269 + [271]-[272] = Publisher’s advertisements, Octavo. Second Edition. 

$ 950 
 

The second edition of 1,000 copies is the only reprint of this book before the Collected Works were published. It is an unchanged 
reprint of the 1st edition (600 copies). 
 
Considered by most to be Nietzsche's most important philosophical work, Beyond Good and Evil was the first of his "self-
published" books.  The work consists of nine interlocking chapters that delineate the profile and the task of the "free spirit" and the 
"philosopher of the future" and contains some of Nietzsche's most insightful and barbed attacks on previous philosophers, as well as 
many of his most powerfully and elegantly formulated analyses.   
 
As perhaps nowhere else, the Nietzsche of Beyond Good and Evil fulfilled his own criterion of literary greatness: “To say in one 
sentence what others have required a book to say – and then to say what they did not say as well!”  By any standard, this book is 
among the greatest in Western Culture and it is difficult to imagine another in which one can find so much.   
 
Here, for the first time, Nietzsche suggests a "natural history of morals" and proposes that the revaluation of former values is the 
central task to be accomplished by the philosopher of the future – this indeed would be the primary task of his own final works.  He 
begins: “If a person should regard even the effects of hatred, envy, covetousness and the lust to rule as conditions of life, as factors 
which, fundamentally and essentially, must be present in the general economy of life (and must, therefore, be further enhanced if 
life is to be further enhanced) – he will suffer from such a view of things as from seasickness.  And yet even this hypothesis is far 
from being the strangest and most painful in this immense and almost new domain of dangerous insights…”   
 
In addition, Nietzsche’s concept of will to power plays a prominent and central role in this book, as does his famous analysis of 
master and slave morality, which is mentioned here for the first time. 
 
Original Naumann binding with quarter-leather and marbled boards. Gilt-lettered to the spine, which is sun-faded with some wear 
to head and heel. Former owner’s name elegantly hand-scripted signature to the top corner of the title page. Interior free of 
markings. A very good copy of arguably Nietzsche’s most important work.  

 
Second Edition of Nietzsche’s Virulent Attack on Wagner – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 

 

Der Fall Wagner (The Case of Wagner). Naumann, Leipzig, 1892. TP + [i] - [iv] = Vorwort + half-title + [1]- 57 + [58] = Printer’s 
information, Octavo. Second Edition in original gray wrappers.  

$ 1,000 
 

In mid-1888, Nietzsche returned to the subject of Richard Wagner and produced this polemic against his former friend and mentor 
whom he attacks in a volley of witty barbs against both the man and his music. By this time, Nietzsche saw Wagner as not just a 
singular problem but one which was symptomatic of his entire culture - Wagner and modernity were basically decadent. Both of 
them, he contends, lack integrity, manifesting instead a type of anarchy in which "life no longer dwells in the whole". A 
Nietzschean tour-de-force. 
 
Original pebbled printed wrappers with lettering to both front and back covers. Light chipping with archival tape repair to the spine. 
There is a small, green bookseller’s sticker unobtrusively affixed to bottom fore-edge corner of front wrapper. Faint discoloration to 
center of front wrapper. Interior free of markings. The extremely scarce original publisher’s advertisement for the publication of 
part four of Also sprach Zarathustra has been tipped-in between the front wrapper and title page leaving a faint shadow on title 
page. Very scarce in wrappers, this is a very pretty, partly uncut copy. 

 
Nietzsche’s Scandalous Attack on Christianity  

Withheld from Publication by his Sister, Elisabeth, for Fear of Prosecution 
 

Der Antichrist (The Antichrist) – in Volume VIII of the Collected Works of Nietzsche. C.G. Naumann, Leipzig, 1895. TP + 1 leaf = 
facsimile manuscript page [V] – VI + TP + Half-title page + [1] – 378 + [I] - XI, Octavo. First Edition. Schaberg 60. 

$ 950 
 

The first edition of Antichrist, published along with Der Fall Wagner. Götzen-Dämmerung in third edition; Nietzsche contra 
Wagner first public edition and Gedichte. in first edition. 

 
Untrimmed pages in a lovely private contemporary binding, paper-covered boards with slight edge wear. Beautifully ornate paper 
label to spine with author and titles in gilt along with elegantly decorative gilt design.  Name of former owner (Paul V. Rubow) on 
recto fly-leaf. Rubow was a famous and much respected literary historian and philologist from Denmark (1896-1972). Inside clean. 
It is most uncommon to find copies outside of complete sets—unheard of in privately commissioned bindings.  Scarce! 
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The First English Edition Nietzsche’s “The Dawn of Day” – Published in 1903 
 

The Dawn of the Day, translated by Johanna Volz. T. Fisher Unwin, London, 1903. TP + Half-title + vii – xxix + half-title + [1] – 
387, tall Octavo. First English Edition. 

$ 550 
 

The first English language edition. The UK edition was published the same year as the US edition (Macmillan) but preceded the US 
edition by a few months. This fourth "aphoristic volume" was subtitled "Thoughts on the Prejudices of Morality" and brings to 
central focus Nietzsche's attack upon and critique of Christian morality - which was to be an ongoing theme in all of his later 
writings. The book is also more masterful than the earlier works in its artful use of "aphoristic" juxtaposition to engage the reader in 
his own reflections. Indeed, Nietzsche seems more intent on conveying to his readers a particular type of experience in thinking 
than he seems concerned to persuade his readers to adopt a particular point of view. Dawn typifies Nietzsche's ad hominem 
approach to morality in which he asks primarily: "What kind of person would be inclined to adopt this perspective?" and "What 
impact does this perspective have on the way in which its adherents develop and live?" His answers to these questions are generally 
dispiriting. He is forced to conclude that Christian morality is basically self-denigrating, vindictive towards others, escapist and 
antagonistic to life. 
 
First English edition. Original blind stamped blue boards, gilt lettering. Slight bumping to corners, else a near fine copy. 
 

First English Edition of These Famous Letters – with an Introduction by H. L. Menken 
 

The Nietzsche-Wagner Correspondence. Boni and Liveright, New York, 1921. Half-title / edition page + TP + vii-xvii + half-
title + 1-312 + 2 blank pages; Octavo. First English Edition.  

$ 350 
 

A first edition limited to 1500 numbered copies of which this is 1151. Edited by Nietzsche’s sister Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsche, 
translated by Caroline V. Kerr and with an Introduction by one of Nietzsche’s most avid supporters in the English-speaking world, 
H. :L. Menken.  

 
A fine copy in worn and turn, but whole dust jacket (but with the front panel separated). 

 
William James 

[1842-1910] 
 

James' Most Complete Statement on American Pragmatism 
 

Pragmatism. London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1907.  1 leaf + half-title + TP + Dedication page + 
vii-[xiii] + half-title + 3-[309] + 1 leaf, Octavo. First English Edition from American sheets.                
First English Edition.  McDermott 1907-11. 

   $ 225 
 

Lectures delivered at the Lowell Institute in Boston in 1906 and at Columbia University in 1907, this is 
easily James's most famous work. The preface distinguishes between "pragmatism" and "radical 
empiricism" and contains references to other writers illustrating the pragmatist tendency. This was one of 
James' most controversial publications, as immediately upon its release it raised a storm of debate and 
became the single work with which James' philosophical theory was most closely identified.  
 
Original dark brown cover and tan strip on spine and paper label. The paper spine label – which are 
almost always torn and scuffed – is all but perfect. With a gift inscription on the front fly leaf: “To Mary / 
From Darby / Christmas 1907.” This is a truly gorgeous copy of this important book.  
 
First English Edition of James’ Great Defense of Pluralism 

 

A Pluralistic Universe. Longmans, Green, and Co. London, 1909. 1 blank leaf + TP + iii-[vi] = Contents + half title + 3-[405] = 
[406] = Printer’s information + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First English Edition.      

$ 175 
James' brilliant defense of pluralism was originally delivered as the Hibbert Lectures at Manchester College, Oxford. 
 
Original publisher’s binding with printed paper label to the spine – lightly rubbed and about 85% readable (“istic” is missing). 
Former owner’s neat ink inscription to front fly leaf which is a bit discolored. Otherwise a pretty copy of this very readable work 
James. 
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Josiah Royce 
[1855-1916] 

 
A Beautiful Copy of Royce’s Conception of God – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 

 

The Conception of God: An Address Before the Union. Together with Comments thereon by 
Sidney Edward Mezes ..., Joseph LeConte ..., and G. H. Howison. [Edited by G. H. Howison]. Executive 
Council of the [Philosophical] Union [of California], Berkeley, 1895. Original printed wrap TP + [1]-84 
+ original blank wrap, Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 350 
Published by Macmillan Company in the same year as a hard cover book.  
 
Royce was appointed Professor of the History of Philosophy at Harvard in 1892 and served as Chair of 
the Department of Philosophy from 1894-98. During these years Royce established himself as a leading 
figure in American academic philosophy with his many reviews, lectures and books, most especially The 
Spirit of Modern Philosophy (1892) and The Conception of God (1895). 
 
Royce's philosophy rested on the conviction that ultimate reality consisted of idea or spirit. "The world of 
dead facts is an illusion," he wrote. "The truth of it is a spiritual life." His central conception was the 
Absolute. The world exists in and for an all-embracing, all-knowing thought, Royce explained. This 

amounted to a philosophical conception of God, the Absolute which united all thought and all experience. Given this reality, the 
individual's task is to understand the meaning of the Absolute and to adopt its purposes freely. 

 
A rare and beautifully preserved original printing of this influential work by Royce. Original printed wraps without a spine covering 
(as issued). The gatherings have been bound together using three small holes and two wonderfully preserved strings. Some chipping 
and discoloration to the front wrap, but otherwise this an amazingly well-preserved copy of this rare printing.  

 
First Edition of Royce’s Most Extensive Writings on the Problem of Evil 

 

Studies of Good and Evil. D. Appleton & Company, New York, 1898. TP + inserted Errata slip + iii-xv = Introduction + xvii = 
Contents + 1-384 + [385]-[398] = Publisher’s ads + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 200 
 

Subtitled A Series of Essays upon Problems of Philosophy and of Life, this book presents some of Royce’s most focused ideas on 
the problem of evil which is a persistent theme throughout his writings. Royce struggled with tragedy in his personal life and sought 
to understand it better through philosophy. As an idealist he also had to struggle with evil as a problem of metaphysics. Idealism 
maintains that all deeds and events are ultimately taken up and reconciled in a final perspective. This seems to suggest that the evil, 
sorrow, and pain that run through human life are illusory — or what seems even less comprehensible, that our experience of 
suffering is somehow good, that it is “all for the best.” While some idealists have accepted these apparent implications of their 
metaphysics, Royce maintained that evil is a real fact of the world. He insisted that we confront evil as evil and not regard it as a 
means to attain a preordained but inscrutable Divine purpose. He sought to understand evil philosophically. In seeking that 
understanding he was not content to explain it away or to salve its effects by appealing to a clever theodicy. 
 
Original publisher’s blue cloth with gilt lettering to the spine. Just the most minor of wear. Overall, a gorgeous copy.  

 
 First Edition of Royce’s Gifford Lectures – Delivered in 1899 

 

The World and the Individual. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1900. Half title + TP + Dedication page + vii-xiv + Preface 
+ xv-xvi = Contents + half title + 3-588 + [589]-[590] = Publisher’s ads + 1 blank leaf, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 250 
 

Previous owner philosopher Ralph Baron Perry 's bookplate and also signed by the Harvard logician, Henry Sheffer (1882-1964), 
on the inside front cover. With occasional pencil marginalia notes by one of these gentlemen.  
 
Royce’s Gifford Lectures were delivered before the University of Aberdeen in January and February of 1899 and are considered to 
be among his most important writings. The lectures were subtitled First series: The Four Historical Conceptions of Being and 
directly preceded The Varieties of Religious Experience lectures that William James delivered there the following year.  

 
Publisher's original green cloth covered boards with gilt lettering on the spine. Some wear to the spine edges and tips. Interior front 
joint is just a bit loose but holding firmly. Overall, a very nice copy of this important book by Royce. 
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Edmund Husserl 
[1859-1938] 

 
A Pair of Rare First Editions  –  Husserl’s First Major Works on Phenomenology 

 

Logische Untersuchungen. Erste Teil: Prolegomena zur reinen Logik (Logical Investigations. 
First Part: A Prolegomena to Pure Logic). Max Niemeyer, Halle a. S., 1900. TP + Dedication page + [V]-
VIII = Vorwort + [IX]-XII = Inhalt + half title + [3]-257 + [258] = Berichtigungen, Octavo. Logische 
Untersuchungen. Zweite Teil: Untersuchungen zur Phänomenologie und Theorie der Erkenntnis  
(Logical Investigations. Second Part: Investigation of the Phenomenology and Theory of Knowledge). 
Max Niemeyer, Halle a. S., 1901. TP + [III]-XVI = Inhalt + half title + [3]-718, Octavo.                     
First Editions of Both Volumes. 

            $ 5,500 
 

Husserl’s major first work on phenomenology – which he published in two volumes. The first book 
contains a forceful attack on psychologism (which he supported in his earlier writings), whereas the 
second and much larger volume consists of six “descriptive-psychological” and “epistemological” 
investigations into (1) expression and meaning, (2) universals, (3) the formal ontology of parts and 
wholes [his mereology], (4) the “syntactical” and mereological structure of meaning, (5) the nature and 
structure of intentionality as well as (6) the interrelation of truth, intuition and cognition.  
 
In these works, Husserl adheres to a version of Platonism that he had derived from the ideas of Hermann 

Lotze and especially from Bernard Bolzano – embedding Platonic meanings and mental content within a theory of intentional 
consciousness. 
 
In the first decade of the 20th century, Husserl considerably refined and modified this method into what he called “transcendental 
phenomenology”. His method has us focus on the essential structures that allow the objects naively taken for granted in the “natural 
attitude” (which is characteristic of both our everyday life and ordinary science) to “constitute themselves” in consciousness. 
(Among those who influenced him in this regard are Descartes, Hume and Kant.) As Husserl explains in detail in his second major 
work, Ideas (1913), the resulting perspective on the realm of intentional consciousness is supposed to enable the phenomenologist 
to develop a radically unprejudiced justification of his basic views on the world and himself and explore their rational 
interconnections. Husserl developed all of these ideas in Göttingen, where — thanks to these Logical Investigations — he received 
an associate professorship in 1901. 

 
Bound in early 20th century blue cloth with embossed borders on both front and back covers and gilt lettering to both spines. With 
the illustrated bookplate of Karl Engel to the inside front cover of each book. The first volume has a fair amount of pencil 
underlining along with some pencil marginalia notations. Not being sufficiently proficient in either German or phenomenology, I 
have hesitated to erase these – which would be easy enough to do. Otherwise, these are lovely, bright and tight copies of this work 
which is so critical to both 20th century philosophy and science.  

 
John Dewey 

[1859-1952] 
 

First Edition Copy of One of Dewey’s Best-Known Works 
 

Human Nature and Conduct, An Introduction to Social Psychology, Henry Holt and Company, 
New York, 1922. 1 leaf with Publisher’s ads on verso + TP + [iii] = Preface + v-vii = Contents + 1-336 + 3 
blank leaves, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 125 
 

Human Nature and Conduct evolved from the West Memorial Foundation lectures at Stanford University. 
The lectures were extensively rewritten and expanded into one of Dewey’s best-known works. As Murray 
G. Murphey says in his Introduction to a recent reprinting, “It was a work in which Dewey sought to make 
explicit the social character of his psychology and philosophy—something which had long been evident but 
never so clearly spelled out.” 
 
Subtitled “An Introduction to Social Psychology,” Human Nature and Conduct sets forth Dewey’s view 
that habits are social functions, and that social phenomena, such as habit and custom and scientific methods 
of inquiry are moral and natural. Dewey concludes, “Within the flickering inconsequential acts of separate 
selves dwells a sense of the whole which claims and dignifies them. In its presence we put off mortality and 
live in the universal.” 
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Publisher’s original blue cloth binding with gilt lettering on the spine. Both inside joints are cracked but holding fast. Overall, a 
very nice copy of this work by Dewey.  

 
 
 

Ludwig Wittgenstein 
[1889-1951] 

 
A First Edition Copy of Wittgenstein’s SECOND Great System of Thought 

 

Philosophical Investigations. Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1953. Half title + TP + bound-in errata slip 
+ [v]-xe + 1-232e, Octavo.  First Edition. Frongia/McGuiness "P.I." p. 44. 

$ 650 
 

The English first edition notes on the verso of the TP: ""First Printed in 1953" while the American first 
edition says: "First Printing".  Priority has always been given to the English edition. 
 
Wittgenstein worked on the Investigations for the last twenty years of his life and, in accordance with his 
wishes, the volume was published shortly after his death in the German text with a facing English 
translation. "A considerable part of the Investigations is an attack, either explicit or implicit, on the 
earlier work, [the Tractatus]. This development is probably unique in the history of philosophy -- a 
thinker producing, at different periods of his life, two highly original systems of thought, each system the 
result of many years of intensive labors, each expressed in an elegant and powerful style, each greatly 
influencing contemporary philosophy, and the second being a criticism and rejection of the first." (EP, 
VIII, p. 334)  
 

Original blue cloth with gilt lettering on the spine. Boards lightly bowed.  Brodarted dust jacket is neatly and unobtrusively 
separated along the edge of the front spine - leaving it in two pieces. The spine is lightly sunned. Endpapers and edges lightly 
foxed, but otherwise clean and bright. A very nice copy of this important work by Wittgenstein. 

 

 
Martin Heidegger 

[1889-1976] 
 

Heidegger Analyses and Updates Kant’s “Critik” – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 
 

Kant und das Problem der Metaphysik (Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics). Friedrich 
Cohen, Bonn, 1929.  Half title + TP + 2 leafs + [IX] - XII + [1] – 236; Octavo. First Edition in original 
wrappers.   

$ 800 
 
Intended as a second part to Sein und Zeit, Kant und das Problem der Metaphysik is regarded by many 
to be one of the most important readings of Kant's Critik der Reinen Vernunft as well as one of the 
most important Heidegger texts.  
 
Most philosophers after Kant read Kant’s Critique in purely epistemological terms. Kant’s 
“Copernican Revolution” was a revolution of our understanding of how we know.  Heidegger 
disagrees. Here, Heidegger re-presents Kant’s Copernican Revolution as a revolution of what we know 
as Dasein (Being-There that Knows, understands, interprets…), framing his Critique in terms of 
metaphysics rather than epistemology.  

 
For Heidegger, metaphysics is that fundamental ontology which is the metaphysics of Dasein in Being and Time. “Heidegger's 
interpretation of Kant remains a challenging way to address the issues that both Kant and Heidegger saw as crucial...In reading 
[Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics] we can struggle with some basic issues of human existence in the company of two great 
minds” (International Philosophical Quarterly) 

 
Original wrappers, chipping to heel of spine with minimal loss. The front cover has been reattached using Japanese paper which 
folds over onto the spine. Pages untrimmed. Following page 72, all unopened.  Minor edgewear, as usual. For such a delicate piece, 
this is a beautifully preserved copy. 
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Heidegger’s Notorious Pro-Nazi Speech as Rector of Freiburg University 
 

Die Selbstbehauptung der deutschen Universität (The Self-Assertion of the German University). Friedrich Cohen, Bonn, 
1929.  Half title + TP + [5]-22, Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 250 
 
This short piece is the speech that Heidegger delivered as he took over the post of Rector of the University of Freiburg in May of 
1933. It is surely the most notorious thing he ever wrote and this coupled with his behavior during the Nazi regime has continued to 
be a permanent stain (or at least a very large problem in need of explanation) on his reputation both as a man and as a thinker.  
 
In the months after the appointment of Adolf Hitler as chancellor of Germany in January 1933, German universities came under 
increasing pressure to support the “national revolution” and to eliminate Jewish scholars and the teaching of “Jewish” doctrines in 
the schools. In April 1933, Heidegger was elected rector of Freiburg by the university’s teaching staff. One month later he became a 
member of the Nazi Party and, until he resigned as rector in April 1934, he helped to institute Nazi educational and cultural 
programs at Freiburg and vigorously promoted the domestic and foreign policies of the Nazi regime. 
 
In this inaugural address as rector on May 27, and in political speeches and articles from the same year, Heidegger expressed his 
support for the Nazi cause and for its leader. He resigned as the University’s rector in April of 1934, but remained a member of the 
Nazi party until 1945. 
 
Original card covers printed in black and dark blue. A fine, crisp copy.   

 
First Edition of Heidegger’s Post-War Collection of Essays – “Off the Beaten Path” 

 

Holzwege (Off the Beaten Track). Klostermann, Frankfurt, 1950. Half title + TP + [3]-345 + [347] = Printer’s ads, Octavo.            
First Edition 

$ 250 
 

This collection of six earlier papers that had published individually between 1935 and 1946  is one of Heidegger's first post-war 
publications. It contains some of his most incisive thoughts on the pre-Socratic, Anaximander along with insightful chapters on 
Hegel and Nietzsche and is, overall, a major exposition of his later philosophy. 
 
The title – recently translated into English as Off the Beaten Path – could also be translated as Woodpaths or even as The Path to 
Nowhere. In the introductory prose poem, Heidegger notes that: 

 

Wood is an old name for forest. In the wood are paths that mostly wind along until they end quite suddenly in an 
impenetrable thicket. 
 

These are called "woodpaths". 
 

Each goes their peculiar way, but in the same forest. Often it seems that one is identical to another. But it only seems 
that way. Woodcutters and foresters are familiar with these paths and they know what it means "to be on a woodpath". 
 

To enter upon this path requires strength but to continue the journey is surely a feast of thought. 
 

Original cream card covers with some light sunning to the top edge of the front cover. With the publisher’s advertisement laid in. 
Overall a very pretty copy.  
 

Heidegger’s Summation of a Lifetime Contemplating Nietzsche’s Thought 
 

Nietzsche. Neske, 1961. Volume 1: Half title + TP + [5] = Inhalt + [7] = Quote page + 9-[662] + [664] = Printer’s information; 
Volume 2: TP + [5] = Inhalt + 7-481 + [482] = Printer’s information. Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 400 
 

First edition of Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche, in which he perversely insists, though not without interesting results, on treating 
only Nietzsche's unpublished writings as the repository of his true thought. Heidegger viewed the posthumously published notes 
and fragments of Nietzsche’s Will to Power as representative of the culmination (and conclusion) of Western Metaphysics. 
According to Heidegger, Nietzsche’s Ubermensch embodied the end product of Protagoras’ “Man is the measure of all things”—a 
humanity that bends the environment and the world around him to his own ends. This Heideggerian critique of Nietzsche (and what 
many would identify as a misreading of Nietzsche) seems ironic given Heidegger’s own political affiliation with the Third Reich—
a political entity that also identified with this same misreading of Nietzsche, yet one Heidegger himself embraced. Regardless of 
one’s view of penetrating and influential interpretations of Nietzsche’s thought in the 20th century.  
 
 Near fine in original publisher's cloth and dust-jackets. 
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Rudolf Carnap 
[1891-1970] 

 
Carnap's First Book – from his Doctoral Dissertation – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 

 

Der Raum. Ein Beitrag zur Wissenschaftslehre, (Space. A Contribution to the Theory of Science). 
Berlin: Reuther & Reichard, 1922. TP + 1 leaf = Inhalt + [5]-87, Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 750 
 
"After service in World War I, Carnap resumed his studies and in 1921 obtained his doctorate in 
philosophy at Jena, with a thesis entitled Der Raum: Ein Beitrag zur Wissenschaftlehre (Space: A 
Contribution to the Theory of Science), which was published the following year as a monograph in 
Kantstudien. The thesis analyses the differences in logical character among the mathematical, physical, 
and intuitive (or psychological) concepts of space and sought to trace differences of opinion concerning 
'space' to the fact that the term had a different meaning for mathematicians, for physicists, and for 
philosophers. Although the monograph cannot, of course, be regarded as a developed formulation of 
logical positivism, it already contained many of the chief elements of Carnap's philosophical thought - in 
particular, a tendency to look on philosophical disputes as being largely due to failure to analyze logically 
the concepts employed, and a commitment to a basic empiricism supplemented by the methods of modern 
logic and mathematics." (EP, II, p. 26)  

 
Original wraps, very slightly darkened around the edges. The narrow spine is splitting along the bottom for about 2" but Carnap's 
full name and the number 56 are eminently readable along with the title, "Der Raum." An uncut copy in remarkable condition for so 
delicate a publication. 

 
W. V. O. Quine’s Presentation Copy with Some Notes in His Hand 

 

The Unity of Science. Kegan, Paul, London, 1934. Half title + TP + [5] = Contents + 7-101 + [103]-[104] = Publisher’s ads, 12mo. 
First Edition. 

$ 1,100 
 
First edition of Carnap's first book to be translated into English which is largely concerned with the analysis of linguistic forms and 
the inherent limitations of language.  
 
With a gift bookplate stating "gift from the author" in German, followed by the author's Prague address. (Born in Germany, Carnap 
eventually became an American citizen and taught at the University of Chicago and at UCLA.)  
 
With W. V. O. Quine's ownership signature is on the front end paper with his full name and dated "May, 1934".  On p. 61, Quine 
has changed "tactile, visual" to "tactual auditory". On p. 63, he has changed "tactile" for "tactual", and on p. 69, he has underlined 
the phrase "The question of universality of the physical language is quite independent of the vitalist-mechanist controversy". 

 
Very good in publisher's quarter cloth and paper covered boards; paper label on spine.    

 
Quine’s Inscribed Copy of Carnap’s “Foundations of Logic and Mathematics” 

with two small notations by W. V. O. Quine 
 

Foundations of Logic and Mathematics. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1939. Half title + TP + vii-viii = Contents 
+ 1-71, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 6,500 
 
Inscribed, "To W. V. Quine, cordially, R. Carnap." A marginal vertical pencil marking on p.61 in a paragraph dealing with "the 
truth of a physical theorem", and a blue ink or pencil note to p.10: "non seq." Title hand-written by Quine on now frail spine. 
 
Published on the series International Encyclopedia of Unified Science, of which this is Vol. 1, No. 3.  

 
In publisher's original printed wrappers with detached back wrappers.  Internally very good. 
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Emmanuel Levinas 
[1906-1995] 

 
A Rare Signed Copy of Levinas’ First Major Work – in ORIGINAL WRAPPERS 

Warmly Inscribed by Him to Lifelong Friend, Maurice Blanchot 
 

La Theorie de l’intuition dans la phénoménologie de Husserl. (The Theory of Intuition in 
Husserl’s Phenomenology); Libraire Félix Alcan, Paris, 1930. TP + Dedication page + [5]-223 + [224] = 
Table des Matiers, Tall Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 8,000 
 

This copy inscribed to fellow French Ur-Post-Structuralist Maurice Blanchot, "A mon cher Blanchot, ce 
livre si peu "alexendrin" cordialement, L'auteur." An association copy of inexpressible magnificence.   
 
First edition of the first major work by this wellspring of contemporary French thought. Levinas was 
among the very earliest French thinkers to engage the "three H's" – Hegel, Husserl, and Heidegger – 
whose influence on French thought has been decisive.  
 
Born in Lithuania, Levinas began his studies in philosophy at Strasbourg University in 1924.While a 
student there, he met Maurice Blanchot, and the two would soon become lifelong friends. In 1928, he 
began his studies in phenomenology at Frieburg University as a student of Edmund Husserl. In addition 
to his education under Husserl, Levinas also had the fortune of meeting Martin Heidegger, thus laying 
the groundwork for his own intellectual career, translating Husserl into French and integrating much of 

the thinking of both Husserl and Heidegger into his own philosophy. 
 
The young Levinas’ first book (Sur les « Ideen » de M. E. Husserl) published in 1929 explored Husserl’s ideas- making one of the 
earliest presentations of phenomenology to the French.  
 
In this work, published the following year, he continued and expanded on that presentation and this – along with his translation of 
Husserl’s Méditations Cartésiennes the following year – had a tremendous impact on a whole generation of French philosophers. 
Not least of these was Sartre who, after reading Levinas’ La Théorie de l’intuition dans la phénoménologie de Husserl left Paris for 
Berlin where he could study phenomenology in depth. Levinas, in turn, has also had a profound influence on Derrida.  
 
Original publisher’s printed wraps in original glassine wrapper. A beautiful, uncut copy of this important work with a fabulous 
association inscription.  
 

Jean Hyppolite 
[1907-1968] 

 
An Inscribed Copy of Hyppolite’s 1963 Leçon Inaugurale  

 

Leçon Inaugural, College de France, 1963.  TP + [5]-34, Tall Octavo. First Edition. 
$ 750 

 

Hyppolite was a graduate of the Ecole Normale Superieure at roughly the same time as Sartre. After 
graduation he embarked on a serious study of Hegel, teaching himself German by reading The 
Phenomenology of the Spirit in the original. Immediately after the Second World War, he became a 
professor at the University of Strasbourg, before moving to the Sorbonne in 1949. He was known 
for championing the work of Hegel and other German philosophers, and educating some of France's 
most prominent post-war thinkers including Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze (who studied 
Hegel under him at Lycée Henri IV), as well as Jacques Derrida, Gerard Granel and Etienne Balibar. 
 
In 1952, Hyppolite published Logique et existence, a work that raised the questions of language, 
being, and difference – questions that would become the hallmarks of new French philosophy at the 
end of the 20th century. One excellent hint at the importance and centrality of Logique can be found 
in Gilles Deleuze's review of that book. 

 
In 1954, he became the director of the École Normale Supérieure and in 1955 produced a study of Karl Marx’s earlier, more 
Hegelian period, at a time when the French interest in Hegel was at its apogee. In 1963 he was elected to the College de France and 
given a chair in The History of Systems. This presentation copy is to a colleague at the school who is only identified as “David.”   
 
Original publisher’s printed wrappers. With a four-line inscription on the inside front fly leaf. A fine copy.  
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Maurice Merleau-Ponty 
[1908-1961] 

 
    A Lovely Copy of Merleau-Ponty’s Posthumously Published Book 
 

Le Visible et L’Invisible Suivi de Notes de Travail (The Visible and the Invisible Followed by 
Working Notes); Editions Gallimard, Paris, 1964. Half-title + TP + 1 leaf = Avertissement + [9]- 360 + 
[361] = Table, Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 375 
 

This was printed from an unfinished manuscript and notes for a book Merleau-Ponty was writing when he 
died. The text is devoted to a critical examination of Kantian, Husserlian, Bergsonian, and Sartrean 
method, followed by one extraordinary chapter, 'The Intertwining - The Chiasm, ' that reveals the central 
pattern of Merleau-Ponty's own thought. The working notes for the book provide the reader with a truly 
exciting insight into the mind of the philosopher at work as he refines and develops new pivotal concepts. 
 
Original wraps printed in burgundy and blue. The spine has some light wrinkling with some sunning to the 
edges. The book comes protected by an additional folded clear glassine wrap. A lovely copy of this very 
scarce book.  

 

Simone de Beauvoir 
[1908-1986] 

 

The Dawn of Modern Feminism 
 

Le Deuxième Sexe (The Second Sex). Paris: Gallimard, 1949.  Volume 1: 1 blank leaf + half title + 
TP + Dedication page + half title + [11]-395 + [397] = half title + [399] = Index + [400] = Printing 
Information; Volume 2: 1 blank leaf + half title + TP + Quote page + Introduction page + Half title + 
[13]-577 + [579] = half title + [581] = Index + [583] = Printing Information, Octavo.  First Edition. 
 

$ 1,800 
 

One of 2,000 numbered copies (from an edition of 2,150) on alfama Marais paper - Volume 1 numbered 
358 and Volume 2 numbered 366. Bound in the original boards with a design by Mario Prassinos. 
 
Beauvoir's landmark work on feminism appeared at a crucial turning point immediately following the 
Second World War, wherein she offered a profound and scathing analysis of patriarchal society and 
what it means to be a woman in Western society. One of the her important pieces of writing, The 
Second Sex, was translated into more than a dozen languages and played a pivotal role in the transition 
from the ‘old feminism’ of the woman suffrage movements and the ‘new feminism’ that has dominated 
gender politics ever since – setting an agenda for women's rights throughout the fifties and well beyond.  
 

Bound in publisher's original binding with the colorful, modern design supplied by Mario Prassinos. Carefully protected in original 
clear wrapping. A fine and gorgeous copy of this extremely important and influential work.    

 
Albert Camus 

[1913-1960] 
 
         First Edition of Camus’ Play - The Just Assassins 
 

Les Juste (The Just Ones or The Righteous). Gallimard, Paris, 1950. Half title + TP + Quotation page 
+ Cast of Characters page + half-title + 13-[183] + [185] = Table half title + [187] = Table + [189] = 
Printer’s Information, small Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 350 
 

The play is based on the true story of a group of Russian Socialist revolutionaries who assassinated the 
Grand Duke Sergei Romanov in 1905, and explores the moral issues associated with murder and 
terrorism. In the play, all but one (Stepan) of the "Justes" are based upon historical terrorists. 
 
From the Author's Introduction: 
 

In February 1905, in Moscow, a group of terrorists who were part of the revolutionary socialist party 
organized an attempt on the life of the Grand Duke Serge, uncle of the Tsar. This attempt, and the 
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unusual circumstances leading up to and following it, are the subject of The Just. No matter how extraordinary some of the 
situations in this play may seem, they are the truth. This is not to say that The Just is a historical play. But all the characters did 
actually exist, and behaved as I have written. I only tried to make realistic the things which really happened.  
 
I kept the real name of the hero, Kaliayev. I didn't do this from lack of imagination, but out of respect and admiration for those 
men and women who, in the most contemptible of efforts, were still not able to get rid of their own hearts. Progress has been 
made since then, it is true, and the hate which weighed down those exceptional souls into intolerable suffering has now become 
a comfortable system. But that is even more reason to bring back these great ghosts and the story of their justified revolt, their 
difficult brotherhood, and the unmeasurable efforts they made to put themselves in tune with murder -- and thus to show where 
their true faith lay.  

 – Albert Camus, 1949 
 

Original printed paper wraps with black and red lettering to the front and rear covers and also along the spine. The pages are 
uniformly browned as is always the case with these books which were printed on very cheap paper. The text block has pulled away 
from the wrapper at the top of the spine. Otherwise, this is a very pretty copy.  

 
Signed Copy of Camus’ l’Été   (later issue) 

 

l’Été (The Summer), Gallimard, Pairs, [1957?]. Half title + Tp + Quote page + Dedication page + [11]-[189] + [191] = Table, Octavo. 
Thirty-fourth Edition. Inscribed by Camus on the half title. 

$ 400 
 

Two line inscription in French to “Monsier Waldemar Pfefferkorn” and signed “Albert Camus”. Below this there is another 
inscription (dated May 8, 1957) by Pfefferkorn inscribing the copy over to someone else. 
 
A collection of essays, including The Minotaur and Prometheus in Hell.  
 
Original wraps, a bit frayed on the edges and the spine. Otherwise, a lovely copy. 

 
John Rawls 

[1921-2002] 
 

The Most Important Work by “the Most Important Political Philosopher of the 20th Century” 
 

A Theory of Justice. The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1971. Half title + 
TP + Dedication page + vii-xii = Preface + xiii-xv = Contents + half title + 3-607. First Edition.  
 

$ 4,500 
 

Rawl’s milestone book on political philosophy and ethics which attempts to solve the problem of 
distributive justice by utilizing a variant of the familiar device of the soial contract. The resultant theory 
is known as "Justice as Fairness", from which Rawls derives his two famous principles of justice: the 
liberty principle and the difference principle. The book was originally published in 1971 and then 
revised in 1975 (for the translated editions) and in English in 1999. 
 
“[Rawls] was arguably the most important political philosopher of the 20th century. . . . His first book, 
A Theory of Justice (1971), revitalized the social-contract tradition, using it to articulate and defend a 
detailed vision of egalitarian liberalism. . . . Rawls's original thought is that equality, or a fair 
distribution of advantages, is to be addressed as a background matter by constitutional and legal 
provisions that structure social institutions. While fair institutions will influence the life chances of 
everyone in society, they will leave individuals free to exercise their basic liberties as they see fit within 

this fair set of rules. . . . 'Justice as Fairness' is Rawls's name for the set of principles he defends in TJ. He refers to 'the two 
principles of Justice as Fairness,' but the second has two parts. These principles address two different aspects of the basic structure 
of society: the 'First Principle' addresses the essentials of the constitutional structure. It holds that society must assure each citizen 
'an equal claim to a fully adequate scheme of equal basic rights and liberties, which scheme is compatible with the same scheme for 
all.' . . . The second principle addresses instead those aspects of the basic structure that shape the distribution of opportunities, 
offices, income, wealth, and in general social advantages. The first part of the second principle holds that the social structures that 
shape this distribution must satisfy the requirements of 'fair equality of opportunity.' The second part of the second principle is the 
famous or infamous 'Difference Principle.' It holds that 'social and economic inequalities . . . are to be to the greatest benefit of the 
least advantaged members of society.' . . . Each of these three centrally addresses a different set of primary goods: the First 
Principle concerns rights and liberties; the principle of Fair Equality of Opportunity concerns opportunities; and the Difference 
Principle primarily concerns income and wealth.”        (The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy) 
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Original publisher’s purple cloth with green lettering on the spine. With the original bright green dust jacket – that has not been 
price-clipped. The book is all but fine while the dust jacket has been bumped on the front right upper corner – now showing a 
couple of cracks and one small, almost-closed tear. The dust jacket is also just a bit worn on the spine in a couple of spots and the 
spine has been very lightly sunned – showing a light aqua tint to the otherwise green dust jacket. A very pretty copy of an unusually 
difficult book to find in any kind of acceptable condition.  

 

Giles Deleuze 
[1925-1995] 

 
A Rare Inscribed Copy by Deleuze of His Early Différence et répétition 

 

Différence et répétition. Paris: Peresses University de France, 1968. Half title + TP + [1]-
[409], Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 2,000 
 

Inscribed to Yvon Belaval on the half title by Deleuze: "á M.Y. Belaval, reconnaissance metende? et 
silvent rien, amitié sincere. deleuze, 1969." Belaval was a significant literary critic, whose work on 
Sade marked a new era in French literary studies. Books inscribed by Deleuze are distinctly 
uncommon.   
 
Born in 1925, Gilles Deleuze studied philosophy and taught at a number of high schools in France 
before joining the faculty at the University of Lyon in 1964 where he met Michel Foucault. In 1969 
(at the urging of Foucault) Deleuze was recruited to teach at an experimental school, University of 
Paris VIII at Vincennes, which was established to carry out various educational reforms. He 
remained there until his retirement in 1987. 
 

Difference and Repetition was Deleuze's principal thesis for the Doctorat D'Etat alongside his secondary, historical thesis, 
Expressionism in Philosophy: Spinoza. The work assays a critique of representation. In the book, Deleuze develops concepts of 
difference in itself and repetition for itself, that is, concepts of difference and repetition that are logically and metaphysically prior 
to any concept of identity. Some commentators suggest that the book is Deleuze's attempt at a rewriting of Kant's Critique of Pure 
Reason from the point of view of genesis. This is an early and important work by Deleuze, one of the first "post-structuralist" 
theoretical treatises, by one of the key figures in the "movement."  
 
In publisher's original wrappers printed in black and green. Wrapped in original glassine and with a protective plastic overlay. Near 
fine copy of this early and important work by Deleuze.  

 
A Beautiful Uncut Numbered Copy of Deleuze & Guattari’s Kafka 

 

[with Felix Guattari]  Kafka: Pour une literature mineure (Kafka: Towards a Minor Revision). Les Éditions de Minuit, Paris, 1975. 
Half title + TP + 7-159 + [161] = Publisher’s ads, Octavo. First Edition. 

$ 350 
One of 92 numbered copies on vélin supérieure.   
 
A work of literary criticism by the co-authors of the seminal postmodernist tomes, Anti-Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus. This 
book purports to get at "the real Kafka," by stripping the man and his work of all transcendent pretensions assigned him by critics of 
the old school and seeing him instead as a model for the new uniformed postmodernist-socialist man. 

 
In publisher's original wrappers printed in black. Wrapped in original glassine and with a protective plastic overlay. A fine copy. 

 
A Lovely Inscribed Copy of Dialogues – Signed by both Deleuze and Parnet 

 

[with Claire Parnet]. Dialogues. Paris: Flammarion, 1977.  Half title + TP + half title + 7-177 + [179] = Contents. Octavo.            
First Edition.  

$ 1,000 
 

Inscribed to Yvon Belaval on the half title by Deleuze and also signed by Parnet. Deleuze inscriptions are distinctly uncommon.   
 

In the most accessible and personal of his works, Deleuze examines – through a series of discussions with Claire Parnet – such  
revealing topics as his own philosophical background and development, the central themes of his work, and some of his 
relationships, in particular his long association with the philosopher Félix Guattari. 
 
In publisher's original wrappers printed in black and red with a protective plastic overlay. Near fine.  
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Michel Foucault 
[1926-1984] 

 
Foucault’s First Book – Which He Later Repudiated   

 

Maladie Mentale et Personalité (Mental Illness and Personality). Presses Universitaires de 
France, Paris, 1954. Half title + TP + [1]-110 + [111] = List of Historical Dates in Psychiatry + [113] 
= Table of Contents, small Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 750 
 

Foucault’s early mentor, Louis Althusser, not only persuaded Foucault to join the Communists Party 
in 1950, he also pressured him to write this, his first book which came out in 1954. But, shortly after 
the book was published, Foucault not only completely repudiated the book, he also reigned from the 
Communists Party. He later did massive revisions on the book and republished it in 1962 as Metal 
Illness and Psychology.  
 
The original book aimed to show that ‘the root of mental pathology should not be searched in a 
speculation on some metapathology, but only in a reflection on man himself’. Foucault founded this 
attempt at establishing a rigorous science of mental illness using referents to historical materialism 
and his perspective in the debate on alienation and humanism in this work takes the form of a critique 
of positivism and determinism, as well as Freudianism. 

 
Publisher’s original card covers printed in black and light blue. Just the most minor of sunning to the edges of the front cover. 
Otherwise, this a gorgeous, largely uncut copy.  

 
Inscribed Copy of Foucault’s Important Les Mots et les Chose 

 

Les Mots et les Choses: Une archéologie des sciences humaine (The Order of Things: An Archeology of Human Sciences). 
Gallimard, Paris, 1966. 400pp., Octavo. First Edition.  

$ 4,500 
A service de presse (review) copy inscribed by Foucault to Yvon Belaval on the front free end paper: "á M. Yvan Belaval en 
hommage et sympathie. M.F."   

 
Here Foucault endeavors to excavate the origins of the human sciences, particularly but not exclusively psychology and sociology. 
The book opens with an extended discussion of Diego Valazques’s painting Las Meninas and its complex arrangement of 
sightlines, hiddenness, and appearance. It then develops its central claim: that all periods of history have possessed certain 
underlying conditions of truth that constituted what was acceptable as, for example, scientific discourse. Foucault argues that these 
conditions of discourse have changed over time, from one period's episteme to another. 

 
A near fine copy in publisher’s printed wrappers, with some light underlining and annotations to text.  
 

Luce Irigaray 
[1932 -     ] 

 
           A Modern Conversation with Nietzsche  
 

Amante Marine de Frédéric Nietzsche (Marine Lover of Freidrich Nietzsche). Les Éditions 
de Minuit, Paris, 1980. Half-title + TP + Half-title + 9-[204] + [205] = Contents + [207] = 
Publisher’s advertisements + [208] = Imprimé. Octavo. First Edition. 

 $ 200  
 

In this work, Irigaray personifies water and pursues a dialogue with the 19th century philosopher, 
Friedrich Nietzsche. Luce Irigaray is one of the 20th/21st centuries’ leading thinkers in French 
feminism and philosophy. Much of her writing is a critique of the history of philosophy and its 
traditional exclusion of women and the feminine.  Irigaray alleges that women have been 
traditionally objectified as passive matter/nature.  She challenges women and men to create a 
‘sexed’ culture open to an active female subjectivity.  As it stands, according to Irigaray, Western 
culture lacks true sexual difference. In response to this diagnosis, Irigaray offers a prescription: 
Mimesis, strategic essentialism, utopian ideals, and employing novel language. 
 
Publisher’s printed wrappers with some light sunning to the top edge of the front cover and some 
sun spotting to the spine. Otherwise, a very pretty and well preserved copy. . 
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"The owl of Athena flies only at dusk"  
 

- Georg W. F. Hegel 
   Preface, Philosophy of Right 
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